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ABSTRACT
This study describes the strategies that were employed by the Frederick County Public
Schools Superintendent and the School Board to maintain instructional programming while
assuring continued support for schools by the local governing body during the economic
recession of 2007-2009. Despite reductions in state appropriations beginning in 2008 and
continuing through 2011, division leaders worked closely with the county Board of Supervisors
to support public schools and local governmental services, even as the local economy faltered.
While other local governments annually reduced appropriations to schools, effort by the
Frederick County School Board and its administrative leadership to foster a positive relationship
with the Board of Supervisors led to only one operating fund reduction in fiscal year 2010, as the
schools’ share of the projected local revenue shortfall. This study describes those actions that
promoted and improved trust between the School Board and the Board of Supervisors. This
study addresses the following research questions:
1.

What political and relationship factors contributed to maintaining level local
funding in fiscal year 2010 and beyond by the local Board of Supervisors?

2.

What strategies were employed by the School Board and division leadership to
reduce operating expenditures and maintain quality education programs for all
students?

3.

How did State Fiscal Stabilization Funds provided under the American

Reinvestment and Recovery Act influence decision making for fiscal year 2010?
Some of the actions taken by the School Board and the Board of Supervisors may be
representative of those steps taken to address revenue shortfalls by other Virginia local
governments. However, each community has had unique financial challenges to overcome. Not
all actions described will be generalizable to other communities. As economic uncertainty
continues at the time of this study, the findings may foreshadow how public education will be
supported in the future.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Virginia’s economy began faltering during fiscal year 2006, as a result of a declining
housing sector.1 Governor Timothy Kaine, in remarks to a joint meeting of the Virginia Senate
Finance, House Finance, and House Appropriations Committees on August 20, 2007, predicted
slower rates of revenue growth and announced a $234 million reduction in anticipated revenues.2
By August 2008, Governor Kaine’s outlook on Virginia’s economic condition was even less
encouraging: Sales tax revenue had improved by only 0.8% during the last four months of fiscal
year 2008 and income tax withholding grew by only 1.6%. State revenues were projected to
increase 6.4% overall in order to fully fund the state budget, but actual collections increased by
1.2%.3 Governor Kaine reinforced the need to forecast expected revenues downward for fiscal
year 2009 in his remarks to the joint committees assembled on August 18, 2008.4
Governor Kaine underscored the impact of the housing market downturn, turmoil in
world financial markets and rising inflation due to increased fuel costs as reasons why Virginia’s
state budget for fiscal year 2009 would require downward adjustment to remain in balance with
projected revenue.5 Reductions in the state budget also reduced appropriations to Virginia
localities. By November 2008, localities were aware of reductions in both state support and in
local revenue collections. In Frederick County, a joint work session of the Board of Supervisors

Governor Kaine’s prepared remarks to joint meeting of the Senate Finance, House Finance and House
Appropriations Committees, August 20, 2007. Web Archive of Virginia Governor Timothy Kaine, 2006-2010. State
government records collection, The Library of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.
2
Id.
3
Richard D. Brown, Report of General Fund Revenues and the Virginia Economy for FY2008, August 18, 2008.
Available at http://sfc.virginia.gov/archives.shtml, Retrieved March 8, 2012.
4
Governor Kaine’s prepared remarks to joint meeting of the Senate Finance, House Finance and House
Appropriations Committees, August 18, 2008. Web Archive of Virginia Governor Timothy Kaine, 2006-2010. State
government records collection, The Library of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.
5
Id.
1
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and its Finance Committee6 considered ways to overcome a $4 million shortfall in projected
revenue for fiscal year 2009.7
Preparation of the fiscal year 2010 budget for schools and local governments across the
Commonwealth proved to be challenging. This study identifies and chronicles challenges faced
by the Superintendent and County School Board of Frederick County8 to prepare and gain local
support for a budget to adequately fund the school division and maintain education programs
during the economic recession.
Historical Background
Frederick County Public Schools, geographically located at the top of the Shenandoah
Valley of Virginia, is the largest school division in the Northern Shenandoah Valley and had a
population of 12,913 students in 2008-2009.9 For fiscal year 2009, the division’s original
approved operating budget was $135 million.10 For comparative purposes, the fiscal year 2008
operating budget was $130.6 million.11
The county ranked among the fastest growing localities within the Commonwealth of
Virginia. The community grew by 27.2% during the years 2000-2009, making it the sixteenth
fastest growing locality in Virginia.12 In 2002, total division enrollment was 10,774, and has
since grown by 2,139 students. The projected growth rate had been 250 students annually, with

6

The Frederick County Finance Committee is comprised of Board of Supervisors members, with one serving as
chair, and citizens appointed by the Board. Its purpose is to review revenue and expenditures and to recommend
budgetary adjustments to the Board of Supervisors consideration after a committee report at the subsequent
supervisors’ meeting.
7
Minutes of the Frederick County Board of Supervisors Work Session, November 19, 2008, Book 34, page 124.
8
The official name of the Frederick County School Board is the “County School Board of Frederick County.” See
School Board Bylaw 101P, available at http://www.frederick.k12.va.us.
9
Vital Statistics 2009-10, Frederick County Public Schools, available at: http://www.frederick.k12.va.us
10
FY 2009 Frederick County School Board Approved Budget, available at: http://www.frederick.k12.va.us/finance
11
FY 2008 Frederick County School Board Approved Budget, available at: http://www.frederick.k12.va.us/finance
12
Michael A. Spar, Enrollment and High School Graduation Projections 2009-10 – 2014-15, Weldon Cooper
Center, available at http://www.coopercenter.org/demographics/publications/enrollment-and-high-school-graduateprojections-virginia-public-schools-20

2

enrollment expected to be 14,261 by fiscal year 2015.13 Since the turn of the century, six new
schools have opened, including four elementary schools, one middle school and one high school.
The additions bring the total number of schools to 22, including one jointly operated regional
special education center and a career and technical education center.14
Revenues also grew rapidly for most of the first ten years of the millennium. For fiscal
years 2005-2009, state revenues increased annually an average of 8.67% while local revenues for
the school operating budget increased by 7.82%, on average.15 However, as the economy began
to worsen, the annual percentage increase in state revenue declined to 5.3% and new local
revenue declined to 6.3% for fiscal year 2009. The fiscal year 2009 budget was adopted in spring
2008, in advance of the accelerating economic downturn.16
By November 2008, local revenue collection in Frederick County proved to be far lower
than anticipated. On November 19, 2008, the county administrator briefed members of Board of
Supervisors in a called work session.17 At this meeting, an anticipated revenue shortfall of $4
million was announced.
On December 17, 2008, the Finance Committee of the Frederick County Board of
Supervisors was made aware of the anticipated $4 million revenue shortfall for fiscal year
2009.18 Immediately following the Finance Committee meeting, the Board of Supervisors met in
work session to consider ways to address this revenue shortfall.19 The county administrator

13

Frederick County Public Schools Capital Improvement Plan 2010-15, available at http://www.frederick.k12.va.us.
Fiscal 2009 Approved Budget 2009, supra note 8 at page 167.
15
Id., at page 54. Note: Derived from data.
16
Kaine, supra note 2.
17
Minutes, supra note 5.
18
Minutes of the Frederick County Board of Supervisors Finance Committee, December 17, 2008, Item 8 (no page
number). See also supra note 6 for committee membership.
19
Minutes, supra note 5 at 168-173.
14
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recommended apportionment of $2.3 million of the revenue shortfall to the school division,
which would necessitate a budget adjustment by the Frederick County School Board.20
Also in attendance at the December 17, 2008, Board of Supervisors work session, were
several members of the Frederick County School Board and the division Superintendent. At the
invitation of the Board of Supervisors Chairman, the Superintendent outlined recommendations
to reduce the fiscal year 2009 School Operating budget by $2.3 million.
Additionally, the Superintendent provided an initial estimate of projected revenue
shortfall for fiscal year 2010. The current economic climate, reduced local revenue, anticipated
enrollment growth and increased operating expenditures all contributed to a projected revenue
shortfall between $10-16 million for fiscal year 2010.21 The actual projected revenue shortfall for
fiscal year 2010 was $7.9 million.22 Over $4.0 million in State Fiscal Stabilization Funds
(SFSF)23, provided through the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act of 2009 (ARRA)
were applied to mitigate the revenue shortfall.24 Reduced staffing and other expenditure savings
were used to capture the remaining $3.9 million. Had ARRA funds not been appropriated by the
General Assembly to the locality significant reductions to educational programs and services
would have occurred.25
Basis for Study
A worldwide economic recession was not anticipated in advance of the downturn that
began in fall 2007 and accelerated through much of 2008. Even though Governor Kaine signaled
downward pressure on the Commonwealth’s revenues in August 2007, the General Assembly

20

Id., at page 171. Note: For fiscal year 2009, 57.5% of county revenue from all sources was allocated to the school
division. The apportionment of $2.3 million reflects this percentage.
21
Minutes, supra note 5 at 124.
22
Frederick County Public Schools FY2010 Final Revenue Budget Worksheet, March 17, 2009.
23
“State Fiscal Stabilization Funds” were the federal response to collapsing state revenues.
24
American Reinvestment and Recovery Act of 2009, Act of the 111th Congress, House Bill 1.
25
FY 2010 Frederick County School Board Approved Budget, available at: http://www.frederick.k12.va.us/finance
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still anticipated adequate growth in revenue to continue fund increases in state appropriations.26
As both state and local revenue collections declined, the Commonwealth and localities needed to
reduce expenditures in order to balance budgets as the Commonwealth or localities cannot
operate in a deficit.27 Decreased revenues for public schools required a wholesale examination of
instructional programs and support services to identify potential savings. Throughout the
economic recession, state and federal student achievement expectations were not relaxed and
certain amendments to the Virginia Standards of Quality were to impact funding of instructional
and support staff in public schools.28
Study Purpose
The Commonwealth of Virginia began to experience economic recession in 2006, as
housing market activity began to decline.29 The Commonwealth’s annual budget was built on
continued increases in sales, real estate recordation, and income taxes. The General Assembly
would not consider additional taxes and expected continued robust growth.30 Concurrently,
speculation in commodities markets (especially in oil) dramatically increased cost of living
expenses and reduced disposable income for residents of the Commonwealth along with the rest
of the nation.31 Ultimately, a worldwide economic recession, which had beginnings in 2007,
resulted in the collapse of financial and commodities markets in fall 2008. As the financial sector

26

Brown, supra note 2.
Constitution of Virginia, Article X, Section 7. Taxation and disposition of revenues, “Other than as may be
provided for in the debt provisions of this Constitution, the Governor, subject to such criteria as may be established
by the General Assembly, shall ensure that no expenses of the Commonwealth be incurred which exceed total
revenues on hand and anticipated during a period not to exceed the two years and six months period established by
this section of the Constitution.”
28
See State Superintendent’s Memo #052-09, Amendments to the 2008-10 Biennial Budget passed by the 2009
General Assembly. Available at http://www.doe.virginia.gov/administrators/Superintendents_memos
29
Governor's Budget Recommendations for 2008-2010. Available at
http://leg1.state.va.us/081/bud/BudSum/Overview30.PDF, accessed June 5, 2013.
30
Id., supra note 1.
31
Kenneth J. Singleton, “Investor Flows and the 2008 Boom/Bust in Oil Prices,” accessed April 15, 2012,
http://www.stanford.edu/~kenneths/OilPub.pdf. Note: the paper considers the impact of investors and financial
market conditions in crude oil futures markets.
27
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retreated, lines of credit became unavailable to both businesses and private citizens.32 Property
taxes make up the majority of revenue available to localities across the country and this revenue
stream declined due to a rising foreclosure rate.33
Frederick County was not immune to the sudden change in the economic climate. While
school enrollment projections for fiscal year 2009 expected an increase of 160 students, actual
new enrollment equaled 8 students.34 As the fiscal year 2009 budget was based on 152 more
students, the School Board would receive less state revenue and had to adjust the school
operating budget accordingly downward to account for fewer than anticipated students. When
notified of a reduction in the local appropriation for fiscal year 2009, the School Board's revenue
and expenditure conundrum worsened.35
Given that the division operates relatively efficiently and did not offer full-day
kindergarten, reductions to the operating budget were expected to be challenging.36 The School
Board had endeavored to provide small class sizes along with access to diverse educational
opportunities to meet the needs of all students. The school division’s cost per pupil was $9,935
for fiscal year 2009.37 At the time, Frederick County Public Schools was the 19th largest school
division in the Commonwealth.38 School division staff did not anticipate any additional revenue
from state or federal sources when beginning preparations for the fiscal year 2010 budget. The

32

Paul Mizen, "The Credit Crunch of 2007-2008: A Discussion of the Background, Market Reactions, and Policy
Responses," accessed June 5, 2013. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review, 90(5), p. 531-67. Available at
http://research.stlouisfed.org/publications/review/08/09/Mizen.pdf.
33
Richmond Federal Reserve (Data from Mortgage Bankers Association/Haver Analytics). Available at:
http://www.richmondfed.org/banking/markets_trends_and_statistics/trends/pdf/delinquency_and_foreclosure_rates.
pdf, accessed June 5, 2013)
34
Capital Improvement Plan 2010-15, supra note 11.
35
Minutes, supra note 5.
36
Frederick County's Per Pupil Expenditure ranked 70th of 132 school divisions for Fiscal Year 2009,
Superintendent's Annual Report for Fiscal Year 2009 at
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/statistics_reports/supts_annual_report/2008_09/index.shtml, accessed March 22, 2013.
37
Superintendent's Annual Report, supra note 34.
38
Id., supra note 34.
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task was to consider means to reduce expenditures while maintaining adequate educational
programming. A priority was to encourage the Board of Supervisors to maintain funding for
school operating and debt service at adequate levels for fiscal year 2010.
This study describes how shared values and cooperation between the Board of
Supervisors and the School Board developed and how division and county leadership crafted a
plan to navigate an extended time period with finite resources and increasing operational costs.
The Superintendent worked with the School Board to develop, consider and adopt a budget for
fiscal year 2010 that minimally disrupted educational services. Concurrently, the county
administrator sought to prevent loss of government services and gain agreement from the
Frederick County Board of Supervisors to stabilize local revenue collections. Further, the study
illustrates how State Fiscal Stabilization Funds provided through the American Investment and
Recovery Act of 2009 allowed the School Board to restore educational services expected to be
eliminated due to the state revenue shortfall. The study considers three research questions:
1. What political and relationship factors contributed to maintaining level local funding in
fiscal year 2010 and beyond by the local Board of Supervisors?
2. What strategies were employed by the School Board and division leadership to reduce
operating expenditures and maintain a quality education program for all students?
3. How did State Fiscal Stabilization Funds provided under the American Reinvestment and
Recovery Act influence decision making for fiscal year 2010?

7

Methodology
Case study methodology was used to consider the research questions. Board and
committee minutes for both the School Board and Board of Supervisors were readily available.
Budget preparation documents, working papers, and deliberations by both boards and their
administrative leadership were reviewed and analyzed. Contemporary news accounts of budget
progress, as reported by the two daily newspapers in the Northern Shenandoah Valley of
Virginia, are fully archived and were employed. General Assembly budget documents were
reviewed and referenced, as appropriate. Key leaders of the school board, board of supervisors,
as well as school and county administrative staff were interviewed to describe the political and
relationship strategies employed to sustain adequate funding from the Board of Supervisors. The
now-retired Superintendent remained in the community. Lastly, to understand the impact of State
Fiscal Stabilization Funds on school budgeting, an assessment of future budgetary implications
will be explored.
Limitations and Delimitations
The research study uses review of contemporary documents, news articles and working
papers to characterize efforts made to sustain public school education programs in Frederick
County, Virginia. Certain historical documents including meeting minutes of both the School
Board and its standing committees, and the Board of Supervisors and its standing committees
may not provide detailed information regarding deliberations or decisions by both bodies. News
media accounts, while purportedly impartial, reflect the reporter’s interpretation of actions taken
by public officials. The researcher had access to detailed deliberative and working documents
used to prepare Superintendent and School Board budget proposals, as well as the final approved
documents.

8

Finally, the study did not analyze actions of the General Assembly to produce a balanced
state budget for fiscal year 2011, but considered those actions taken to balance the fiscal year
2010 budget. The actions of the 2010 General Assembly, in combination with the use of fiscal
year 2011 State Fiscal Stabilization Funds expended to close a revenue gap in fiscal year 2010,
complicated future revenue and expenditures by both the Commonwealth and local governments.
Those future budgetary complications are considered and discussed in Chapter 5.
Limitations
The review of the budgetary actions by the Governor and the General Assembly were
restricted to published accounts, press releases, and minutes of meetings either archived by the
Library of Virginia or available through the Legislative Information System of the Virginia
General Assembly. Certain working documents used by division staff and the Frederick County
School Board may have been excluded in order to maintain integrity as non-public working
papers.
Delimitations
This study reflects the work of the Frederick County School Board and its administrative
leadership staff to address revenue shortfalls for the remainder of fiscal year 2009 and fiscal year
2010. While the study may be descriptive of actions taken by other School Boards within the
Commonwealth, these actions should not be considered as representative. Each community
within the Commonwealth had unique circumstances placing financial pressure on local school
boards and governing bodies in different ways. This study describes the methods and strategies
employed in Frederick County, Virginia, to meet financial challenges during the period of 20082010.

9

Assumptions
The study assumes minutes from meetings of the School Board and Board of Supervisors
are accurate records. Archived records from accessed through the Library of Virginia and the
Legislative Information System are official records of events and actions during 2007-2009 taken
by the governor and General Assembly. Budget planning documents prepared by division or
county staff reflect the chronological evolution of the fiscal year 2010 budget. Budget materials
provided to the Frederick County School Board and the Frederick County Board of Supervisors
for decision-making are also accurate records.
Definitions
This section includes definitions of terms commonly used to describe school division
budgets.39 The Board of Education, in consultation with the Auditor of Public Accounts,
establishes the system for accounting for all school funds. An annual accounting is completed
through the Superintendent's Annual Report.40
Administration – Activities concerned with establishing and administering policy for
operating the Local Education Agency (LEA).
Allocation – The amount of funding appropriated to an agency. Types of allocations
include per-pupil allocations, fixed allocations, and replacement equipment allocations.
American Reinvestment and Recovery Act of 2009 – Funds appropriated by Congress to
stabilize the American economy as national and world financial markets retreated into a
recession (the recession of 2007-2009). ARRA funding was available in two major funding
streams: State Fiscal Stabilization Funds (SFSF) and State Formula Grants. In Virginia, the
General Assembly has designated the entire amount of the Governor’s portion of the SFSF funds
39

Adapted from Approved Fiscal Year 2011 Budget (Document), Frederick County School Board, available at
www.frederick.k12.va.us/finance.
40
Certain definitions included in this appendix are from Attachment C of the Superintendent's Annual Report
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for specified state-level projects. The state formula grants were awarded for: Title I, Part A;
IDEA; Title II, Part D, Educational Technology; McKinney-Vento Homeless Education;
Equipment Assistance for School Nutrition Programs.41
Appropriation – An authorization granted by the legislature or local governing body to
make expenditures and to incur obligations for specific purposes.
Attendance and Health Services – Activities whose primary purpose is the promotion and
improvement of children's attendance at school.
Average Daily Membership (ADM) – the aggregate number of days in attendance of all
students during a school year divided by the number of days school is in session during the year.
Budget – A plan of financial operation embodying an estimate of proposed expenditures
for a given period or purpose and the proposed means of financing them.
Co-curricular – Programs offered having a direct relation to a class or course, e.g.,
FBLA–business, FFA–agriculture.
Composite Index – The Composite Index determines a school division’s ability to pay
education costs fundamental to the Commonwealth’s Standards of Quality (SOQ). The
Composite Index is calculated using three indicators of a locality’s ability-to-pay: 1) True value
of real property (weighted 50 percent); 2) Adjusted gross income (weighted 40 percent); and, 3)
Taxable retail sales (weighted 10 percent). Each locality’s index is adjusted to maintain an
overall statewide local share of 45 percent and an overall state share of 55 percent.
Contracted or Purchased Services – Payments for services, not including capitalized
expenditures, acquired from outside sources.

41

Virginia Department of Education PowerPoint Presentation, "The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009," March 27, 2009
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Debt Service – Includes expenditures for redemption of principal on bonds and notes and
expenditures for interest on bonds and notes.
Direct Aid – State funding for local school divisions for public education programs is
provided through the Direct Aid to Public Education budget. The General Assembly appropriates
the funds. Direct Aid funding is appropriated in six budgetary categories: 1) Standards of
Quality; 2) Incentive Programs; 3) Categorical Programs; 4) Lottery Proceeds Fund; 5)
Supplemental Education Programs; 6) Federal Funds.
Expenditures – Total charges incurred, whether paid or unpaid, for current costs.
Federal Funds – Revenues received from the federal government, either directly or
through the state, in support of educational programs and needs.
Fiscal Year – Any 12-month period concluded by determination of financial conditions
and closing of financial records. School divisions operate July 1 to June 30.
Fixed Allocation – Allocation to an agency for costs of personnel, services, and supplies
common to agencies regardless of size or student enrollment.
Fund – Fiscal and accounting entity with a self-balancing set of accounts recording assets
and liabilities for specific activities of the school division.
Fund Balance – Excess of assets of a fund over its liabilities and reserves.
Instruction – Activities dealing directly with the interaction between teachers and
students.
Materials and Supplies – Includes articles and commodities consumed or materially
altered and minor equipment not capitalized.
Operating Fund – Fund providing for the day-to-day operations and maintenance of the
schools and funded through local, state, and federal funds.

12

Operations and Maintenance – Activities concerned with keeping the physical plan open,
comfortable and safe for use and keeping grounds, buildings and equipment in effective working
condition.
Per Pupil Allocation – An allocation to an agency (division, school or jointly-operated
program) based on the type and/or number of students enrolled.
Personal Services – All compensation for the direct labor of persons in the employment
of the local government.
Pupil Transportation—Activities concerned with transporting students to and from
school, as provided by state and federal law.
Revenue – The income of a government agency from taxation and other sources.
SOQ – Standards of Quality. The prescribed minimum program all public school
divisions in Virginia must meet as established in the Constitution of Virginia and defined in the
Code of Virginia (§§ 22.1-253.13:1 through 22.1-253.13:8).
State Funds – Revenue received from the Virginia Department of Education in support of
the operational standards for Kindergarten through grade 12 as prescribed by the Board of
Education subject to revision by the General Assembly.
Technology – Expenditures related to the use and/or purchase of technology tools or
resources in any of the major classifications of school funds.
Virginia Retirement System Benefits – Payments into the trust fund of the Virginia
Retirement System by the employer.
Study Organization
The study is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the research project and
summarizes the economic conditions that lead to an economic recession in the Commonwealth

13

of Virginia. Chapter 2 provides the research basis for the study. Characteristics of desired
leadership, decision-making and capacities for trust building of Superintendents and School
Boards will be discussed in the literature review. Chapter 3 describes the research methodology,
justification, and data collection techniques employed. Chapter 4 presents the findings of the
study and chapter 5 summarizes the findings, identifies implications and suggests questions for
further study.
Study Significance
The economic recession first emergent in late 2006 has been one the nation has been slow
to recover from. School divisions across the Commonwealth have contended with limited new
funding or continued reductions in revenue annually at the local level. The state’s use of ARRA
funds and other short term solutions may have offered a false sense of security to some localities,
causing them now to face a new reality of limited or even no access to additional local
operational revenues.
Both the School Board and Board of Supervisors of Frederick County, Virginia,
recognize the value of a high quality public school system as means to attract and maintain
investments by large corporate concerns. While prior boards often had disagreements as to the
appropriate level of local funding for the school division, both boards found common ground
during the recession through open dialogue and a commitment to public education. This study
describes how shared values and cooperation between the Board of Supervisors and the School
Board developed and how division leadership crafted a plan to navigate an extended time period
with finite resources and increasing operational costs.

14

Chapter 2
Literature Review

This chapter reviews the literature regarding relationships between the Superintendent
and the School Board. For purposes of establishing the basis for this study, the chapter provides a
description of Virginia’s school funding mechanisms at both the state and local levels. As
Virginia does not grant taxing authority to local School Boards, the dynamic existing between
the School Board and the local governing body will be explained.
This chapter is organized into three sections: 1) Leadership, decision making and trust
building of the Superintendent; 2) Leadership, decision making and trust building of the local
School Board; and, 3) Funding methodology for Virginia public schools. Several studies have
identified desired leadership characteristics of school Superintendents, yet decision-making and
trust of and by the Superintendent seem not to have been explored in depth. Studies do exist that
consider “dissatisfaction theory” in the context of Superintendent-School Board relations.1
Superintendents
This section discusses the superintendency and will consider leadership, decision making
and trust building capacity. Because this study considered what strategies were used to prepare
and properly fund a school budget during an economic recession, study questions are considered
through the lens of the public school budgeting process. The Virginia General Assembly,
through the Code of Virginia, has provided the framework through which School Boards and
Superintendents work to establish a school operating budget. A brief overview of this framework

Paul Williams and Anna Maria Tabernik, “School District Stability: The Relationship Between the Stability of a
Board of Education and the Superintendent,” International Journal of Education Reform 20 (2011): 16. This study
describes “dissatisfaction theory” as predictive of the influence on student performance when School Board
membership and Superintendent turn over are influenced by local community politics.
1
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follows and illustrates necessary Superintendent leadership, decision making and trust building
capacities.
To provide leadership and direction to a public school division, Virginia requires School
Boards to employ a division Superintendent.2 Perhaps one of the most important responsibilities
of the division Superintendent is to prepare an annual operating budget. The division
Superintendent, with School Board approval, determines the funds necessary for the support of
public schools and seeks appropriation of funds from the local governing body.3 Local funds
coupled with state and federal funds apportioned to the various school divisions provide for the
operation of local public schools.4 Obtaining appropriate funding to meet operational and capital
needs of the public schools often is a source of conflict between Superintendents and their
School Boards, or between Superintendents, School Boards and local governing bodies. Such
conflict is documented annually through local media. Interestingly, Thorton found that the ability
to craft and shepherd a budget from genesis to approval was not among the most desired
leadership characteristics of a Superintendent among Virginia School Boards.5
Leadership
Desired characteristics of the Superintendent have been discussed since the early days of
public schools in the United States. An early discussion captured thoughts about the role and
function of school Superintendents:
An individual is deemed wise who knows his own limitations, and a School Board is wise
that does not assume a direct responsibility, which as individuals and as an organized

2

VA. CODE ANN. §22.1-5, Division Superintendent required.
§22.1-92, Estimate of monies needed for public schools; notice of costs to be distributed.
4
§22.1-99, Approval and certification of apportionment of school funds. The Superintendent of Public Instruction
annually apportions funds to the school divisions of the Commonwealth.
5
Michael Thorton, “A Comparative Study of Superintendent Leadership Characteristics of Virginia School
Superintendents” (EdD. Diss., Virginia Tech, 2009), 45. Thorton found that, among Virginia School Boards, this
characteristic ranked 7th.
3
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body, it is in no way fitted to discharge. If competent Superintendents are a scarcity, what
better service can boards render the cause of education than to create a demand for
them…[and] to confer such powers upon these officers as will test to full measure their
manhood, their scholarship, their judgment, and their organizing ability.6

Continued, the author described the ideal state between School Board and
Superintendent:
If the principles which regulate the conduct of private business enterprises are considered
essential to the efficient conduct of a school system, then the Superintendent’s
recommendations as to teachers and text-books [sic] should be taken as the final sense of
the board, and ratified by official action.7

Albeit in contemporary language, the same discussion continues today. Thorton’s 2009
study sought to quantify leadership characteristics both Virginia Superintendents and School
Board chairpersons believed essential for a successful superintendency. His work replicated, in
part, an Arizona study by Wilson.8 Thorton observed the “quality and effectiveness of the local
school district can be a direct reflection of the quality and effectiveness of the relationship
between the Superintendent and the School Board.”9 Richard and Kruse, in a qualitative study,
suggested a “positive Board-Superintendent relationship, including the Board’s ability to

W. S. Mack, “The Relation of a Board to its Superintendent,” Journal of Education 44 (1896): 99
Id.
8
Thorton, Supra note 5 at 7.
9
Id., 22.
6
7
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maintain a positive perception of the Superintendent, is critical to the Superintendent’s
effectiveness.”10
Patterned after Wilson’s study, Thorton considered ten leadership characteristics of
Superintendents: instructional leadership, effective School Board relations, visionary leader,
effective community builder, team builder, school finance understanding, professional
development focus, school law understanding, astute politically, and intellectual capacity.11
School Board chairpersons and Superintendents ranked each of these characteristics. Thorton
found, as did Wilson, no significant difference in perceptions existed between School Board
chairpersons and Superintendents.12 Thorton’s study also described “personal and professional
integrity, honesty and fairness” as the most important Superintendent leadership traits. He also
observed “effective communication with Board members and other community stakeholders”
was nearly equally important.13 Knowledge of school finance ranked low as an essential
characteristic in both the Wilson and Thorton studies. However, gaining a proper appropriation
for school operating expenses may be evidence of the trust developed between the
Superintendent and School Board, and companion trust between the School Board,
Superintendent and the local governing body.14 Trust may be coupled to fairness, honesty and
integrity demonstrated by the Superintendent.
Williams and Tabernik studied school district leadership stability. The findings of this
qualitative study may offer clues as to why personal and professional integrity and effective

J. V. Richard and S. D. Kruse, “Understanding School Board Members’ Perceptions of Superintendents’ Leader
Behaviors,” Midwestern Educational Researcher 21 (2008):9. Education Research Complete, EBSCOhost (accessed
April 8, 2012).
10
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Thorton, Supra note 5 at 3.
Id., 4.
13
Id., 45.
14
Williams and Tabernik, Supra note 1 at 24.
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board communications rate as desirable Superintendent characteristics. Stable school districts
have capable leadership promoting:
1.

Knowledge, understanding and support of the district’s vision and mission;

2.

Sound organizational processes and procedures;

3.

Clear communication between board members and the Superintendent, coupled
with understanding of roles and responsibilities of both board members and the
Superintendent;

4.

Consistency in district leadership and programming;

5.

Stability in central office administration; and,

6.

Focus on student achievement without distraction by other issues.15

Williams and Tabernik suggested trust maintained by a community for its school
leadership is influenced by “fiscal transparency, positive media coverage, and … positive
experiences with their children’s schooling.”16
Decision-making
Crowson and Morris, in a 1991 qualitative study, considered the Superintendent’s impact
on school effectiveness. Crowson and Morris found the Superintendent’s influence on schools
was resultant of relationships with the community, Board-Superintendent dynamics, limited risk
exposure of Superintendents and the Superintendent’s “unique relationship with building
principals.”17
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In unstructured interviews with participant Superintendents, Crowson and Morris
consistently observed the Superintendents’ responses focused primarily in the contexts of the
community they served and their relationships with their School Boards.18 The researchers
comparatively noted “principals appear to be focused on the socialization of parents or the
involvement of parents in the life of the school while Superintendents tend to worry about the
school district’s normative reputation in the surrounding community.”19 Further, the
Superintendents discussed the “moral” nature of their decision making; in other words, “doing
what’s right.”20 This observation parallels Thorton’s desired traits of personal and professional
honesty, integrity and fairness.21 While conflict between a School Board and its Superintendent
is more frequently studied, Crowson and Morris also noted Superintendents in their study tended
to emphasize the strong relationship maintained with their own School Boards, paralleling the
findings of Thorton, and Williams and Tabernik.22 Managing conflict, in the view of Crowson
and Morris, is “risk-management.” That is, the Superintendent recognizes certain decision
making situations will require assumptions, concessions, and accepting internal and external
conflict as a matter of “doing business.”23
Trust
Peterson and Short, in their 2001 mixed methods exploratory study on the relationship
between Board Presidents and Superintendents, suggested successful Superintendents “require
interpersonal skills that foster the Superintendent’s ability to define, recommend, and support on
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policy issues and decisions facing the district.”24 Interpersonal skills are essential of both the
School Board chairperson and the Superintendent when navigating “competing perspectives and
expectations” that influence local policies and “the type and scope of issues faced by a district.”25
These interpersonal skills facilitate respect and trust between the Board chairperson and the
Superintendent and are essential for “effective school governance.”26
Peterson and Short’s study considered “social influence theory,” which is described as
considering the behavior of one individual trying to persuade another individual.27 There are two
elements of social influence including 1) social attractiveness or the similarity in life experiences
between people and 2) credibility or “trustworthiness and expertness.”28 The researchers also
considered “social style,” and is described as the communicative interaction an individual has
with others.29 There are two constructs of social style and include 1) assertiveness or “effort one
takes to control and influence others;” and, 2) emotiveness or the amount of feelings expressed to
others.30 The study found Board chairpersons who knew their Superintendents well were likely
to consider their Superintendents more trustworthy, value their expertise more, and
acknowledged their persuasiveness.31 The researchers also found female Superintendents were
perceived as more assertive than their male counterparts.32 Although Peterson and Short
cautioned their study was not large enough to be generalizable, their study supported Thorton’s

George J. Peterson and Paula M. Short, “The School Board’s President’s Perception of the District
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observation that personal and professional integrity, honesty and fairness are the most desired
traits of a Superintendent.33
This section considered three elements of the superintendency: leadership, decisionmaking and trust. Trustworthiness, as derived by the Superintendent’s social interaction and
emotiveness with the School Board, provides opportunities to demonstrate leadership and make
decisions without interference by the School Board. When trustworthiness is combined with
traits of honesty, integrity and fairness, the Superintendent is empowered by the School Board to
effectively operate the school division. The next section considers leadership, decision making
and trust building by the School Board.
School Boards
Responsible for the operation of public schools, Virginia School Boards are unique
entities.34 Virginia School Boards do not have taxing authority to fund school operating and
capital budgets to meet needs prioritized by the collective whole.35 Rather, local School Boards
are fiscally dependent upon a local governing body. Annually, the School Board must deliberate
upon a Superintendent’s proposed budget, amend it, and then adopt its own budget. The School
Board then seeks an appropriation from the local governing body—the Board of Supervisors or
City Council, for example.36 The governing body’s annual appropriation usually does not equal
the School Board’s request but must meet the minimum required appropriation as prescribed by
the Commonwealth.37
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School Boards are responsible for providing leadership and setting policy of the school
division. School Boards may adopt bylaws, policies and regulations to organize itself, and to
operate and manage the local school division.38 In Virginia, School Boards may be appointed by
the local governing body or elected to office. Each locality, through referenda, may determine
the method of selecting board members.39 Generally, a School Board is responsible for the
operation of the local school division. School Boards must do so in a manner consistent with
Virginia Board of Education Regulations and state statutes.40
While School Boards are established to operate and maintain public schools, historically
they are concerned with direction and policy, and should not involve themselves with the day-today operations of the schools. An early discussion of the ideal School Board proposed:
The appointees should be men of the highest citisenship [sic], and should serve for small
salaries. The Superintendent’s work tends to become more effective when so constituted.
Board members can be most effective by acting in a critical capacity as to the
Superintendent’s work. A Superintendent has a splendid capital for doing good work
when he has a School Board composed of fine, broad-minded [sic], capable business men
who know a business proposition when they see it, who discuss fairly with the
Superintendent all his proposals, and who stand by all conclusions of the Board and
Superintendent when such conclusions are once reached.41

governing body for maintaining an educational program meeting the standards of quality for the several school
divisions prescribed as provided by law. Note: The Standards of Quality are the minimum standards established for
public schools, and no Virginia locality may fund below its required share as prescribed in the Appropriation Act.
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The author further suggested “board members ought not want to and ought not pretend to
be experts when it comes to details of school room administration.”42 As with all bodies
corporate, individual members can influence decisions of the whole. Collective leadership
characteristics, positive decision-making and trustworthiness are essential elements of effective
School Boards.
Leadership
In the context of this study, leadership demonstrated by School Boards is defined as their
ability to work as a collective body to make decisions. Individuals seek membership on School
Boards either to satisfy a desire to serve the community or to be in a position to address concerns
held regarding the effectiveness of the local schools.43 Williams and Tabernik’s study of the
stability of School Boards and Superintendents described two competing characteristics of
individuals who seek Board membership: 1) They are satisfied with the present direction and
outcomes of the local schools, or 2) They are dissatisfied with the school district, the
Superintendent or both.44 School Board members must be skilled in “boardsmanship,” whereby
their individual viewpoint is integrated with the view of the whole. One’s inability to isolate
personal beliefs and bias often leads to conflict.
Mountford, in a mixed methods study of School Board and Superintendent relationships,
observed role confusion is often a cause of strained Board-Superintendent interactions.45 When a
Board member believes he or she is better equipped to respond to community issues, conflict
among Board members and with the Superintendent often ensues. Effective School Boards can
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be categorized by attributes including 1) focus on district policy rather than micromanagement;
2) positive relationships among board members and with the Superintendent; 3) ability to set
district priorities; and, 4) focus on professional development and evaluation.46
The concept of social capital may be used to understand the influence of School Board
leadership on school operations.47 Social capital “refers to the nature of ties within a social unit,
as well as the unit’s external relationships.”48 In a quantitative study of Pennsylvania school
districts, Saatiocglu et al. observed effective School Board functioning is not necessarily
connected to outcomes that measure success of the organization. Actions of the School Board
may only have an indirect influence over schools and students.49 The authors of this study noted
School Boards should develop strong relationships both within and outside their organization.
Failure to maintain external ties may limit “innovation, legitimacy, and access to resources for
the schools.”50 If a positive relationship exists among Board members, these internal ties will
manifest themselves in “trust, cooperation and mutuality.”51 Shared vision among School Board
members enhances their ability to develop and implement policy.52
Mountford found those individuals joining a School Board for personal reasons were
more likely to question practices and often held personal prejudices inhibiting their ability to
function as part of a cohesive School Board. If the individual joined the School Board for more
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altruistic reasons, i.e., as service to the community, contributions to the Board were viewed as
positive.53
Williams and Tabernik observed School Board members should understand their role as
being “distinct and separate from the role of Superintendent [and] critical to good governance.”54
Moody, in a quantitative study of School Board-Superintendent relations, affirmed the distinct
roles of the Board and Superintendent. School Boards are responsible for setting policy and
Superintendents are responsible for implementing policy.55 Leadership demonstrated by a School
Board is best described as collectively setting policy for the division.
Decision-making
In a 1964 qualitative study, Kerr considered School Board members’ motivations. He
found many new Board members focus not on educational issues but on issues related to school
operations and finance.56 Although an older work, Kerr’s observation underscores the work
necessary by School Board chairpersons, other Board members and the Superintendent to
acclimate the new Board member to issues of common concern. Fusarelli et al. in a discussion of
distributive leadership within the context of public schools, observed stakeholders, including
School Board members, need to “actively participate in school governance and remain informed
about school issues.”57 Feuerstein described effective school governance, from a contemporary
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perspective, “in terms of accomplishing goals (now largely imposed by the state or federal
governments) without questioning the quality or desirability of these goals.”58
Crum and Hellman, in a mixed methods study of decision making by a single Virginia
School Board, noted School Boards serve as “good stewards of the community [and] must make
sound administrative decisions.”59 Because of contemporary focus on school accountability
measures, Crum and Hellman observed Boards have assumed greater leadership roles requiring
effective decision-making skills.60 As the body converting federal and state legislation into local
action, School Boards must be deliberate in their interpretation of statutes and regulations, as
decisions made can have both positive and negative impact on school operations.
Crum and Hellman’s study employed a decision-making framework originally proposed
by Griffiths. The five step framework included 1) Recognize and define the problem; 2) Analyze
and evaluate the problem; 3) Establish criteria for evaluating solutions; 4) Collect data relevant
to the problem; and, 5) Select alternatives and weigh consequences.61 School Board members
most often involved themselves in steps (2) and (5), leaving central administrative staff to
identify, establish collect information; and provide alternatives.62 The authors additionally
observed the subject School Board relied heavily on interpretation of legal mandates by
administrative staff.63 One study outcome verified School Board decision making as being at the
policy level and illustrated the expected tendency of School Boards to not involve themselves in
day-to-day processes and procedures of the school division. Feuerstein’s study also supported
decision-making at the policy level and noted School Boards should be “empowered to ask
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broader questions and facilitate discussion about the value of educational goals and the processes
used to develop and pursue them.”64 School Board decisions often impact the community, so
Board members are subject to pressures from various community groups attempting to influence
individual members or the collective body. Kerr accurately described this dynamic as a “context
of potential crisis.”65
Trust
School Boards, as they increasingly face accountability pressures from the broader
public, and state and federal governments, are driven to make decisions that may be opposed by
the local community. Kerr termed this as “alienation,” as some issues coming before Boards are
extremely complex and may be only partially understood by the community.66 The School
Board’s decisions need to be consistent with the value structure of the community.67 Internal and
external publics should consider School Boards trustworthy. Additionally, mutual trust must
exist between a School Board and its Superintendent. One School Board chairperson described
what occurs when the Board and the Superintendent do not communicate openly and honestly.
First, each party feels constrained because there are things they want to ask, but do not,
things they want to learn but cannot, or things they want to say but will not. There are
two results from this: ignorance and annoyance. Then these two results breed a third:
mutual distrust.68
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Fusarelli et al. contextually described trust as properly managed conflict. Conflict is
defined as either being personal or organizational.69 Personal conflict may be between two or
more individuals. Organizational conflict can be viewed similarly as between another
organization or between multiple organizations.70 In the case of School Boards, conflict needs to
be managed or minimized between individual Board members and should be properly managed
between governmental bodies. Feuerstein defined trust as individual and collective integrity.71
Feuerstein’s quantitative study of ethics practices in Pennsylvania suggested ethical
behavior is a “fundamental aspect of School Board effectiveness.” The study employed the
Board Self-Assessment Questionnaire, an instrument developed by Chait, Holland and Taylor in
1993.72 The questionnaire considers six elements of Board behavior:
1.

Contextual—The Board understands and takes into account the culture, norms,
and values of the organization it governs;

2.

Educational—The Board takes necessary steps to ensure members are well
informed about the organization and the professions working there, as well as the
Board’s own roles, responsibilities, and performance;

3.

Interpersonal—The Board nurtures the development of its members as a group,
attends to its collective welfare, and fosters a sense of cohesiveness;

4.

Analytical—The Board recognizes the complexities and subtleties in the issues it
faces, and draws upon multiple perspectives to dissect complex problems and to
synthesize appropriate responses;
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5.

Political—The Board accepts as one of its primary responsibilities the need to
develop healthy relationships with all key constituencies; and,

6.

Strategic—The Board envisions and shapes institutional direction and helps
ensure a strategic approach to the organization’s future.73

These six elements, properly integrated, embody organizational trust. Feuerstein’s
findings suggested School Boards adhering to these standards are more likely to be considered
trustworthy by the local community.74 Fusarelli et al., in their discussion of conflict, suggested
shared goals helps to build trust among groups both within and outside the organization.75 Focus
on contributions benefiting the larger community, improving and increasing communications
with groups, and exposing individuals to a variety of roles that increase their knowledge and
empathy serve to minimize conflict and improve the trustworthiness of the organization.76
This section discussed leadership, decision making and trust as three traits of effective
School Boards. School Board leadership is best described as being at the policy level, leaving
day-to-day leadership to the Superintendent and administrative staff. Effective School Board
leadership is evidenced through its ability to make decisions in a collegial manner. Policy
decisions must be considered carefully and incorporate the values of the local community.
Decisions made by the School Board are derived from a synthesis of information provided to
them by the Superintendent. Board members should understand decisions are not made in a
vacuum, and the public’s understanding of the question(s) being considered may be limited by
the complexity of the issue. School Board effectiveness can be measured by its trustworthiness,
as evidenced by its interactions among its own members, the Superintendent, its employees, the
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local community and with other agencies with which interactions occur. A School Board’s
ability to properly manage conflict without discounting necessary discourse among constituent
groups further improves the community’s perception of its trustworthiness. The next section
discusses public school funding in the Commonwealth of Virginia.
Public School Funding in Virginia
This section provides a brief overview of public school funding in the Commonwealth of
Virginia. This section is not intended as a comprehensive presentation of the biennial budgeting
process employed by the Virginia General Assembly or how funds are apportioned to localities
through the Virginia Department of Education. This section discusses how the costs of public
education are proportionally divided between the state and local governments through basic and
categorical aid, apportionment of sales tax revenues to the locality for school purposes, and the
impact of federal education monies on the state’s share of local school funding. This section is
adapted from a 2009 presentation to the Virginia General Assembly’s Standing Committee on
the Standards of Quality by staff of the Virginia Department of Education.77 Additional
information is appropriately cited. The various statutory authorities granted to local School
Boards and Superintendents have been described throughout this chapter.
The Constitution of the Commonwealth of Virginia requires the state Board of Education
to establish Standards of Quality for the public schools.78 These are codified at VA CODE
§§22.1-253 et seq. and represent minimum standards for public schools in Virginia. The General
Assembly may revise the Standards of Quality, while determining its costs and apportioning
those costs between the state and the locality.79 Appropriations are determined biennially through
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the Appropriation Act and companion legislation. The Commonwealth’s biennial budget defines
the state’s share of funding and includes estimates of the local required share of public school
funding.80 The Commonwealth funds only its share of the Standards of Quality and localities are
required to fund their share. As the Standards of Quality represent the minimum required levels
of funding, localities often fund greater than the required local share in order to provide
additional educational programs.
State funding is apportioned on a per-pupil basis through Basic Aid and seven categorical
accounts. Localities are prohibited from transferring funds among these accounts unless
specifically authorized to do so in the Appropriation Act or companion legislation.81
Additionally, a percentage of the state sales tax is dedicated to public schools.82
Costs for the Standards of Quality are calculated for three areas including: 1) required
number of instructional positions; 2) recognized support positions; and, 3) costs for utilities,
supplies and other non-personal support expenses. Support costs are funded through Basic Aid
typically on a prevailing cost basis. Per pupil costs for each Standards of Quality account are
calculated for each division and are based on the division’s March 31 Average Daily
Membership. Costs for the three areas are re-benchmarked every two years. Data are collected to
factor student enrollment, staffing standards, salaries, fringe benefit rates, standard and
prevailing costs, and inflation factors. Federal revenues for education are deducted from support
costs, as is sales tax revenue. Another factor calculated is the locality’s local-ability-to-pay or
80
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composite index. Those localities with greater the ability-to-pay bear a higher proportional share
of the cost for public education.
After total costs are calculated for each Standards of Quality category, these are
converted into a per pupil amount and multiplied by the average daily membership for each
division. This yields the total cost for each Standards of Quality account to be apportioned to the
locality. The total cost is reduced by estimated state sales tax revenue distributed to the localities,
based on school age population, before the state’s cost share of Standards of Quality is
apportioned. The remaining amount is divided between state and locality based on the locality’s
composite index. The composite index is derived from three data points: 1) True Value of Real
Property in the Locality (weighted 50%); 2) Adjusted Gross Income in the Locality (40%); and,
3) Taxable Retail Sales in the Locality (10%). Each data point is expressed on a per capita
(weighted 33%) and per pupil (weighted 67%) basis. The composite index is the proportion of
the weighted local values relative to the weighted statewide values, and is adjusted to reflect an
overall statewide local share of 45% and an overall state share of 55%. No locality pays less than
20% of the cost or more than 80% of the cost to fund the Standards of Quality.83
Full funding of the Standards of Quality is not equivalent to the total costs to provide for
public schools. The community generally assumes a greater share of the true cost of public
schools due to local decisions to expand educational programs and other services within the
community.84 These costs are in addition to what the Commonwealth requires and can be a
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Special note: There is some debate over the minimum and maximum a locality must contribute. Generally, the
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source of fiscal tension between the Commonwealth, School Boards and local governing
bodies.85
Summary
This chapter considered characteristics of leadership, decision-making and trust by the
Superintendent; and by the School Board. These elements were considered in both quantitative
and qualitative studies. The studies suggested effective leadership and decision-making lead to
increased levels of trust among internal and external constituencies and governmental bodies.
The chapter also described the method of funding Virginia Public Schools. Funding by the
Virginia General Assembly for public schools is limited to that which is identified through the
Standards of Quality. These standards establish the minimum funding expectations for the local
governing body. Additional funds appropriated by the local governing body in excess of the
Standards of Quality may often be the source of conflict between School Board and the local
governing body especially if the appropriation is less than what the School Board has determined
necessary for the schools. The next chapter introduces the research problem and the
methodology.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

Crotty described methodology as "the strategy, plan of action, process or design lying
behind the choice and use of particular methods."1 Study procedures and results presentation are
discussed. The chapter is organized into three sections including Research Methodology,
Procedures, and Data Collection.
The Research Methodology section includes the study purpose, research study rationale,
the framework to guide data collection, and the role of the researcher. The Procedures section
details how the study site was selected, participants, and confidentiality measures. This section
also reviews entry, reciprocity, and ethics concerns. Data collection techniques; data analysis
organization; and, procedures and methods for determining reliability and validity are detailed.
Research Methodology
Purpose of the Study
This study examined how a Virginia public school division, Superintendent and its
elected School Board successfully closed a known budget deficit for fiscal year 2010. The study
considered relationships between the School Board and the Board of Supervisors, the
relationship between the School Board and its executive leadership, and the relationship between
the Superintendent and County Administrator. The data gathered in the study include pertinent
documents including budget preparation materials, meeting minutes and correspondence between
school and county officials, and interviews with individuals who were key decision makers
during this time. The case study is descriptive, as the study examined relationships between key

1

Michael Crotty, The Foundations of Social Research (London: Sage Publications, 2009), 3.
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individuals, processes employed, and decisions made as they navigated county and school budget
processes over a six-month period.2
Merriam wrote, “…hypotheses emerge simultaneously with the collection and analysis of
data. The researcher tries to support tentative hypotheses while at the same time remaining open
to the emergence of new hypotheses.”3 The researcher's intent is to describe and enumerate those
strategies employed by the School Board, Superintendent and leadership team to address both an
immediate revenue reduction and a projected funding imbalance for the coming fiscal year.4 A
case study methodology was appropriate to conduct the research. Data were categorized into
multiple categories using a constant comparative approach derived from Grounded Theory.5
Rationale for Research Design
This study considered what actions were taken and how these responses were chosen to
close a school-funding shortfall that arose because of the 2007 -2009 worldwide economic
recession. Researchers use qualitative case studies to describe “how” or “why.”6 Yin observed,
“[T]he case study is used in many situations to contribute to our knowledge of individual, group,
organizational, social, political, and related phenomena.”7
Merriam described five characteristics of qualitative research. First, the researcher must
understand the participant’s perspective. Second, the tool for data collection and analysis is the
researcher. Third, the researcher must conduct fieldwork; that is, to experience first-hand the
situation. Fourthly, the researcher builds a theory based on observations and findings: an

2

Sharran B. Merriam, Qualitative Research and Case Study Applications in Education (San Francisco: JosseyBass, 1998), 38
3
Id., 191.
4
Special Note: Depending upon one's perspective, a reduction in local effort was offset by additional state funds or
one could posit that federal funds augmented state revenues to stabilize both local and state budgets.
5
Merriam, Supra note 2 at 159.
6
Robert K. Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Methods (3 rd Ed.) (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications,
2003), 1.
7
Id., 4.
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“inductive” approach. Lastly, the study uses language to describe “process, meaning, and
understanding.”8
Merriam described qualitative study methodologies as being 1) Basic or Generic; 2)
Ethnography; 3) Phenomenology; 4) Grounded Theory; and, 5) Case Study.9 Identifying
characteristics of each are described briefly below:
Basic or Generic: Researchers attempt to identify and “understand a
phenomenon, a process, or the perspectives or world views of the people
involved.”10
Ethnography: Researchers interpret data from a “socio-cultural” viewpoint.11
Phenomenology: Researchers consider what is observed in a setting, and then
consider the potential “meanings” from multiple observation points.12
Grounded Theory: Researchers derive theory from data that is collected in a
structured manner and analyzed. Grounded Theory “begins with an area of study,
and allows the theory to emerge from the data.”13
Case Study: Researchers study “a contemporary phenomenon within its real life
context…when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly
evident.”14

Based on the above characteristics, case study methodology was best suited for this
study. The researcher “wanted to cover contextual conditions—believing that they might be
8

Merriam, Supra note 2 at 8.
Id., 11.
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Id.
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Id., 14.
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Id., 17.
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Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin, Basis of Qualitative Research: Techniques and Procedures for Developing
Grounded Theory, (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 1998), 12.
14
Yin, 13.
9
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highly pertinent to [the researcher’s] phenomenon of study.”15 First, the questions consider a
unique phenomenon: The division’s school operating budget was based on anticipated revenues
and expenditures adequate to support instruction in Frederick County, Virginia. Second, a severe
economic recession resulted in a new condition for Frederick County’s public schools; third,
specific interactions between key individuals appear to have led to strategies to address the
phenomenon; and fourth, the outcome(s) of this event may yield an understanding of appropriate
steps necessary by others for future periods of economic uncertainty. This study proposal
focused on a single case with the school division as the unit of study.
Framework
Merriam described a Theoretical Framework as “the orientation or stance that [the
researcher] brings to the study.”16 A framework places the study in context with existing
literature on the topic. Merriam described the body of existing literature as the outer most
“frame” and shows the “disciplinary orientation that [the researcher] draws upon to orient the
study.”17 The literature review may suggest topics that require further study,18 enabling the
researcher to derive a problem statement or research question(s) (the next inner “frame”). The
literature review for this study considered the relationship between Superintendents and School
Boards, and discusses funding methodologies employed by the Virginia General Assembly. This
established the outermost "frame" suggesting areas for further study. The next inner "frame"
included the research questions:
1.

What political and relationship factors contributed to maintaining level local
funding in fiscal year 2010 and beyond by the local Board of Supervisors?

15

Yin, Supra note 3 at 13.
Merriam, Supra note 2 at 45.
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Id., 47.
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2.

What strategies were employed by the School Board and division leadership to
reduce operating expenditures and maintain a quality education program for all
students?

3.

How did State Fiscal Stabilization Funds provided under the American
Reinvestment and Recovery Act influence decision making for fiscal year 2010?

Finally, the purpose of the study is connected through the innermost “frame.”19 The framework
also established the focus for the study: Will the responses to the three research questions
accurately describe how the Superintendent navigated the budgeting process during difficult
economic times?
Yin described a study’s focus as potentially “exploratory” for developing “hypotheses
and propositions for further inquiry.” An “explanatory” study seeks to be “predictive of certain
outcomes.”20 This study explored how relationships are developed between Superintendents,
School Boards and Boards of Supervisors and sought to explain narrowly how one locality
addressed a significant event. The first research question is exploratory while the second and
third questions are explanatory.
Role of the Researcher and Validity
The researcher plays an integral role in a case study. Yin wrote, “Each case study
investigator must understand the theoretical or policy issues because analytical judgments have
to be made throughout the data collection phase.”21
In describing the characteristics of a Grounded Theorist, Strauss and Corbin suggested
the researcher be able to 1) critically analyze situations; 2) recognize bias; 3) think abstractly; 4)
19

Merriam, 47.
Yin, Supra note 3 at 6.
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Yin, 61.
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remain flexible and open to critique; 5) demonstrate sensitivity toward interviewees; and 6)
demonstrate dedication to the “work process.”22 These characteristics also apply to traditional
case study researchers.
Merriman suggested six strategies to maintain internal validity:
1.

Triangulation—using multiple sources or methods to confirm findings;

2.

Member Checks—confirming data or findings with individuals from whom the
information were collected;

3.

Long-term observation—gathering data over time to improve reliability;

4.

Peer examination—seeking feedback on findings as these emerge;

5.

Participatory or collaborative modes of research—involving participants in all
aspects of the study; and,

6.

Researcher biases—clarifying assumptions and orientation before commencing
the study.23

Multiple strategies were used to assure internal validity in this study, given the variety of
data sources available. Budget documents, meeting minutes, working papers and news media
were triangulated, as these records are available from public archives, participants and the
participant researcher. Member checks and peer examination were used to confirm
understandings that emerged from the data.24 As interviews were conducted, the researcher found
areas requiring additional discussion with interviewees. Data sorts were performed multiple
times to categorize and organize information to prevent personal biases from emerging.
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Strauss and Corbin, Supra note 11 at 7.
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Because of the researcher's integral role throughout a study, researcher bias was
accounted for. Merriam wrote, “Both the readers of case studies and the authors themselves need
to be aware of the biases that can affect the final product.”25 Yin encouraged determining
openness to contrary findings and researcher willingness to report alternate understandings of
phenomena.26 A participant-researcher should be especially careful, given natural tendency to
overemphasize his or her influence on the process.27 This study pre-supposed members of
division executive leadership naturally sought to protect assets within their areas of supervision.
The researcher, as a member of the division executive leadership, contributed to problem
identification, analysis and decision-making throughout fiscal years 2009 and 2010 budget
deliberations. Because personal working papers represented the researcher’s opinions or
recommendations, master files and records archived by the director of finance were used as
reference materials throughout the study. When necessary and appropriate, master files were
compared to the researcher’s record for clarity or greater explanation.
This section described the essential tasks of the researcher. First, judgments were made
throughout data collection. Second, collected data were synthesized to provide focus. Third,
collected data were arranged in order to draw conclusions. The researcher took appropriate steps
to assure conclusions drawn from the data were valid and reliable. Fourthly, the researcher made
deliberate effort to recognize and prevent bias. Finally, the researcher considered alternate
findings, if supported by evidence collected.
Experience of the Researcher
The researcher played an integral role in resolving the expected budget deficit originally
anticipated in the millions of dollars. The researcher began his career over thirty years ago in a
25
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suburban school district outside of Richmond, Virginia. The researcher has served as a teacher,
assistant principal, principal, director of instruction, and as an assistant superintendent in the
subject school division.
As a participant-observer, the researcher had first-hand knowledge of deliberations to
craft a balanced fiscal year 2010 budget. Because first-hand knowledge can be influenced by
one’s own desire for specific actions, the reliability of the study may be diminished. Yin
described participant observation as a means “to gain access to events or groups that are
otherwise inaccessible to scientific observation.”28 To minimize bias, most data sources were
records prepared by other individuals, participant interviews, archived state documents, or media
accounts. Time also served to minimize bias as written records improved accuracy of the
recollection of events and actions taken. Additionally, the researcher continually crosschecked
data sources to avoid interpretations too narrow or predictive. Critical insight was gleaned from
interviews and by contrasting perspectives of study participants.
Procedures
Selection of the Setting
After problem identification, the unit of analysis must be determined. In case studies, the
unit is the site or the sample.29 The site presented itself readily because the researcher chose to
investigate a unique circumstance.30 Qualitative research often focuses on a particular event.
Merriam suggested that purposeful sampling should be used for site selection; that is, selection
of a site where “the most can be learned.”31 Because the researcher was employed in the subject
school division, the selection served as a convenient sample.
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Conditions that existed in 2008-2009 were nearly universal among Virginia public school
divisions and local governments. As state and local revenues continued to decline, localities
were forced to consider means to reduce expenditures for governance and schools while
minimizing disruption to essential services. Frederick County Public Schools represented a
typical medium sized Virginia school division. Comparative school divisions include Albemarle
County, Fauquier County, Montgomery County, Roanoke County, and York County. 32 Because
there exist a like group of school divisions, findings from this study may provide insight into
questions related to this topic in those divisions.
Participants and Assurances of Confidentiality
Participants consisted of the Superintendent (retired), School Board members, County
Administrator and Board of Supervisors chairperson. Participants completed informed consent
forms, including an explanation of the study, and were given notice of voluntary participation
and the opportunity to withdrawal from the study at any time. Appendix A documents consent
forms for participants.
Entry, Ethics and Reciprocity
Approval to conduct this research study was sought through the school division, using its
protocol for conducting research. Virginia Tech Institutional Review Board approval was granted
on September 12, 2013, and renewed on August 25, 2014, and is found in Appendix B.
Participant identities and other individuals referenced in the study are protected through
pseudonyms or by title-only. The protections are minimal, as the individuals who participated in
interviews were or are public officials. The completed study will be made available to study
participants.
32

Virginia School Divisions have been organized into peer cluster groups by Virginia Commonwealth University.
These peer cluster groups have been used for comparative purposes when state-sanctioned efficiency reviews have
been conducted. See, http://www.cepi.vcu.edu/programs_and_services.html (Last accessed June 27, 2013).
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Given the researcher’s former capacity as a member of executive leadership within the
division, access to participants was already established with division personnel and county
administrative staff. To afford protections to study participants, safeguards derived from the
school division’s Request to Conduct Research procedures were employed (see Appendix C).
1.

Purpose and objectives were communicated orally to the division
Superintendent and in writing using prescribed forms.

2.

Permission was obtained from the division Superintendent to conduct the study.

3.

Approval to conduct research was requested from Virginia Tech, following its
protocol.

4.

Data collection strategies were explained to the division Superintendent using
the prescribed format.

5.

Participants were provided informal consent forms, with the option to
withdraw at any time.

6.

Certain working documents were redacted, as appropriate, to offer anonymity as
necessary, if used as supporting evidence in the study.

7.

Names of individuals interviewed or referenced were protected through the use of
pseudonyms or listed by title.
Procedures for Data Analysis

Data for this study were collected from structured interviews and from archived and file
documents created during the time period of 2006 through 2009. Participant interviews were
conducted during fall 2013 and member checks occurred in winter-spring 2014. While the study
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is historical in part, the researcher’s participation in the event coupled with interviews provided
opportunity to employ the strength of case study methodology.33
Convergence of Evidence
Archives
Open Ended Interviews

Documents
FACT
Observations

Focus Interviews
Structured Interviews
Figure 3.1 Triangulation

Multiple sources of evidence are desired when conducting a case study. Yin suggested
collecting evidence from a variety of sources allows for “corroboration.”34 This strategy is
described as triangulation and is a means to address construct validity in a case study. A diagram
depicting the process is shown in Figure 3.1.35 Extensive documentation of the FY2009 and
FY2010 budgeting processes was available. Each Superintendent’s cabinet member maintained a
budget workbook with personal notes. Additionally, a master workbook with a complete record
of budget deliberations was made available to the researcher. This afforded the researcher means
to reconstruct actions from multiple perspectives, and were confirmed through interviews.
Documents refer to archived records including meeting minutes and supporting materials,
working papers used for budget preparation, and public records from the office of the Governor
of the Commonwealth of Virginia, and finance committees of the Virginia legislature.36 These
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records were used to illustrate timelines, historical understanding, and describe external and
internal influences on the subjects of the case study. Document authenticity was established, so
as to be credible and valuable to the study.37 Merriam noted, “that qualitative researchers
[should] also attend…to whether documents are primary or secondary sources.”38 The case study
employed primary and secondary sources. Primary sources included transcripts of participant
interviews, actual working papers and budget presentation materials. Secondary sources
included meeting minutes and press accounts of actions taken at the local and state levels.
Documents consisted of state government press releases; prepared remarks by Governor
Kaine; budget documents from the Virginia General Assembly; and meeting minutes for the
Frederick County Board of Supervisors and its finance committee arranged chronologically.
Public meeting minutes of the School Board during work sessions, internal staff working
documents and memoranda, and public and non-public budget documents arranged
chronologically were also employed. These documents provided a comprehensive representation
of actions taken externally and internally to respond to fiscal concerns and prepare an approved
state, county and school division budget. Because decision points throughout the budget process
were influenced externally and internally, these documents provided means to verify facts,
interpretations and understandings. Media accounts of meetings at state and local levels serve to
validate primary data sources.

37
38

Merriam, Supra note 1 at 122.
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Document

Type

Budget Workbook

WD

Adopted Budget

PR

Early Retirement
Incentive Proposal
Program Savings
Analysis
Staffing Template
School Board Meeting
Minutes
Board of Supervisors
Meeting Minutes
Finance Committee
Minutes
Newspaper Articles
Superintendent's
Annual Report
General Assembly
Reports
State Superintendent's
Memoranda

WD
WD
WD
PR
PR
PR
M
PR
PR
PR

Description
Chronologically-ordered working drafts of
program costs/reductions by object code and
category
Final FY2010 Budget as approved by School
Board
Solicited proposal for personnel cost reduction
Planning document to identify savings by
instructional program and/or support program
Planning document to project staffing needs
Summary of school board actions taken at several
meetings
Summary of supervisor actions taken at several
meetings
Board of Supervisor standing committee minutes
of several meetings
Media summary of actions taken by either board
Reported revenue, staffing and expenditures as
complied by VDOE for several years
Summary of actions taken by the General
Assembly to balance state budget
Various communications to divisions regarding
state budget process

PR: Public Record WD: Working Document M: Media Report

Table 3.1 Document Descriptors
Interview Procedures and Protocols
Participant interviews enabled the researcher to gather important information. Yin
suggested that questions be presented in a “how” format as opposed to a “what” format. By
forming questions that do not use “why,” the interviewer avoided putting the respondent in a
defensive position.39 Further, leading questions do not provide opportunity for subsequent
interviewees to substantiate evidence, but serve to diminish the research value of the question. 40

39
40

Yin, Supra note 3 at 90.
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Questions were designed to be open-ended and then shifted to focus on specific elements.41
Merriam observed, “Interviewing is also the best technique to use when conducting intensive
case studies of a few selected individuals,”42 as occurred in this case study.
Interviews with key individuals provided insight into the dynamics between the two
boards and the division Superintendent before and during the 2008-2010 budget years. Preexisting conditions under prior superintendents were explored to establish context for the
emergent condition with a new Superintendent. The literature review served to generate
questions for structured interviews. Additional questions were derived from study of
deliberations by both boards as each moved toward an adopted budget for fiscal year 2010. The
researcher sought to identify a logic sequence, a representation of action-reaction or a causeeffect pattern from both document review and interviews.
Study Participants
Five key individuals were invited to participate in this study. All agreed to participate and
completed informed consent documents as required by the Institutional Review Board of
Virginia Tech. Each served in local government or school leadership capacities prior to and
during the 2007-2009 economic recession. Interviewees are not identified by name, but by
pseudonym. Study participants included P. Columbus, retired Superintendent of Schools (20062011); J. Richmond, County Administrator; R. Stephenson, Chairperson at-large of the Board of
Supervisors; J. Albany, Chairperson of the School Board 2007-2010; and, S. Loudoun, present
Chairperson of the School Board. Each interviewee had at least ten years of service as either a
Board member or member of school or county leadership and, therefore, was able to place events
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and conditions in context. Interviewees offered their perspective through a structured interview
protocol.
Interview Protocol
The initial interviews were conducted beginning September 24, 2013, and completed
October 25, 2013. Informed Consent forms were provided to and completed by the participants,
as required by the University. Subsequent follow-up interviews and member checks were
conducted with study participants, to seek clarity of understanding. A structured interview
process was employed and interviews are linked through a questioning matrix coinciding with
the study questions and the literature review. Opportunities to triangulate and validate
perceptions of decision-making processes existed because the participants were from among both
boards and their administrative leadership. The complete interview matrix is included as
Appendix D. Structured interview questions are included as Appendix E. Areas of inquiry were
categorized according to the interview matrix, as shown below.
Research Inquiry/Interviewee
Question
I
I
I
I, II, III
I, II, III
I, II, III
I
I, II, III

(1)
Supt
A
X
X
X
X
X
X

(2)
(3)
County SB
Admin Chair
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

a. Supt/SB
b. Supt/BOS
c. SB/BOS
d. Supt/County Admin
e. Supt Fostering Relationship
f. SB Chair Fostering
Relationship
g. Pre-Existing Board
X
X
Relationship(s)
h. Influence of Relationship on
X
X
Funding
Table 3.2 Inquiry Matrix
Data Analysis

(4)
SB Vice
Chair
X
X
X

(5) BOS
Chair at
Large

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Documents and interview transcripts were categorized to show relationships between
individuals, critical events, decisions made collectively or individually, and processes. This
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strategy allowed the researcher to discriminate among data.43 Categories and sub-categories of
data were organized in a manner to “[reflect] the purpose of the research and [be] mutually
exclusive.”44 The study used a constant comparative method through which “the researcher
beg[an] with a particular incident…and compare[d] it with another incident in the same set of
data or another set.”45 In this study, there were multiple perspectives within collections of data.
Comparisons of these perspectives yielded categories and from which a theory may be derived.46
Narrative methodology was employed to describe events relevant to the study.
Categorization of Archived Documents
Collected resources were organized using a general protocol:
I.

By Research Question
A.

Source (Staff Working Paper, School Board, Board of Supervisors,
Governor’s Communication, Federal or State Deliberation or Action)

B.

Topic (interpersonal relationships, board relationships, decision-making,
leadership, trust, honesty, integrity, collaboration, emerging themes, etc.)

C.

Relevance to question (explanatory, descriptive, relational, corroborative,
etc.)

II.

By Theme
A.

Significance (by factor, event, pivot point, action or reaction)

B.

Influence (on outcomes or upon others)

C.

Validation or verification by Primary Source (by interview, document,
working papers)

43
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D.

Validation or verification by Secondary Source (by media
account, meeting minutes, press release)

III.

By Purpose
A.

Strategic (to influence others or to achieve desired short- or long-range
outcome(s))

IV.

B.

Informational (to explore, understand, seek or receive)

C.

Operational (to cooperate, collaborate, or operationalize)

D.

Planning (to anticipate future needs)

By Outcome
A.

Internal Decision-making

B.

External Decision-making

C.

Governance-orientation

D.

Business-orientation

Refinement of the data provided opportunities for the researcher to draw inferences and
construct understanding of the phenomenon. The written record and personal interviews with
participants lent understanding of the strategic actions and decisions made by the Superintendent,
County Administrator, Board of Supervisors chairperson and School Board chairperson to foster
cooperative working relationships.
Data Management
Elements of this study were managed electronically, while others required a manual filing
system. Materials were organized following the protocol described above. All interview
documents were securely stored in locked files, on private computer hard drives or solid-state
media.
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Study Context
The relationships between former Superintendents, School Boards and Boards of
Supervisors were explored to establish contrast and describe the environment in which the new
Superintendent inherited. Pre-existing condition subjects are shown in table 3.4. Emerging and
new condition subjects are shown in Table 3.5. Understanding of prior conditions provided basis
for developing a hypothesis.47 Interactions between the chairperson of the Board of Supervisors,
Stephenson; then chairperson of the School Board, Orleans; the county administrator, Richmond;
and former superintendent, Denver, were studied. Factors emerged through which Columbus’s
tenure could be contrasted. Description and analysis of the leadership skills employed by
Columbus to guide School Board members and senior staff in formulating a school division
budget offers insight as to how diverse opinions are merged through collaboration and
consensus.
Subjects Pre-existing Setting
Denver—Immediate Past Superintendent
Tannery—Former Superintendent
Richmond—County Administrator
Stephenson—Board of Supervisors Chairperson
Orleans—School Board Chairperson
Table 3.3 Subjects Pre-existing Setting
Subjects Emerging-New Setting
Columbus—Incumbent Superintendent
Richmond—County Administrator
Stephenson—Board of Supervisors Chairperson
Albany—School Board Chairperson
Loudoun—School Board Vice-Chairperson
Table 3.4 Subjects Emerging-New Setting

47

Yin, Supra note 3 at 6.
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Color Key
Dark Blue
Red
Light Blue
Black
Gray

Legend
Relationship
Healthy and Balanced
Unhealthy and Unbalanced
Appropriate to Position
Limited
Participation Limited

Pre-Existing Setting for Relationships
(2005-06 and Earlier)

Emerging and New Setting for Relationships
(2006-07 and Beyond)

SB Chair

BOS
Chair

BOS
Chair

SB Chair

Pivot
Points
County
Administrator

County
Administrator

Superintendent

Analysis of
Relationships

Superintendent

Analysis of
Relationships

Analysis of Changes in
Relationships

Factors related to Changes
Figure 3.2 Data Analysis Process
Data Categorization
Data were categorized in analysis to establish and understand pre-existing board
relationships prior to Columbus being appointed superintendent of schools. These data provided
context and identified factors that may have caused them. Pre-existing themes emerged from the
data.
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Pre-Existing Setting
Denver—Board of Supervisors
Denver—Stephenson
Denver—Richmond
Orleans—Stephenson
Orleans—Denver
Orleans/Denver—School Board
School Board—Board of Supervisors
School Staff—County Staff
Table 3.5 Pre-existing Setting
Data were then assessed to determine how relationships changed during the tenure of
Columbus. As these data were studied, new themes emerged representing change in the dynamic
between both boards and leaders.
Emerging or New Setting
Columbus—Board of Supervisors
Columbus—Stephenson
Columbus—Richmond
Albany—Stephenson
Albany—Columbus
Albany/Columbus—School Board
School Board—Board of Supervisors
School Staff—County Staff
Table 3.6 Emerging or New Setting
Data were assessed to identify factors influencing relationships. From data analysis,
leadership characteristics emerged. Characteristics were then paired and contrasted. Finally,
relationships and decision-making of both Boards and their respective leadership are studied
through the lens of both fiscal year 2009 and 2010 budget cycles.
Organization of Findings
The findings are organized into three sections to consider each research question. The
data are organized chronologically or by critical event (or factor). Section I addresses
relationships and leadership characteristics among key leaders and is organized into three
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subsections. The first subsection describes relationships, settings and conditions prior to 2006
between leaders of the school division and county government. Within this section the
relationships between the former Superintendent, the county administrator, the chairperson of the
Board of Supervisors, and the then chairperson of the School Board are explored.
The second subsection describes how the new Superintendent and chairpersons of both
Boards considered pre-existing conditions and fostered new relationships between Boards;
leadership of each Board; and, between county government staff and School Board staff.
The third subsection considers how the factors related to change in relationships
contributed to improved conditions between the Boards and key leadership. A number of internal
and external factors emerged. Controlling factors that influenced, and perhaps required realignment of priorities, are considered.
Section II considers how county government staff, school board staff, and their respective
Boards worked, resultant of changed relationships, to close known local revenue shortfalls and
reprioritize expenditures to work within expected revenues. This section is presented in the
context of the fiscal year 2009 and fiscal year 2010 budgets. Efforts to provide essential
governmental services provide additional context.
Section III considers the impact of State Fiscal Stabilization Funds on the school
division’s fiscal year 2010 budget. This section describes what strategies were employed by the
Superintendent and staff to leverage these funds to restore programming reductions expected due
to loss of state and local revenue.
Summary
This chapter described methodology used to conduct the case study. Included were a
discussion of qualitative measures and the justification for a case study approach. The chapter
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considered a theoretical framework to place the study in context with present literature on the
topic. The role of the researcher was discussed and included a discussion of validity and
reliability, biases, and methods for assuring integrity and quality of the study. Procedures and
units of analysis were presented along with ethical expectations. Means for data analysis,
management and presentation of the findings were described. The case study is narrative and
used a constant comparative methodology to identify emergent themes. The next chapter
discusses the findings of the study.
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Chapter 4
Study Findings

This chapter describes the study findings and is divided into three sections considering
each of the research study questions. The research questions are:
1. What political and relationship factors contributed to maintaining level local
funding in fiscal year 2010 and beyond by the local Board of Supervisors?
2. What strategies were employed by the School Board and division leadership
to reduce operating expenditures and maintain a quality education program for
all students?
3. How did State Fiscal Stabilization Funds provided under the American
Reinvestment and Recovery Act influence decision making for fiscal year
2010?
The data are organized chronologically or by critical event (or factor). Relationships and
leadership characteristics among key leaders are discussed in section I. Three subsections
consider 1) relationships, settings and conditions prior to 2006 between leaders of the school
division and county government; 2) new and emerging relationships, settings and conditions in
subsequent years; and 3) how the factors related to change in relationships contributed to
improved conditions between the Boards and key leadership. Controlling factors that influenced,
and perhaps required re-alignment of priorities, are considered.
Section II is presented in the context of the fiscal year 2009 and fiscal year 2010 budgets.
Efforts by the Board of Supervisors to consider available revenue sources, work by the County
Administrator to craft a county budget within the constraints established by the governing body,
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and work of the School Board and Superintendent to amend and prepare school division budgets
are explored.
Section III considers the short- and long-range impact of State Fiscal Stabilization Funds
on the school division’s fiscal year 2010 budget. Use of these funds would impact future year
budgets and considerations made by the Superintendent are identified.
Five key individuals participated in the study, were long-term leaders at the school or
county levels, and offered critical insight. Interviewees are not identified by name, but by
pseudonym. Study participants included P. Columbus, retired superintendent of schools (20062011); J. Richmond, county administrator; R. Stephenson, chairperson of the Board of
Supervisors; J. Albany, chairperson of the School Board 2007-2010; and, S. Loudoun, present
chairperson of the School Board.
Three other individuals identified by pseudonym include J. Denver, superintendent from
1997-2006; N. Orleans, chairperson of the School Board until 2006; and S. Tannery, Denver’s
immediate predecessor. None were interviewed for this study. Additionally, School Board
administrative staff or county officials are identified by title only.
Study Subjects by Pseudonym
Non-Participants
Former Superintendent (1997-2006)
Denver
Former School Board Chairperson
Orleans
Former Superintendent (Pre-1996)
Tannery
Participants
New/Incumbent Superintendent
Columbus
School Board Chairperson
Albany
Board of Supervisors Chairperson
Stephenson
County Administrator
Richmond
School Board Vice-Chairperson
Loudoun
Table 4.1 Study Subjects by Pseudonym
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Data Collection, Organization and Findings
Records Review
Extensive materials were available including local and state budget materials and
deliberations, working documents, transcripts and meeting minutes. Many of these documents
were primary sources. Media accounts of local and state action were archived and used to
validate primary source data.
Interview Protocol
Structured interviews were conducted beginning September 24, 2013, and initially
completed October 25, 2013. Subsequent follow-up interviews and member-checks were
conducted with study participants.
Data Organization
Data were categorized and re-categorized in subsequent analysis to establish and
understand pre-existing board and staff relationships. These data provided context and identified
factors that may have caused them. Data were then assessed to determine how relationships
changed over time during the tenure of Columbus. Factors influencing relationships were
identified.
Initial Findings
Pre-existing themes emerged including: distrust, ineffective communication between
boards, ineffective communication or consultation by the Superintendent and School Board chair
with School Board members, misunderstanding of role(s), and lack of cooperation. Even though
these themes emerged, participants generally viewed the former Superintendent, Denver, as a
strong leader and advocate for schools.
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Emerging or new themes include: authenticity; collaboration and communication
between the new Superintendent, Columbus and County Administrator, Richmond; positive
communication and collaboration between Board chairpersons, Albany and Stephenson;
improved inter-personal relationships between members of both Boards; trustworthiness;
cooperative decision-making and leadership. Participants universally viewed Columbus as an
effective leader and advocate for the schools and community.
Section I: Political and Relationship Factors
Pre-existing Setting
This sub-section focuses on the years, 1997-2006, during which J.
Denver served as Superintendent. The school division had grown
rapidly, and additional operational and capital resources were required
to accommodate growth during this period.1 Interviewees described
Figure 4.1

mistrust between the Superintendent and County Administrator, and

between the School Board and the Board of Supervisors.2 Columbus observed that Denver was
“excellent in many ways, but had not experienced an aspect important aspect of Virginia school
funding—that of a School Board not having fiscal autonomy.”3 Columbus’s observation emerged
as a critical factor influencing the relationship between the two Boards. Pre-existing Setting
subjects are identified in Table 4.1.

1

The school division grew from 11,549 to 12,403 between 1996 and 2006. Governor’s Proposed Amendments to the
FY 1997 and FY 2006 budgets. Available at:
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/administrators/superintendents_memos/2005/inf250b.pdf and
http://www.doe.virginia.gov/administrators/superintendents_memos/2007/inf260b.pdf. Retrieved March 6, 2014.
2
J. Richmond [pseud.], Interview by author, October 10, 2013, Winchester, VA. Lines 67 and 76.
3
P. Columbus [pseud.], Interview 1 by author, October 9, 2013, Winchester, VA. Lines 31-32.
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Subjects Pre-existing Setting
Denver—Immediate Past Superintendent
Tannery—Former Superintendent
Richmond—County Administrator
Stephenson—Board of Supervisors Chairperson
Orleans—School Board Chairperson
Table 4.2 Subjects Pre-existing Setting
Denver—Board of Supervisors
Denver’s relationship with the Board of Supervisors was at times strained. Interviewees
reported both the Superintendent and the Board of Supervisors had little interest in
collaboratively developing a budget.4 Denver’s relationship with the Board of Supervisors was
seen by some to be simply an extension of pre-existing conflict. Columbus observed, “Tannery
[Denver’s predecessor] had the same frustration [with the Board of Supervisors] but for different
reasons. He understood Virginia politics—[and had been] a member of the Board of
Supervisors—his frustration was based on a clear understanding of governing body dynamics.
How might the Board of Supervisors value or understand the school budget?”5 Loudoun recalled
a conversation with a Board of Supervisors member who offered advice not to believe Tannery’s
reasoning and advocacy for school funding, “Viable and good board members need to believe
what the Superintendent says is true. I learned quickly that [this supervisor’s] information could
be flawed when challenged.”6 From the Board of Supervisors’ perspective, tenacity on the part of
Denver was sometimes interpreted as being antagonistic. Columbus noted, “Denver followed [a
Superintendent] who was a strong advocate for funding for public schools. [Tannery] was
outspoken and could infuse strong convictions about public education and do so with emotion.”7
Richmond, recalling past budget deliberations, remembered Tannery as saying, “If you think I’m
4

Albany [pseud.], Interview by Author, October 4, 2013, Winchester, VA. Line 71; Loudoun [pseud.], Interview by
author, September 24, 2013, Winchester, VA. Line 75; and Richmond, Interview, Line 66.
5
Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 44-47.
6
Loudoun, Interview 1, Lines 81-84.
7
Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 48-50.
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you’re white knight to save your situation, well I’m not.”8 Conflict between the Superintendent
and the Board of Supervisors was the expected norm and stemmed from superintendents
legitimately advocating for and defending financial needs of the school division.9
Denver’s previous experiences had been in states where the Superintendent actively
advocated support for school tax levies.10 Columbus observed, “From time to time—there was a
lack of understanding or acceptance—of the Board of Supervisors’ viewpoint, [and those]
experiences in prior responsibilities made it difficult for the Board of Supervisors to understand
his efforts….”11 Notably, Denver’s budget presentations to the Board of Supervisors were often
received skeptically despite being based on the needs of the division.12
Columbus suggested Denver was given guidance by the School Board to lessen the
“emotional angst between the community [which grew to expect adequate resources] and the
Board of Supervisors.”13 Columbus remembered Denver making efforts to develop common
ground by establishing social time between the School Board and Board of Supervisors.14 Efforts
at building effective relationships with the Board of Supervisors and county staff seem to have
failed, though Columbus remarked “[Denver] used time and resources for social interchange
where the governing body could see value systems and background….”15 Denver’s relationship
with Richmond, the County Administrator, was strained.16 Yet, Denver’s relationship with
Stephenson was very positive. Denver’s relationship with Stephenson emerged as a second
critical factor: Peer-to-peer interactions were limited.

8

Richmond, Interview, Lines 544-545.
Columbus, Interview 2 by author, March 4, 2014.
10
Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 31-33.
11
Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 36-38.
12
Columbus, Interview 2.
13
Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 51-52.
14
Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 237-239.
15
Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 233-235.
16
Richmond, Interview, Lines
9
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Denver—Stephenson
Stephenson said, “Denver had a better relationship with me than with the Board of
Supervisors. We met and talked frequently [and] [t]his enhanced our relationship.”17 Columbus
saw the relationship between Denver and Stephenson as a respectful and candid.”18 Stephenson
remarked, “We honestly communicated, we transferred objectives, and agreed to share
objectives. Denver carried out my requests willingly.”19 Yet, the relationship seemed to be
unknown to Richmond, who observed, “I don’t think there was any interest in maintaining lines
of communication with the Board of Supervisors.”20 While Stephenson appreciated the
usefulness of a relationship with Denver, it was problematic. Stephenson saw equal value in
proper relationships, “Strong peer to peer relationships are vital. Chair-to-Chair, Superintendent
to County Administrator, Finance Director to Finance Director, and on down the line. Anything
else looks and feels like disrespect.”21 Columbus noted prior work experiences most likely
influenced where Denver positioned the superintendency, as “[the] responsibility was to manage
passing of board levies in school districts.”22 While not knowing of Denver’s relationship with
Stephenson, Albany believed the lack of relationships was a key concern, “Denver attempted to
talk to Richmond and Stephenson, but there was no facilitation of communication.”23 But Albany
touched on another issue, and that was Denver’s control over the school budgeting process.
Albany recalls Denver tightly managing presentations of proposed budgets to the School Board
and to the governing body.24 Denver’s relationship with Stephenson was beneficial to the school
division, but seemed to unintentionally negatively impact the relationship between the School
17

R. Stephenson, Interview by author, October 25, 2013, Winchester, VA. Lines 275-276.
Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 267-268.
19
Stephenson, Interview, Lines 276-277.
20
Richmond, Interview, Lines 279-80.
21
Stephenson, Interview, Lines 328-330.
22
Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 31-32.
23
Albany, Interview, Lines 218-219.
24
Albany, Interview, Lines 219-220.
18
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Board and the Board of Supervisors. Stephenson observed, “It clearly didn’t do much good for
Denver to have a relationship with me.”25
Denver-Richmond
Columbus recalled, “I was not aware of a strong working relationship between [Denver]
and Richmond.” Columbus related there was not any expectation for meaningful communication
between the two offices.26 Denver and Richmond seemed not to trust each other, especially when
the issue involved finance. Columbus described how trust between the two parties might have
eroded:
Money does strange things in relationships. The charge is to protect the treasury and
citizenry elect you to do so, so you have a strongly delivered message to not waste
money. It’s a cultural expectation and there is nothing wrong with that expectation. This
has sustained the community well over time—this has demanded that those overseeing
where the money needs to be directed have to work hard to communicate about how the
money will be directed.27
Richmond understood how dynamics could influence Denver’s perspective. He observed,
despite experience as a Superintendent, Denver came to a system that can be a stage for failure
simply because of its structure. “[In Virginia,] [a]n elected School Board can pontificate the
value of education and what needs to be done…[but has] no fiscal authority to do it.”28 The
conflict between the two was always regarding adequate resources. Columbus noted, “It all
comes back to adequate funding available to county government to make those [necessary]

25

Stephenson, Interview, Line 701.
Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 89-91. Special note: Columbus related that through a succession of
superintendents, communication between the county administrator and superintendent(s) had been strained.
27
Id., Lines 96-100.
28
Richmond, Interview, Lines 106-109.
26
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things happen.”29 Yet, how the two men viewed their respective roles may have produced
unintentional tension.
Denver assumed the role of leader of the school division. Richmond’s role was manager
or facilitator for county government. Richmond clarified, “I view [my] job as one that positions
the governing body to make the optimum decision with the information we provide. The
chairperson must be viewed as the leader.”30 Denver’s misunderstanding of Richmond’s role
within county government disrupted efforts to communicate effectively regarding budget
matters. Columbus understood that Richmond “was quite firm as a manager, not as a
leader…[having] never tried to do [the Board of Supervisors’] job.”31 Loudoun observed there
was “nowhere near the affability, congeniality or one-to-one conversations [as existed between
Columbus and Richmond].”32 The relationship between the Denver and Richmond was strained.
Orleans-Stephenson
Orleans, School Board chairperson during Denver’s final years as Superintendent, had a
similar background as Stephenson. Orleans was chief executive officer for a non-profit facility
while Stephenson served as chief financial officer for another non-profit organization. Columbus
observed, “Orleans may have developed a relationship with Stephenson quickly…they could
communicate with each other fairly easily.”33 There were long standing expectations that both
Board chairpersons would communicate with each other. Richmond observed Stephenson was
able to communicate through a succession of School Board chairpersons, beginning with
Loudoun whose tenure on the School Board began in 1996.34 Stephenson remembered Loudoun
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Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 134-135.
Richmond, Interview, Lines 637-638.
31
Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 589-592.
32
Loudoun, Interview, Lines 287-288.
33
Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 207-210.
34
Richmond, Interview, Lines
30
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seeking and encouraging open lines of communication.35 A past School Board member and
chairperson, whose spouse was formerly chairperson of the Board of Supervisors, helped
establish capacity for communication.36 Richmond believed the expectation for communication
helped, “Th[at] was a fairly contentious time period for the Board of Supervisors. [Stephenson]
had to navigate a political landscape with a new Board and new attitude, and also be engag[ed]
with the school system.”37 Despite open lines of communication between Board chairpersons,
there were egos to contend with, Albany recalled.38
Orleans/Denver-School Board
Albany noted Orleans, while engaged with Stephenson, was not interested in broader discussions
with the Board of Supervisors regarding needs for adequate funding. Orleans and Denver
preferred one-on-one discussions with the Board of Supervisors chairperson.39 Orleans’
leadership style also extended to the School Board, tending to share information but not seek
input about decisions being made.40 Nor did open lines of communication exist between School
Board members and their Board of Supervisors counterparts.41 Communication to School Board
members by the School Board chairperson regarding funding matters seemed to be a task rather
than a responsibility. Columbus remembered funding matters were generally left to the School
Board chairperson to work out with Denver and Stephenson.42 Richmond’s role in facilitating
budget agreements was limited by the Orleans-Denver-Stephenson relationship43 Limited
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Stephenson, Interview, Lines 196-197.
Richmond, Interview, Lines 200-203.
37
Richmond, Interview, Lines 214-216.
38
Albany, Interview, Line 643.
39
Id., Lines 425-426.
40
Albany, Interview, Lines 426-427.
41
Columbus, Interview 1, Line 192.
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Id., Line 192.
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Richmond, Interview, Line 540.
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participation by members of both Boards in school funding decision-making emerged as a third
critical factor.
School Board—Board of Supervisors
Relations between the School Board and the Board of Supervisors were periodically
contentious. Conflict always surrounded seeking adequate funding. Albany remembered, “[The]
School Board was all about needing more money, and the Board of Supervisors would say, ‘you
have enough money, [you’re getting] greater than 50% of the revenue….’”44
Loudoun described obtaining adequate funding as the biggest challenge. Loudoun
observed, “Conflict was always financial…. We were looking at things with mono-vision, the
Board of Supervisors was looking at the budget in a multi-faceted way—they look at everything
and there is only so much of the pie.”45 Rapid student population growth contributed to conflict.
“We had operational and capital needs—we were opening a school a year—so we were
responding to [growth], [and] not creating a plan,” stated Loudoun.46 Columbus added, “There
were other points of disagreement: In property, [need for a new] transportation facility,
appropriate building designs or designs reduced in size and scope; and needed employees—all
related to money.”47
Loudoun recalled efforts to have informal one-on-one meetings with Stephenson, as both
were elected at-large. Loudoun remembered, “We needed to have more cordial relationships—
this is about budgets, [but] if we agreed on all things, then Stephenson would not be doing [the]
job [as chairperson].”48
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Stephenson described deterioration of relationships, as mistrustful: “People don’t always
know that they are [being mistrustful]—they are finding excuses, ‘the School Board doesn’t
always tell the truth.’”49 Stephenson understood disbelief led to still more tension and elaborated
further, “We d[idn’t] ever get to the core issues…we’re fighting over the peripheral stuff.”50 So
much so that one supervisor described the school division as “spending irresponsibly,” a
descriptor that remains unsettling to veteran School Board members and supervisors. Columbus
recalled:
[This was] a very divisive comment and broke a fragile relationship. The fact it was not
retracted or amended in any way by the person who uttered it allowed the comment to be
repeated by others who did not have a basis for understanding whether the
Superintendent was being fiscally irresponsible or not…. The most public display of
attitude on the part of a supervisor is an example of how public comment repeated in the
media can overshadow years of hard work at accomplishing something good.51

Stephenson was even more direct regarding the supervisor’s observation, “Don’t choose
words that will inflame. When you are doing your stuff, don’t go after integrity.”52 “Most of the
time it was just showboating. The rhetoric was amusing to some and painful to others,” said
Stephenson.53 Columbus remembered, “This was discouraging—however, it sharpened School
Board members in their attention to their role in defending the needs of the school division.”54
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Stephenson, Interview, Lines 140-141.
Id., Lines 142-143.
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Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 249-260.
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Stephenson, Interview, Lines 103-105.
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Id., Lines 164-166.
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Columbus, Interview 1, Lines 262-263.
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Mistrust also extended to the relationship between School Board staff and county government
staff.
School Board Staff—County Government Staff
A superintendent needs to be organized—for the budget, for position papers, to be able to
re-work and collaborate. The superintendent cannot be a one-person show.55 As relationships
between school and county leaders worsened, so did those of their respective staff. Stephenson
observed, “…[T]he members of the organization are just as important—not just the
leadership.”56
Stephenson elaborated, “There have been some controversial things that didn’t need to
get controversial. There was some administrative orchestration [on the part of the County
Administrator]; for example, a re-appropriation for carry-over, usually approved without a blink,
was turned down by [Richmond] cold.”57 Conversely, he noted, “[Y]ou can’t insult people you
want something from. Over the years, there have been some things done by the Superintendent
and school administration that just have been insulting.”58 Stephenson expected truthfulness and
accuracy.59 Properly prepared Board members are critically important. Richmond observed, “If
you can understand the big picture, it’s easier to reach a conclusion. Work sessions are
challenging for both sides—the Board of Supervisors needs to understand the needs of the
School Board. You need to communicate effectively to those having the money.”60
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Summary
This section described conditions existing prior to 2006 when Columbus was named
Superintendent. Limited relationships between elected officials and staff caused tension between
the School Board and the governing body, distrust between staff of both Boards, and mistrust
between the Superintendent and County Administrator. Denver did not understand the role of the
County Administrator as a facilitator to the chairperson of the Board of Supervisors. Denver had
a positive relationship with the Board of Supervisors chairperson, Stephenson, as did Orleans,
the School Board chairperson. These relationships disrupted equilibrium and became
problematic not only in board-to-board relations, but also in how both Orleans and Denver
worked with the School Board. In the years prior to 2006, through the tenures of several
superintendents, conflict regarding adequate funding for schools was a perpetual expectation.
The next section describes how the relationship between leaders and the two boards began to
change prior to and during the economic recession.
Emerging and New Setting
This section explores the years 2006-2011 and describes how the
newly appointed superintendent, Columbus, a new School Board
chairperson, Albany, and the chairperson of the Board of
Supervisors, Stephenson, considered existing relationships and
promoted improved working relationships over time. A deteriorating
Figure 4.2

economic climate provided some but not all of the impetus to

reconsider how the School Board and Board of Supervisors worked together. There appears to
have been desire among the three leaders to change the existing dynamic between county
government and the school division. Proper balance among Boards and their leadership emerged
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as genesis for an emerging new condition. Subjects in the Emerging and New Setting are shown
in Table 4.3.
Subjects Emerging or New Setting
Columbus—Incumbent Superintendent
Richmond—County Administrator
Stephenson—Board of Supervisors Chairperson
Albany—School Board Chairperson
Loudoun—School Board Vice-Chairperson
Table 4.3 Subjects Emerging-New Setting
Columbus—Board of Supervisors
The existing relationship between the school division and county government was
tenuous, at best. Missing were collaboration, communication, trust and relationship building.
Interviewees, when asked what leadership skills are necessary of a Superintendent, referenced
these characteristics.61 The relationship between the Superintendent, County Administrator and
the Board of Supervisors had to improve. Columbus understood “the Superintendent is the
linchpin between boards.”62 However, Richmond observed, “When [Columbus] was appointed,
we thought more of the same,” contemplating continued adversity.63
However, after having worked for the division for 18 years, Columbus was known to the
Board of Supervisors. Richmond said, “We all [knew] Columbus…. I think the philosophy
[became], ‘don’t categorize, let’s see what happens.”64 Columbus understood the importance of
credibility.
I was not known to county government officials for what I might believe on the business
side of a large organization. They could only form a belief from the instructional side.
My exposure to three former Superintendents told me I needed to fill a gap of
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Columbus, Stephenson, Richmond, Albany and Loudoun, Interviews, Lines 3-17.
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information by demonstrating my commitment to a quality school division and how I
intended to make decisions and bring these forward to the School Board, and when
appropriate, to the governing body.65
Loudoun recalled Columbus “immediately grasped the problem. There [be]came a
mindset of collaboration.”66 Columbus held regular meetings with Richmond and Stephenson
and “the [approach became] we have to work together—so why not make it a positive
relationship?”67 Richmond remembered, “[Columbus] was a huge advocate—[you] have to be—
and did it effectively and civilly.”68
Albany recalled Columbus’s influence as being “very significant.”69 “Columbus and I
talked about constituencies. [We agreed] Board of Supervisors [members] mean well and may
have a different opinion. This was a good starting point.”70 Stephenson observed both boards
needed to be educated—the School Board needed to understand governance and the Board of
Supervisors the purpose for schools. If people don’t work together then, “How do you solve
problems? If you disengage, then you get proposals and counterproposals.”71 Columbus began to
develop trust with the Board of Supervisors and county staff.
Trust is consistency in leadership. It is people’s ability to believe in what you are doing.
You must be honest—you cannot break trust. I also had to demonstrate integrity—if there
was an error—I had to be the first to own up to the problem.72
Columbus knew the importance of communication to achieve goals common to both
boards.73 Loudoun remembered Columbus coming into the position “with a sense of humor—
65
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more down to earth—a good congenial attitude that got the message across.”74 Importantly,
Loudoun noted, positive relationships led to still more positive relationships, “[Columbus’s
attitude toward the County Administrator and the Board of Supervisors trickled to other
[constitutional officers and these elected officials began] to advocate for school funding.”75
Establishing trust between both Boards, and school and county staff emerged as a factor during
Columbus’s tenure. Columbus was perceived to be honest and forthright.
Columbus—Stephenson
Columbus and Stephenson had a positive working relationship undergirded by mutual
respect for each other. Columbus was sensitive to the role of the Superintendent and with whom
to have relationships. Columbus recalled, “With Stephenson, our relationship allowed us to call
each other. Richmond had no ego that insisted on being the first contact—a very real factor
among busy people involved with time-sensitive matters.76
Stephenson appreciated Columbus’s integrity, “[Columbus] was picked to meet with me
to talk about the Standards of Learning. I was engaged…. I remember the honesty and feelgoodness—geez, I kind of like this person.”77 Loudoun remembered Columbus’s communication
efforts, “[Columbus] would advocate without putting up hackles. [Columbus] needed to educate
the County Administrator and the Board of Supervisors…. It was teacher to student: A set of
facts were presented.”78
More importantly, Columbus sought to learn from Stephenson and Richmond. “In
meetings, I would ask questions—what do you need? Does this meet your needs? What
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information is missing for you to fully understand the issue?”79 Columbus frequently sought
council from Stephenson and Richmond, “Too often we might think we have the best plan, but
without understanding the needs of the community, our plan could have serious flaws.”80
Stephenson recalled Columbus never faltering on agreements, “There was no ‘bait and switch.’
There was a lot of liking—[this] built trust, built respect, and then [we’re] off to the races.”81
Stephenson, while he appreciated his relationship with Columbus, saw greater benefit in a strong
relationship between Columbus and Richmond. Developing appropriate peer-to-peer
relationships emerged as a second critical factor.
Columbus—Richmond
Columbus understood the necessity of a relationship with Richmond and avoided being
mischaracterized, “I always needed to build up my trust ‘bank.’”82 Richmond remembered,
“Right out of the box, we had a meeting to talk casually. [Columbus] asked, ‘What is your
opinion and what do you think?’ From that point forward, we developed a relationship.”83
Stephenson found the relationship between Columbus and Richmond good. “…[O]nly
when [there’s] trouble, do you know. [Richmond] operates on personal and business
relationships…. Maybe [Columbus] fostered [that relationship].”84 In truth, Stephenson asked
Columbus to build a relationship with Richmond. Columbus recalled, “Stephenson had seen the
value of his relationship with Denver, and he wanted Richmond to experience the same with
me.”85 Stephenson affirmed desire for a strong relationship between the peers.86
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Columbus was glad that the financial crisis came after the first year as superintendent.
Columbus’s relationship with Richmond “was fine at the outset [and] it improved incrementally
as we found some pretty serious financial circumstances. [We] were fortunate to start on smaller
topics to build relationships—that I felt to be worthy of trust—that was going to be needed
later.”87
Columbus believed “plain-talk, factual information, clear options, and logic…were very
important in assuring a trusting relationship could be built between Richmond, myself and
subsequently the two Boards.”88 Richmond, as he described Columbus’s efforts, offered, “Only
friendly criticism: At some point you need to turn it off. No late calls…. I would say, ‘it’ll be
there in the morning.’ Th[is] relationship developed with a friendship.”89 Trust was growing
between the two administrators. Columbus recalled, “I just began to call Richmond. I need[ed] to
understand the issues. The more I could understand the concerns, the better for me to interface
division needs with those of the county.”90 The two administrators worked well together, yet
their roles within their organizations were different.
Richmond viewed the County Administrator as a facilitator and not as a leader.91
Conversely, interviewees saw the Superintendent as the leader of the school division. Richmond
recalled Columbus maintained “open communication and honesty. You would understand where
[the Superintendent] was coming from. [Columbus] had the ability to lead and support the
School Board in their role.”92 Columbus grew to understand Richmond’s approach to
responsibilities, “When I understood, I could better understand what suggestions were useful,
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and what would be useless.”93 Stephenson elaborated on the role of the County Administrator, “I
ask committee94 and board members all the time, what do you care most about? [Richmond] then
has to develop a means to make that happen.”95
Columbus understood Richmond deferred to the Board of Supervisors chairperson.
Columbus said, “[Richmond] has had a very long tenure which lasted through very different
Boards of Supervisors with unique perspectives. [Richmond] gives good, solid, safe information
and council to the Board of Supervisors.”96 Richmond shared, “We are one of four localities with
a chairperson-at-large. If you have a good one, it’s very easy to let go.”97 Stephenson regularly
polls the supervisors on issues before them, a timesaving practice and also signals Board
intentions to administrators.98 Effective communication and personal relationships emerged as
key factors.
Albany—Stephenson
Albany recalled going to the first Board of Supervisors meeting as School Board
chairperson, “I was very assertive and made a statement that got a [negative] reaction. [I learned]
it was another world out there [and] this was a very helpful lesson learned.”99 Albany
recalibrated the approach toward the Board of Supervisors and Stephenson. “Albany [is a] person
of high integrity and not prone to ignite confrontation—he’s a problem solver. [Albany’s] a
person whose skill set is to defuse different situations. This was ideal during [Albany’s] time as a
Board leader,” observed Columbus.100
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Loudoun said, “Albany worked very well with Stephenson…. They [Board of
Supervisors] were tough nuts to crack.”101 Albany shared, “…I went to meet with Stephenson.
We made an agreement that there would be no surprises, but promises. Neither of us would
embarrass the other or Boards publicly. We would handle this privately.”102 Richmond recalled
Albany “as a calming influence—[and] came at it from a different direction. One word:
Sincere.”103 Persistence on Albany’s part helped improve relations between the two Boards.
Richmond noted, “Albany did a great job of going the extra mile to communicate with
Stephenson. [Albany] lent … skill sets to both individuals… to try to get to where they needed to
be.”104 Trust continued to grow between the Board chairpersons. Albany recalled, “Two years
into my chairpersonship, Stephenson and I didn’t always agree, but I trusted [Stephenson’s]
opinion.”105 Albany had been successful in building trust with Stephenson, and this was soon
extending to members of both Boards. Trustworthiness emerged as a critical factor.
Columbus—Albany
Columbus and Albany enjoyed a very good working relationship. Albany summarized
their relationship by quoting Harry Truman, “It’s amazing what you can get accomplished if you
don’t care who gets the credit.”106 Columbus recalled, “Our styles were very similar…. We were
able to work together on approaches that made sense to both of us. Our styles of leadership
allowed those options to be communicated to our employees, parents and to the governing body
with authenticity.”107 Loudoun affirmed the relationship, “…[T]hey mirrored each other. Albany
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had a very collaborative style and an inclusive mentality. A [person] of integrity [who] would not
put anything out there [without] believing it.”108
Columbus was a teacher. Albany remembered, “We were always learning. Columbus
would lead you toward decisions, I realized many times after the decision was made this was
where [the Superintendent] wanted the [School Board] to go.”109 Loudoun recalled Columbus as
being skilled at “education, collaboration and communication.”110 “Gentle nudging,” was used
by Albany to describe Columbus’s work with the School Board. Columbus would ask, “What do
you think? What angle can be played?”111 Columbus worked to build consensus among School
Board members by first working with the chairperson and then both worked with Board
members to reach agreement on a course of action. A third critical factor emerged: Columbus
and Albany were collaborative and inclusive.
Columbus/Albany—School Board
Columbus and Albany began their tenures during a period of continued student
enrollment growth within the school division.112 Even as the economy faltered in 2008, there
remained expectation among School Board members for increased appropriations from the
governing body despite declining local and state revenues.113 Relationships with School Board
members had to be carefully developed. Albany recalled, “Responsiveness was important. There
were a lot of phone calls—let’s think this through [and] consider the downside.”114 Several
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School Board members had lengthy tenure and delicate egos. “I needed to form bonds carefully
[and] this required a face-to-face, eyeball-to-eyeball [discussion],” said Albany.115
Concurrently, Columbus was building relationships with School Board members. Albany
noted, “Columbus contacted Board members individually to drum key messages home and
moved us to a one-to-one dialog on issues.”116 Columbus observed, “As a Superintendent, there
is a fine line of how much information [you provide] and how frequently you dispense it. You
don’t want to wear [the School Board] out.”117 Albany observed, “If you believe the intent, trust
the content…. There was no manipulation, and we always trusted the content of the
[Superintendent’s] message.”118 Loudoun noted the difficulty of managing the Board,
“Boardsmanship is a multi-headed monster. People were forced to think outside the box.”119
Effective communication with the School Board by the Superintendent and the Board
chairperson was crucial. During fiscal year 2010 budgeting Columbus recalled, “The School
Board took a lot of extra calls from me—extra meetings—and no decisions, but they were better
informed.”120 Effective communication by Columbus and Albany with members of the School
Board emerged as another critical factor.
School Board—Board of Supervisors
The School Board learned to avoid being antagonistic toward the Board of Supervisors as
there would be no benefit creating conflict.121 Timely communication and positive relationships
became goals for Richmond, Columbus and Albany. As the local economy worsened, the Boards
had to work collaboratively to sustain services. Columbus recalled, “We quickly understood that
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we had to work together as a community. The community needs fire and rescue [and] social
services just as it needs a strong school division.”122 “Relationship was huge. We had to have
one, if there were to be choices. Trust would have been everything—the fiscal reality dictated we
had to do without any new money,” remembered Richmond.123
Columbus facilitated relationships between School Board members and their Board of
Supervisors counterparts. “This [gave] us a platform to sit down with a Supervisor to describe
circumstances…. This helped a great deal for School Board and Board of Supervisors members
to talk through a flood of detail in waves,” said Columbus.124 Albany described how Board
members discussed issues, “We tried to break up the meetings with the Board of Supervisors. I
would meet with Stephenson and others would meet individually with their counterparts. It’s
hard to point a finger at someone you know—relationship growing was important.”125 Even
though conversations between the Boards became expected there remained holdouts. Albany
recalled, “[One of my Board members] refused to talk to [the Supervisor representing the same
district].”126 Yet, with time and a common focus, the reluctant Board members came around.127
Loudoun recalled these individual meetings as “more personable and congenial.”128
Richmond remembered, “We had to do business without losing ground—and maintain goals the
Boards wanted for quality education.”129 “We began to understand the stress and pressure the
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Board of Supervisors was under,” observed Albany.130 Loudoun said, “We were credible [when]
we said the repercussions would be severe [and] they heard us.”131
Mutual understanding of the challenges facing both Boards grew the relationship between
them. Richmond recalled, “We put together a game plan: Joint work sessions, determined [key
concerns and] we identified needs. Collectively, what was our strategy to get through this?”132
Richmond surmised, “[Poor relations] could happen again, but I don’t see it happening. Now
there always seems to be a way to broker a deal on how we want to move forward.”133 Trust
between the two Boards emerged as a critical factor.
School Staff—County Staff
Prior to and during the Denver administration, the working relationship between school
and county staff was rarely collaborative. “It would not be unfair to say there was a sense of lack
of trust that existed between Boards and the offices of the Superintendent and County
Administrator,” recalled Columbus.134 Columbus sought to build trust between school staff and
those of Richmond. “I do believe effort on our part helped Richmond (and staff) trust our
intentions and our data, and eventual decisions,” said Columbus.135 As the economy deteriorated,
effective communication between school and county staff became critical. Loudoun
remembered, “We counted on staff to come up with creative ways to get through the issues.”136
On the county government side, Richmond and staff worked to resolve the collapsing
economy’s impact on government resources. Richmond recalled, “[W]e received information
before we got it to [school staff]. We looked at [county services first] to figure out what we were
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going to have to do to make it.”137 Similarly, Columbus was working to find ways to weather the
recession. In November 2008, the County Administrator informed Columbus that the county was
running a deficit and that $1.8 million was needed to bring the budget back into balance.138
Columbus recalled, “The $1.8 million “refund” changed a lot of things. This demonstrated to
employees things were really different.”139
Richmond remembered sharing budget information with Columbus and staff, “Here’s
what we are going to have to do, [so] we needed to be sincere. The School Board met us dead on
the other side. I don’t think you can be genuine unless you show what needs to be accomplished
to get your own house in order.”140 Columbus observed, “Key staff were more than diligent in
developing ways of making complex situations more understandable through cogent points.”141
Improved communication and sincerity of need were necessary elements in developing strategies
to offset the impact of the recession.
Columbus said, “I knew we needed dramatic operational changes to protect [education of
students] and this meant protecting a skilled workforce.”142 County and school staffs were able to
reach consensus on a revenue sharing plan, before publicly discussing matters with the two
Boards. “We reached an understanding of revenue sharing…. We needed to know what we had
for a reasonable School Board request. I know Columbus had staff that said, ‘we can’t, but
[Columbus] said we have to,” recalled Richmond.143 Columbus said, “Albany and I were clear
this was not a time for dramatics…. Crises require calm thoughtfulness and planning for worst
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case scenarios and to hope that is not where you find yourself.”144 Columbus remembered
discussing options with Richmond and staff, “If we can make this work, can you can make this
work? … We had frequent discussions with options and genuinely expressed concern that other
county services should remain intact.”145 Although agreement was reached on revenue sharing,
school and county budgets were developed independently. “One could have categorized that
[Columbus] was just doing as the Board of Supervisors was directing—that was not the case at
all—I think Columbus communicated to all [school] support mechanisms [proposed solutions],”
observed Richmond.146
Summary
The County Administrator and the Superintendent had to respond to the reality of
deteriorating economic conditions by working together to craft solutions. However, the economy
was not the only driver for improved relations between the two Boards and staff. Rather,
Columbus and Stephenson knew that equilibrium among key leaders (Chairpersons of both
Boards, Superintendent and County Administrator) was imbalanced and had contributed to
conflict between the two Boards and their respective staff. Once peer-to-peer interactions among
leaders were reset, a new more positive condition emerged. This condition may be characterized,
in part, through improved communication, trust, integrity, honesty, sincerity, consensus,
responsibility and decision-making. Each of these elements contributed to a productive, open and
friendlier relationship between the School Board and the Board of Supervisors.
Changes in Relationships
This section analyzes the change in behaviors between School Board and Board of
Supervisor leadership, the Superintendent and the County Administrator, and both Boards. The
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School Board and Superintendent’s response to a rapidly deteriorating economic climate earned
the respect of county leaders and a positive working relationship emerged between both Boards
and their respective leadership.147 Controlling factors that influenced, and perhaps helped realign priorities, will be discussed.
As the relationships between the Boards and their respective leaders were analyzed,
recurring language emerged describing how the parties interacted or grew to work together in
their respective capacities. In general, relationship describes the conditions between the bodies;
however, individual relationship is a significant factor that links to another factor, friendship. As
relationship factors emerged from data analysis, they were organized as pairs; i.e., Individual
Relationship : Friendship, or Leadership : Collaboration. The table below illustrates the factors
that emerged from the data and are organized aligned to their pair.
Relationship Factors
Individual Relationship
Friendship
Trust
Integrity
Communication
Honesty
Balance
Equilibrium
Leadership
Collaboration
Decision-making
Consensus
Building
Table 4.4 Factors
Individual Relationship : Friendship
Relationships matter. Under the Denver administration, peer-to-peer relationships among
key individuals were limited.148 Despite efforts by Loudoun, during his tenure as School Board
chairperson, a climate of cooperation did not exist.149 However, relationships did exist between
the chairperson of the School Board, Orleans, the chairperson of the Board of Supervisors,
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Stephenson, and the superintendent, Denver.150 Denver did not have experience with Virginia’s
governance structure and built a relationship with the chairperson of the Board of Supervisors
rather than the County Administrator.151 Additionally, Orleans and Denver were experienced as
“deal-makers” at the expense of relationships with School Board members.152 By all reports,
relationships were difficult to establish or maintain. Distrust played out in public forums
especially when members of the Board of Supervisors questioned School Board budget
requests.153
Conversely, Columbus recognized that continued discord between the two Boards and
among school and county staff was not productive.154 Columbus, and later Albany, came to
understand that the Board of Supervisors did not appreciate being put in adversarial positions.155
Columbus sought to establish positive relationships with Stephenson and Richmond.156 For
Stephenson, a peer-to-peer relationship between Columbus and Richmond was essential.157
Albany quickly learned being aggressive toward the Supervisors was not effective,
calling it “another world out there.”158 He later approached Stephenson and both agreed to be
respectful of each other and to talk frequently particularly as the economy worsened.159 With
mutually agreed upon rules, their relationship grew as did their friendship.160
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Stephenson encouraged Columbus to build a relationship with Richmond.161 At first,
Richmond was skeptical and expected “more of the same.”162 At Stephenson’s urging, Columbus
was persistent and continued to communicate with Richmond. Richmond grew to appreciate
Columbus’s honesty and integrity.163 At the peak of the recession, both administrators consulted
frequently to develop approaches to maintain essential services. Richmond recalled Columbus’s
sincerity when sharing information regarding significant reductions to the county workforce.164
A friendship grew between the two individuals.
The emerging friendship between key leaders proved to be an effective counter to
occasional attempts to pit Board members against each other. Albany, Columbus and Stephenson
sought to ensure that public conversations between the Boards were polite, respectful and
productive.165 Albany encouraged and at times, cajoled, School Board members to meet
individually with their counterparts to build relationships between them.166 This strategy was
effective as the most fiscally conservative Board of Supervisors member came to support the
efforts of the School Board and Superintendent, and publicly praised Columbus for work with
both Boards.167
Trust : Integrity
Relationships are dependent upon trust between parties. At the core is personal integrity.
Denver understandably bristled when his integrity was challenged by members of the Board of
Supervisors or by Richmond, the County Administrator.168 By not building trust with Richmond,
Denver lacked an ally who may have helped efforts to advocate for funding for the school
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division.169 Mistrust between the two administrators led to distrust between staff members in the
schools and county government.
Any trust between the two administrators faded away when routine requests were held up
for lack of specific spending plans.170 To Stephenson, that should not have mattered, “I’m just
interested in the cut for schools, not the specific use of funds.”171 Despite increasing state
appropriations resultant of rapid student enrollment growth, additional county funds were
expected and often met resistance from the Board of Supervisors.172
The partnership between the School Board chairperson, Orleans, and Denver,
occasionally put them at odds with their own Board.173 Albany noted the lack of information
being shared with the School Board and failure to consult with Board members left them illsuited to participate in decision-making or to represent the needs of the school division
appropriately.174 The Board of Supervisors did not consider the School Board trustworthy.175 An
“us against them” attitude emerged among members of both Boards.176
Columbus pursued building trust with Stephenson, Richmond and the Board of
Supervisors.177 Columbus counseled Albany to build trust with Stephenson and the Board of
Supervisors, believing that developing trust between the boards was proper strategy.178
Ultimately, Albany was described as a “calming influence.”179 Columbus sought to draw on
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Albany’s strengths to improve relationships with the Board of Supervisors and cause the School
Board to adopt a more collaborative approach when seeking funding.180
Albany, in developing a relationship with Stephenson, saw value in setting norms
including an agreement never to be disrespectful in public.181 As Stephenson observed, public
animosity was not appreciated by the Board of Supervisors or by county government officials.
Trust grew through this agreement.182 Columbus’s sincerity in seeking guidance from Richmond
further helped build trust.183 Richmond was admittedly cautious at first, but soon saw
Columbus’s efforts to seek common ground were changing how county staff interacted with
School Board staff.184
Columbus seemed to work all hours of the day. Columbus believed Richmond had to see
a commitment to finding solutions to navigate the recession.185 Richmond often wished
Columbus not telephone in the evening, as the problem was going “[to] be there in the
morning.”186 However, persistence demonstrated integrity: No one challenged Columbus,
recalled Richmond.187 Albany concurred, observing Columbus would discuss options and gently
nudge the School Board toward solutions Columbus saw as best.188 Even in social settings
Columbus persisted using this tactic.189
As Richmond began to consider the recession’s impact on county government operations,
Columbus’s cooperation would be essential.190 Richmond recognized the Board of Supervisors
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would be unwilling to offset lost revenue with increased taxes.191 Columbus knew clearly the
“same people we are taxing are also suffering.”192 In this context, Columbus’s integrity and
compassion were demonstrated.193 Richmond reciprocated, as he was more willing to share the
conditions under which he was trying to maintain essential services.194 A partnership built on
each other’s trust and personal integrity emerged allowing both administrators to guide their
respective Boards toward reasonable and fiscally responsible solutions through which the
recession was navigated.
Communication : Honesty
Perceptions cloud reality. Denver, for whom personal integrity was tantamount, was
understandably upset by questions regarding his honesty when presenting budget requests to the
Board of Supervisors.195 Even though Stephenson respected Denver’s personal integrity, he
could not control the Board of Supervisors’ sometimes petty questioning of Denver’s honesty.196
There was no dispute the school division was growing rapidly, yet the expectation for higher and
higher local revenue transfers appeared to many as unrealistic and unrelenting.197
Over a lengthy tenure as County Administrator, Richmond worked with a number of
Board of Supervisor chairpersons.198 Richmond and Stephenson meet weekly, providing an
opportunity for both to consider issues important to the county.199 Stephenson noted Richmond
works best when he has a positive relationship with an individual.200
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Richmond felt Denver was not always forthright about the needs of the school division.201
Communication between the two was tense.202 Stephenson emphasized that relationships
between school staff and county staff were limited and were characterized by a lack of
communication.203 While Denver worked and communicated well with Stephenson, Richmond
recalled limited effort by Denver to extend the same courtesy.204 During Denver’s tenure,
communications from the school division to county government were met with skepticism by
county staff.205
Columbus knew effective communication with Richmond was critical. To Columbus,
pitting the needs of the school division against those of county services was unnecessary and
unwise.206 Balance needed to be established. Richmond came to appreciate Columbus’s openness
and honesty.207 Columbus expressed a genuine interest in being sure county services remained
viable throughout the recession.208
As Columbus considered operational and capital needs of the school division,
Richmond’s council was sought as to how best present information or concerns to the Board of
Supervisors. Columbus pursued clarity through Richmond.209 Stephenson remarked, “As a
supervisor, you don’t like hearing about [a problem] for the first time in a meeting.”210
Columbus’s factual information became interpreted as honest and open communication between
Columbus and Richmond, and ultimately between both Boards.211 Further, Columbus’s honesty
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and communication were appreciated by county staff and by constitutional officers, most notably
the County Treasurer who had not been supportive of the schools in years past.212 Columbus and
Richmond soon found themselves able to lead their organizations through difficult economic
conditions without rancor and heated debate.
Balance : Equilibrium
The field of play has to be level. Denver was used to singularly advocating for the needs
of the school division directly to the voting public. All Superintendents should be advocates for
their school division yet the approach in Virginia is necessarily different because of school board
dependency on local governing bodies for appropriations.213 Albany recalled Denver preferred to
negotiate the local transfer and then sell it to the School Board.214 Orleans and Denver were
accustomed to efficiencies by working through more limited channels and the County
Administrator was often excluded from these negotiations.215 Peer-to-peer relationships among
key individuals were ignored.
The school division’s share of county revenue was perceived by the Board of Supervisors
to be rising at the expense of other necessary services.216 Without open lines of communication
with Denver, Richmond’s ability to consider effectively the budgeting process was
compromised.217 Discord between the administrators was resultant of the relationship between
Orleans, Denver and Stephenson.218
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Columbus remembered struggling to build a relationship with Richmond.219 Partly this
was lack of precedence for effective communication between the two positions.220 Columbus
was persistent, understanding the importance of the relationship and at the behest of Stephenson.
Columbus encouraged Albany to do the same with Stephenson.221 Stephenson saw value in these
efforts, “Peer-to-peer relationships are vital…[o]f, course there are many of us who also value
our [other] relationships, discretely, especially to use them when needed.”222
Stephenson certainly was receptive, as Albany and Columbus worked together to initiate
and re-balance relationships.223 A newly found equilibrium was achieved and proved to be
essential when Columbus and Richmond needed to work through the economic downturn
together.224
Columbus understood that to work effectively with county government, acceptance by
Richmond as a peer was essential. As Richmond recalled, Albany approached issues in a
business-like yet compassionate way.225 Albany’s professional career had been devoted to
conflict resolution and this skill set was used effectively with the School Board and the Board of
Supervisors.226 Columbus and Albany had similar personal styles and characteristics, and used
these to build relationships with county leadership.227
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Leadership : Collaboration
Decisions are not made in a vacuum. Publicly, Denver was perceived to be unnecessarily
strong when addressing the Board of Supervisors.228 Denver’s strategies to gain community
support for schools seemed not as effective when in competition for a share of revenue generated
by the local governing body, yet Columbus observed Denver developed skill over time.229
Denver used the relationship with Stephenson to lobby directly for increased
appropriations.230 Denver focused singularly on the needs of the school division. As Albany
recalled, both Denver and Orleans shared little detail with the School Board until the
appropriation was near approval.231 In contrast, Richmond and Columbus contemplated the
importance of school funding being balanced against the demand for government services—
services also needed by the school division.232
While Stephenson was sympathetic toward Denver and Orleans’ requests, personal
perspective may or may not be shared by the Board of Supervisors, as a whole.233 Also,
Richmond’s support for school division budgetary needs was an important element seemingly
ignored. Conversely, Columbus recognized that Richmond was a crucial budget participant and
sought to provide the County Administrator opportunities to ask questions, and be given
information needed for planning purposes.234
Columbus and Richmond worked on communication strategies effective with the Board
of Supervisors.235 Reductions in expenditures had to be carefully considered within both school
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operations and county government.236 Richmond recalled the county workforce was reduced by
20% during the economic recession.237 Meanwhile, Columbus sought to “protect” the core of
school operations—maintaining an effective teaching staff at a level adequate to address the
needs of children.238
The frequency of communication between Richmond and Columbus increased during
fiscal year 2010 budget planning.239 Richmond was struggling to reduce spending. Sales tax,
Business Professional and Occupational License, and personal property tax revenues dropped off
significantly.240 Columbus recalled, “We needed to find a way to keep all county services intact
as long as possible.”241 Richmond knew additional local revenue for the county to offset
anticipated state reductions was unlikely.242 Columbus sought continued funding from the county
close to the present level, observing “this meant [school decision makers] could seek
opportunities to determine how to use resources without destroying the core of the division.”243
Richmond and Columbus sought terminology easily understood by both boards—and began
using the phrase “level funding.” To Columbus, level funding “was a neutral term in a
destructive period.”244Albany recalled, “[Level funding] lent credibility…. We were sensitive to
demands and responsive to our constituency.”245
Both Columbus and Richmond knew the difficulty each faced in continuing services both
in the schools and at the county level. An assurance of level funding provided a framework in
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which both could work to realign budget priorities.246 Stephenson described level funding as
“fundamentally solid.” Stephenson noted, “Coming up with the term was wise. ‘No increase’
was not the same as ‘level funding.’”247
Albany remembered working with the School Board to help them accept the concept of
level funding, “We began to understand the stress and pressure the [Board of Supervisors] were
under…. It was comfortable politically to say ‘yes’ and this enhanced the relationship.”248
Richmond and Columbus had no choice but collaboratively solve significant budgetary concerns.
Their work together earned the respect of both boards, and collaboration soon spread to other
common areas of need and interest, including a replacement transportation maintenance
facility.249
Decision-making : Consensus Building
Effective solutions require commitment by all stakeholders. Often decisions were made
by Denver and Orleans and then presented to the School Board for a “stamp of approval.”250 In
contrast, Stephenson expected Supervisors to be engaged in budget discussions and actively
solicited Supervisor input.251
Albany recalled efforts to involve School Board members more fully and worked
carefully to form a bond with each member.252 “My board wanted more money, so I had to make
lots of phone calls. There was a realization from the citizens that [businesses and families were
reducing expenses], so it was a tough year for everybody,” said Albany.253 Columbus recognized
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the School Board’s expectation for increased funding had to be tempered, “[W]e had to go about
doing things differently.”254
Columbus’s presentations were factual. Columbus remembered engaging in detailed
preparation, as “obscure questions...could stop processes for days.”255 As the Supervisors grew in
their understanding of school operations, appreciation for the preparatory work of Columbus was
publicly noted.256 As the economy worsened, the improved relationship between the School
Board and Board of Supervisors would be tested. Yet, Loudoun remembered the consensus
among School Board members, “We were not going to circle the wagons [to be in for a
fight]....”257
Columbus and Albany formed a partnership. Because Columbus and Albany shared
similar leadership styles, they were able to easily work together.258 As fiscal year 2010 budget
deliberations continued, Albany’s leadership to the School Board and the community required
drawing upon personal strengths. Albany said, “It was important to get the emotions out. How do
we make the right decisions to make [budget reductions] as doable as possible?”259 Columbus
remembered lengthy School Board budget work sessions in which expenditure scenarios were
discussed. “We had to wait for the General Assembly to do its work, so allowing the School
Board to get a flavor of the issues we faced—if this, then this might—and to not lock ourselves
into positions prematurely,” observed Columbus.260 Board members learned of repercussions if
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certain actions were taken.261 Importantly, the School Board came to consensus and owned each
decision.
Columbus had been very public in exploring options for closing an expected budget gap
of up to 12 million dollars.262 Many of these options were to have far-reaching consequences, if
adopted. On February 24, 2009, the School Board held a public budget hearing at one of the high
schools.263 More than 300 parents and community members attended and the Board received
feedback on many of the budget reduction options under consideration. Loudoun described this
public hearing as critical to the School Board’s relationship with the Board of Supervisors, “We
took the hit as opposed to the Board of Supervisors.”264 Albany concurred, and observed the
School Board public hearing provided a forum for community members to voice their concerns
in a productive way. The public hearing demonstrated the School Board’s willingness to own
difficult budget decisions.265
Columbus’s purpose had been to build consensus among School Board members. Albany
was an active participant/leader in consensus building and decision-making processes.266 By
exploring critical issues in depth, Board members could develop an understanding how one
decision may impact another.
Columbus introduced the term “level funding” which set the stage for future work of the
School Board and supervisors. For the Board of Supervisors, level funding allowed them to
signal support for public education.267 For the School Board, level funding was a mechanism
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used to set parameters through which they could make difficult decisions.268 As the fiscal year
2010 budget process concluded, the School Board was able to take complete ownership of the
product. Neither the School Board nor the Board of Supervisors was put on defense, yielding an
outcome desired by Albany, Stephenson, Columbus and Richmond.269
This sub-section analyzed factors that emerged from data analysis. The factors were
paired and were compared to the pre-existing condition and then to the emerging condition.
Stephenson sought to stabilize the relationship between the Superintendent and County
Administrator and restore balance among peers. Columbus was an active participant in restoring
balance and in developing a positive relationship with Richmond. Appropriate equilibrium
emerged between Board chairpersons and administrators allowing trust to grow between both
Boards. Trust was a critical attribute needed to successfully manage school and county
operations during a very difficult economic period. Consensus building was necessary because
difficult decisions would require complete support of both Boards. The adoption of the term
“level funding” afforded both Boards a framework around which they could reach agreement
with adequate latitude to make choices necessary to protect core services in future budget years.
Findings
Key findings emerged from data analysis include: 1) Denver’s prior experience with a
fiscally-autonomous School Board negatively influenced relationships with a governing body
upon which the School Board was fiscally dependent; 2) Peer-to peer relationships were limited
and created conditions for mistrust between school staff and county staff; 3) Roles within and
across organizations must be understood; and, 4) Effective characteristics of leaders include
communicating effectively; demonstrating personal integrity; being honest, sincere and
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trustworthy; willing to seek consensus; encouraging collaborative decision-making; and
accepting responsibility.
Section II addresses how change in relationships between the Boards, key staff and
leadership afforded the opportunity to realign budget priorities collaboratively. The fiscal year
2010 budget provides context through which improved relationships are tested. Much improved
relationships between Boards and respective administrators contribute to a cooperative and
collaborative approach to budgeting.
Section II: Strategies to Maintain Quality Education

Section II describes how the Superintendent, School Board, and county government
worked together to respond to deteriorating economic conditions. The Board of Supervisors’
request to reduce school operating expenses was coupled with a similar expectation for county
governmental services. Both the Superintendent and the County Administrator needed to guide
their Boards toward budgetary decisions that would provide for the continuation of essential
school and governmental services. Section II is divided into sub-sections corresponding to a)
response(s) to reduced revenues for the fiscal year 2009 county and school operating budgets;
and, b) school budget preparation and planning for fiscal year 2010.
Data suggested decisions were made using thoughtful and deliberate processes, included
multiple stakeholders, and made effort to plan for long-term revenue instability. Multiple
relationship factors influenced decision-making processes. Data also suggested the
Superintendent and School Board chairperson skillfully managed decision-making of the School
Board and communicated effectively with the Board of Supervisors.
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Fiscal Year 2009 County and School Amendments (November 2008-January 2009)
As the economy continued to falter in fall 2008, tax revenues declined at the local level.
By early November 2008, the County Administrator, Richmond, anticipated a county revenue
shortfall of $4.0 million.270 Anticipated state funding for the school division was based on a
projected enrollment of 13,218 students and the actual September 15 enrollment271 of 12,913
students already required the School Board to reduce its operating budget.272 While not unusual
to not meet projected enrollment, the fiscal year 2009 projection was off by 2.3%, and became
problematic as the economy worsened.273
The School Board immediately needed to address an anticipated net $1.7 million revenue
shortfall in school operating funds through not meeting enrollment projections. The School
Board had learned of the projected shortfall at a joint School Board finance and personnel
committee meeting, held on October 13, 2008.274 At the time, the school division was not
anticipating further reductions in appropriations either from the state or county government. The
division’s director of finance was quoted in news media as saying, “We don’t have a contingency
fund in case of lost revenue.”275 To address the revenue shortfall, the finance committee received
a recommendation to grant a two-month group health insurance premium holiday to allow funds
normally earmarked for the health insurance fund (the employer share) to be redirected to the
school operating fund. This same two-month holiday was extended to those employees who
elected insurance coverage requiring a contribution.276 This action reduced the revenue shortfall
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to approximately $0.2 million, which could be addressed through others savings. Unfortunately,
more budget adjustments were forthcoming.
In determining how to address the county’s revenue shortfall, Richmond apportioned
reductions in expenditures proportionately between county government and school operations.
The school division’s share was $2.3 million. In a subsequent presentation to the School Board,
the division’s director of finance detailed the total estimated fiscal year 2009 revenue shortfall of
$4.3 million derived from the following sources:277

Revenue in millions
(0.6)
0.4

Source
Sales Tax
Increase in State Revenue due
to sales tax decrease
(1.5)
Reduced State Revenue due to
fewer students enrolling
(2.3)
Reduction in local funding
(0.3)
Debt Service Fund (Lottery)
(4.3)
Total FY 2009 Shortfall
Table 4.5 FY2009 Estimated Revenue Shortfall (Schools)
The School Board was asked to consider options to reduce overall spending for fiscal
year 2009 and capture $2.3 million in expenditure savings to help balance the county budget in
addition to efforts already made to close a known $1.7 million loss in anticipated state revenue
This task would test the still-growing relationships between Richmond and Columbus, and
Stephenson and Albany. Some School Board members were reluctant to support reducing
expenditures. One School Board member, at a meeting of the School Board finance committee
on December 15, 2008, described the requested reduction as “unfair.”278 Albany, in published
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remarks, observed, “I think it’s a reality that we are facing…and I don’t want to give our
community false hope and false direction [regarding future revenues].”279
The Board of Supervisors’ views were also mixed in resolving the revenue shortfall. One
option considered but ultimately rejected by the Board of Supervisors was to raise the county
real estate tax by 8-12 cents.280 Still another was to withdraw additional funds from the General
Fund Reserves. However, the current budget relied on $8.7 million taken from the General Fund
Reserves and Richmond cautioned against further withdrawals.281 Richmond noted, “The real
problem with the county’s current shortfall is the effect it will have on next year’s budget.”282
Richmond further observed the importance of making up a revenue shortfall in the short term
rather than waiting until the end of the fiscal year given economic uncertainty.283 The Board of
Supervisors’ consensus was to reduce operating expenses to cover the shortfall in lieu of raising
taxes or drawing down the General Fund Reserves further.284
Albany pointed out in a press release, “Finding areas to cut at this point in the fiscal year
when monies have been obligated will have an adverse effect on the services [offered].”285
Columbus was asked to submit a spending reduction plan to the County Administrator in
advance of the next Board of Supervisors meeting scheduled for December 17, 2008.286
Columbus had limited options for reducing expenditures. The nation’s economy was
failing yet costs were escalating. For example, the division had originally budgeted diesel fuel at
$3.30/gallon for fiscal year 2009, but had to revise the fuel budget upward to $4.20/gallon during
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2008-2009.287 Columbus had already taken steps to decrease spending by reducing school field
trips and not filling vacant positions.288 Reductions to school operating funds for fiscal year 2009
were foreshadowing future budget work, as the revenue forecast for fiscal year 2010 was not
positive. Albany, in prepared remarks, said, “The School Board’s top priorities are its students
and staff…. With the revenue shortfalls we’re anticipating for fiscal year 2010, it will be next to
impossible to assemble a budget that doesn’t harm our school division….”289
Working with staff, Columbus assembled a plan to reduce expenditures. An important
component of the plan was $633,000.00 in re-appropriated funds carried over from fiscal year
2008 year-end fund balance. Typically used for one time capital needs, carry over funds could be
re-purposed to prevent reductions in already planned school operating expenditures. Capital
expenditures could be delayed.290 After peaking in September 2008, fuel prices began to decline
and allowed the division to capture $350,000.00 in fuel savings.291 These two items provided
43% of the needed $2.3 million.
Columbus and Albany saw the $633,000.00 as a means to buy time to plan for potential
additional reductions above the $2.3 million requested.292 A fall 2008 news article described the
growing financial storm as then-Governor Kaine continued to freeze spending at the state level
and state Senate Finance committee leaders were predicting significant cuts to education and
mental health services to balance a $2.5 billion state budget shortfall.293 Columbus was well
aware reduced state appropriations to schools and local government could be devastating. Using
Governor Kaine’s request for agency spending reductions of 5%, 10% or 15%, Columbus
287
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estimated a state revenue loss of between $5.6 to $11.1 million for fiscal year 2010.294 Planning
for even deeper spending reductions became imperative.
Columbus proposed reductions in school operating expenses totaling $1.7 million in
addition to the $633,000.00 that had been re-appropriated to the school division. These are
detailed below:

Reductions
Value
Re-appropriated fund balance
$633,000
Projected fuel savings
350,000
Vacancy Savings
282,200
Regional Special Education Surplus
118,450
Defer Maintenance Projects
169,200
Reduce School Per-Pupil Allocation by 30%
256,900
Restrict Overtime
104,880
Limit Substitute Staff for Short Term Absences
69,400
Re-allocate Early Reading Intervention Local Match
258,050
Eliminate SOL Remediation funds
77,500
Total
$2,320,000
Table 4.6 FY2009 School Operating Fund Expenditure Reductions
After being able to assemble budget reductions for fiscal year 2009, the School Board
and Columbus began to focus on preparations for the fiscal year 2010 budget. Albany understood
additional reductions for fiscal year 2010 by the Board of Supervisors or the General Assembly
would have significant impact on “students, programs and staff.”295 Columbus remembered,
“…This demonstrated to employees things were really different…. I knew we needed dramatic
operational changes to protect the core [of our operations]….”296 There was urgency for
Richmond and Columbus to work together. “We needed all those services provided by the Board
of Supervisors—police, fire, rescue, and social services,” recalled Columbus.297
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Richmond observed the relationship with Columbus was important, “We had to have one
if there were to be choices….”298 Columbus and Albany recognized a collaborative approach in
addressing revenue shortfalls would provide dividends later as economic conditions worsened.299
The School Board approved Columbus’s recommended expenditure reductions at its meeting on
December 16, 2008, and authorized Columbus’s presentation to the Board of Supervisors.300
On December 17, 2008, Richmond and Columbus presented their proposed reductions to
the Board of Supervisors and its finance committee. As Richmond presented recommended
county government reductions of $1.7 million to the Board of Supervisors, the County
Administrator highlighted the impact these reductions would have on county services. Richmond
was quoted as saying, “As county administrator, I recognize the budgets we are facing are the
hardest we have seen in decades…because most of the [budget cuts] are going to deal with
people in some way….”301 Columbus shared the same concern and desired to stave off personnel
cuts in the short term by using the $633,000.00 re-appropriation as part of the division’s overall
reduction. However, use of one-time funds was not without controversy. Some county
constitutional officials and leaders did not see the $633,000.00 as a “cut.”302 One Board of
Supervisors member shared similar concern, while three others were neutral on Columbus’s
strategy.303 However, one Supervisor voiced support and was quoted as saying, “Our children
and our school system is just an absolute essential and important portion of what we do in local
government.”304 To move the discussion forward, Richmond re-focused the Board of Supervisors
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on future budgets and suggested revenue forecasts portended difficult tasks ahead for both
schools and county government.305
Despite the objection by the Board of Supervisors Finance Committee chairperson, the
School Board’s proposed reductions were accepted.306 The Board of Supervisors approved a
public hearing to be held on January 28, 2009, to receive community input for amendment of the
fiscal year 2009 budget to reflect reduced expenditures of $3.37 million, after deducting
$633,000 already returned by the School Board.307 The subsequent public hearing received no
public comment and the Board of Supervisors approved a resolution decreasing General Fund
Appropriations by $3.67 million.308
With this action completed, both Boards began work on fiscal year 2010 budgets.
Weighing heavily on the minds of Richmond and Columbus was Governor Kaine’s proposed
state budget released also on December 17, 2008. Reduced support to public education and local
governments were among the strategies recommended to address a $2.9 billion revenue
shortfall.309
Fiscal Year 2010 County and School Budget Preparation and Planning
(December 2008-March 2009)
Governor Kaine had reported several times that Virginia’s economy was slowing and had
begun to seek budget savings throughout state government.310, 311 In his prepared remarks to the
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Senate and House Finance Committees on August 18, 2008, the governor stated he had
“implemented $300 million in executive budget savings” in the prior calendar year.312 Kaine also
reminded the committees revenue was reforecast $1.9 billion lower in February 2008.313 Kaine
further expected budget reductions as the 2009 General Assembly convened, and reported the
General Assembly had increased funding for public education even with revenues declining and
managed “state transfer payments to localities so that reductions to those programs have been
less than reductions to state agencies.”314 However, Kaine reported that all programs would be
subject to reduction if the economy continued to worsen.315 By December 2008, the economy
had worsened and the governor reported a projected a $2.9 billion shortfall for the 2009-2010
biennium.316
Kaine’s response to continued revenue decline now included measured reductions in
public education support. Kaine announced he would not recommend cuts in public school
support for the remainder of fiscal year 2009, but would recommend changes for fiscal year
2010.317 The governor proposed revising the methodology to calculate state funding for school
support positions (those not directly involved in classroom instruction). The recommended
change would save $340 million statewide by funding one support position for every 4.03
instructional positions. The ratio was “represent[ed] the 3-year linear weighted average of
Virginia school divisions’ prevailing practices.”318 Additionally, $27.5 million in school
construction grants and $55 million in state lottery funds dedicated to school construction would
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be redirected to cover “base instructional expenses.”319 The governor’s proposed amendments to
the fiscal year 2010 state budget would impact significantly many local school budgets
statewide. Those divisions most affected by the governor’s amendments would be those with
lower composite indices, as there was a greater reliance on state funding for operations. 320
Frederick County’s composite index was 0.4122 for the biennium and would be impacted by
state funding reductions.321
For Frederick County, the net projected loss in state revenue for operations amounted
to $3.5 million.322 Additionally, the division had projected $2.0 million in state revenue for its
debt service fund making for a total state revenue shortfall of $5.5 million.323 The division’s
finance director expected the county would continue its reduction of $2.3 million and the
division would receive $0.4 million less from the federal government as special education
enrollment continued to decline.324 All told, the division was anticipating a reduction of $8.2
million in school operating and debt service funds. Compounding a bleak budget picture were
expected increases to fixed expenses over which the School Board had little control and the
planned opening of a 12th elementary school. Projected expenditure increases totaled $3.9
million, of which $1.2 million was necessary to open the new school.325 A $12.1 million total
revenue shortfall was anticipated.326
For Frederick County and localities across the commonwealth, Governor Kaine’s
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amendments to the FY2010 budget meant significant changes in educational service delivery, reprioritization of available funds and potentially staff reductions. Columbus, as quoted in a news
release, said, “When the reductions in revenue are combined with our increased expenses and
debt service, we get a sense of the financial challenges facing the school division…. Staff and
students remain our top priorities, but everybody is likely to feel some pain as a result of the
grim fiscal picture.”327 In a news release dated January 13, 2009, Albany observed, “As the
Board develops the budget over the coming months, we will be working to keep school as
normal as possible for our students despite the likelihood of significant cuts including programs
and staff.”328 Columbus knew frequent communication with the School Board, and with
Richmond and the Board of Supervisors was essential. Still, Richmond had to contend with the
Board of Supervisors before he was able to provide Columbus with an estimate of local revenue.
Board of Supervisors’ Deliberations
Richmond needed a measure of the Board of Supervisors’ position on raising additional
revenue locally. Already the Board had used $8.7 million from the General Fund Reserve to
balance the fiscal year 2009 budget.329 At a work session held on January 21, 2009, the Board of
Supervisors considered real property tax rates following recent reassessment. If the tax rate
remained level, the county would realize roughly $800,000.00 in new revenue.330 After
considerable discussion, the Board of Supervisors reached consensus to roll the tax rate back to
revenue neutral.331 The Board of Supervisors also considered continued use of General Fund
Reserves at this meeting. The treasurer cautioned against using too much money from reserves as
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the cash balance “could fall below the level of one month’s payables.”332 Stephenson asked
Supervisors for input on continuing to draw from the reserve fund. Some members were
concerned about the reliance on reserve funds to balance the budget and remaining revenue
neutral. These members preferred to see a blend of reserves and additional revenue from
reassessment.333 One Supervisor offered a suggestion to reduce the reserve fund withdrawal by
50% to $4.4 million, and six of the seven members supported this proposal. With this guidance,
Richmond could craft a proposed budget using a revenue neutral real property tax rate and with
$4.4 million drawn from the General Fund Reserve and reflect a decrease in operating funds of
$4.3 million from fiscal year 2009.334 However, this would be contingent upon all other revenue
sources remaining at present levels. Even though the Board of Supervisors reached initial
consensus, continued discussion regarding projected revenues and the impact on county services
was needed.
The Board of Supervisors convened a work session on Wednesday, February 18, 2009, to
be updated on fiscal year 2010 budget preparation, to review proposed reductions in the county
operating budget and receive an update on revenue collections.335 Richmond proposed reducing
the county budget by 15% and decreasing appropriations to outside agencies by 15%.336
Richmond alerted the Board than an additional $1.5 million in reductions would be accomplished
“through a reduction in the workforce, [captured] health care benefit savings, reduced overtime
costs and reductions in salaries.”337 The Commissioner of the Revenue informed the Board
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personal property tax collections were projected to be $2.0 million less.338 The Board of
Supervisors already had reduced its revenue forecast by $4.3 million but had not expected
another $2.0 million decrease in revenues and loss of these revenues had not been included in the
County Administrator’s proposed budget plan.339
Richmond was concerned, as additional reductions in the county spending plan would
prove difficult. Richmond asked the Board of Supervisors to consider a revenue neutral tax rate
on personal property to offset the projected $2.0 million loss.340 The Board responded by asking
for additional time to consider the county administrator’s request. The Board of Supervisors were
also growing concerned as several members asked to reconsider their consensus decision to hold
the real property tax rate neutral.341 Stephenson requested additional revenue and expenditure
information from Richmond to provide the Board of Supervisors with a comparison between
fiscal year 2009 and proposed for fiscal year 2010.342 This information would be provided at the
February 25, 2009, work session.
The next work session brought more bad news for the Board of Supervisors. Richmond
announced the personal property tax revenue shortfall increased from $2.0 million to $4.0
million.343 If this shortfall were to be made up in additional reductions, $2.3 million would be
apportioned to schools and $1.3 million from the General Fund.344 Richmond made clear desire
for the Board of Supervisors to set the personal property tax rate at revenue neutral, so as to
avoid further cuts to school or county operations.345 All told, Richmond reported $9.3 million
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less in funds available in the General Fund.346 Richmond shared several potentially available
revenue enhancements to offset some of the revenue shortfall. These included registration fees
for trailers, increased airplane taxation, increased land-use valuation, fee-for service, and vehicle
licensing fees based on weight.347 The Board of Supervisors deferred consideration of revenue
enhancements until Richmond was able to provide estimated revenues from each.348
The Board of Supervisors met again on March 4, 2009, in a work session to review
elements of Richmond’s budget proposal and consider tax rates for both real and personal
property.349 The chairperson, Stephenson, polled the Board as to their preferences for a revenue
neutral or level real property tax rate.350 Previously, the Board had signaled preference for a
revenue neutral rate; however, members were increasingly concerned about decreased personal
property tax revenue. Initial polling of the members was mixed and Stephenson asked for more
discussion to reach consensus.351 Some were hesitant to commit to a revenue neutral real
property tax rate and wanted the Board to hold to an advertised rate of $0.525, with the option to
reduce the rate after public hearing.352After continued discussion, Board members agreed to set
the real property tax rate at revenue neutral plus 1%.353 The county finance director noted the
additional 1% collected would be held in reserve as a contingency.354 Discussion shifted to
personal property tax rates. To remain revenue neutral, the personal property tax rate would need
to be increased by $0.70 per hundred dollars of valuation to $4.90.355 Members agreed to set a
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revenue neutral rate to offset the projected $4.0 million shortfall in personal property tax
collections.356 However, members of the Board of Supervisors and Richmond remained worried
about revenue forecasts.
At a work session on Wednesday, March 11, 2009, the Board of Supervisors received
updated information from the County Administrator and Commissioner of the Revenue.357
Richmond described this meeting as getting “square” with the Commissioner of the Revenue.358
Richmond wanted to be sure the Commissioner of the Revenue was providing current
information to the Board of Supervisors before real and personal property tax rates were
advertised. The Commissioner of the Revenue advised the Board a real property tax rate of $0.51
per hundred would increase revenue approximately 0.61% and a higher rate would be in excess
of 1%, requiring an advertisement for a tax increase.359 Additionally, setting the personal
property tax rate at $4.86 per hundred was necessary to stay revenue neutral.360 Richmond noted
that the revised real property tax rate would generate approximately $240,000.00 in new revenue,
funds previously earmarked as contingency funds.361 The vice chairperson of the Board
recommended advertisement of $0.51 for the real property tax rate and $4.86 for the personal
property tax rate. The Board of Supervisors supported the recommendation by consensus.362
Richmond now knew the Board’s expectation and was able to begin preparing a proposed county
budget. However, both Richmond and Columbus still did not know where the General Assembly
would land with the commonwealth’s budget.
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Developing a Division Strategy
Columbus continued to build a relationship and trust with Richmond. During winter
2009, Columbus and Richmond encouraged both Boards to work together. Columbus recalled, “I
believe by sharing painful decisions, both Boards demonstrated a respect for each other’s
contributions to the community.”363 From a conversation with Columbus, Albany remembered,
“We talked for a long time about how difficult and devastating this could be…. How do we make
the right decisions to make [cuts] as doable as possible?”364 Columbus observed, “Crises require
calm thoughtfulness and planning for worst case scenarios, and hope that is not where you find
yourself.”365
Richmond said, “During that period of time I lost 20% of my workforce, lost most of the
Business, Professional, Occupational and License Tax revenue, had a 30% reduction in sales tax
revenue and [we] couldn’t increase other taxes.”366 Columbus elected to maintain frequent
contact with the county administrator and held weekly School Board budget work sessions to
share information and discuss options. Communication with the community increased during this
time period.
Columbus and division staff had warning the fiscal year 2010 budget cycle was going to
be difficult. Budget work had been underway for some months. At the fall School Board training
session, held on October 17, 2008, the director of finance highlighted challenges ahead in the
coming months.367 The director of finance asked the School Board to consider how to solicit
priorities from the school community, taxpayers and the Board of Supervisors. The General
Assembly would convene in early January 2009 about the same time the Superintendent would
363
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normally propose a division budget. Columbus elected to delay presenting a proposed budget
until February allowing time for continued staff discussion and recommendations for expenditure
reductions, and let the Board of Supervisors engage in their own discussions.368 Reductions to
programs and personnel seemed inevitable.
Columbus knew effective and frequent communication with the School Board was
important. Columbus related, “There is a fine line of how much information and how frequently
you dispense it. [During this time] we couldn’t put a budget together. We had to wait for the
General Assembly to do its work.”369 The School Board needed to explore options and learn how
decisions could impact educational services. Columbus did not want to “lock into options
prematurely.”370 Columbus believed the recession would impact service delivery for an
extended period and the School Board needed to have a long-range plan. Columbus recalled,
“We began to develop options for down the road. If this is a sequence, what are the
consequences several years out?”371
The Board of Supervisors also needed understanding of the consequences of possible
School Board decisions. Albany and Columbus arranged for School Board members to meet
individually with Board of Supervisors counterparts to describe and explain circumstances.372
Richmond supported individual meetings and stressed the importance of finding common ground
regarding funding.373 The Board of Supervisors knew good schools were an economic driver and
were interested in maintaining, to the extent possible, high quality instructional programs. 374 The
Board of Supervisors’ decision to remain revenue neutral for fiscal year 2010 and draw just $4.4
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million from General Fund Reserves made difficult circumstances for Richmond and Columbus,
yet was the only known constant in early 2009.375
Columbus had to develop a plan to make do with reduced state appropriations and
wanted to avoid further reduction in local appropriations. Debt service was projected to increase
due to the opening of a new elementary school and the cost to continue at present levels with
additional debt was expected to increase by $3.9 million.376 As the Board of Supervisors moved
closer to approving the county budget in March 2009, Columbus knew the school division would
receive at least $4.8 million less in local appropriations for the school operating fund and needed
to offset loss of $2.0 million in state lottery funds for increased debt service.377
Considering Options
Chronologically, the work by Columbus and staff was roughly parallel to work done by
the County Administrator, Richmond and county staff. Early budget work depicted effort to draw
inferences from media releases and public comments by Governor Kaine, and attempted to
predict future revenues and expenditures in a volatile economy. Expenditure estimates and
revenue shortfalls were developed as worst-case scenarios and changed over time.
In October 2008, the director of finance began to consider ways to reduce operating
expenses for fiscal year 2010.378 Anticipating reduced state aid, the finance director believed
categorization of all school division programs and services for value to the organization was
needed.379 The finance director wrote, “Each action should be identified as something we feel is
an ‘ok’ for a short term cut but we agree we will need to re-build or a long-term cut where we
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agree to live without it until further notice.”380 The initial list of considerations included 38
programs ranging from adult education to middle school team planning to transportation to
school closures.381 Targeted cuts to programs and services were necessary if state aid was
significantly reduced.
In a presentation to the School Board on October 17, 2008, the director of finance
summarized budget information.382 Attention was given to world financial market instability and
potential impact on local, state, and federal revenue streams.383 Market instability could cause
further escalation in fuel and utility costs and impacted borrowing costs for new construction or
renovations (both planned for fiscal year 2010).384
In a November 3, 2008, memorandum to Columbus, the director of finance further
detailed concerns regarding the fiscal year 2010 budget.385 Projected enrollment for 2009-2010
was 13,092 or 192 students fewer than budgeted for 2008-2009. While a net of $410,525 in new
revenue was expected from the state, the finance director warned anticipated new revenue had
not been adjusted after summer and fall state revenue re-forecasting and $3.4 million was needed
to sustain existing programs.386 The director of finance cautioned none of the preliminary budget
work included consideration of “Governor Kaine’s announcement of a state revenue shortfall
ranging from 5% to 15%.”387 If reduced state funding did occur, the School Board would have to
consider budget shortfalls ranging from $6 million to $12 million (including anticipated costs to
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continue).388 Columbus elected to pursue a worst-case strategy to identify areas for cost savings.
Programs and services identified for cost savings were organized in a worktable with an
assessment rubric. Items related to compliance with the Standards of Quality,389 Regulations
Establishing Standards for the Accreditation of Public Schools in Virginia,390 provisions of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as amended in 2001,391 and safety and
security were considered to be non-negotiable.392 Items were to be assessed for financial impact,
instructional impact, emotional and political impact, policy or regulation impact, and as
considered as short-term reductions or eliminated completely.393
Following the November 19, 2008, joint Board of Supervisors and county finance
committee meeting at which the fiscal year 2009 budget shortfall was discussed, the director of
finance prepared a memorandum describing Board of Supervisors’ discussion regarding the
fiscal year 2010 budget.394 Stephenson, the Board of Supervisors chairperson, was advocating
“no growth” in expenditures and no use of the General Fund Reserve.395 Richmond had
observed, “Present level funding will actually result in a decrease in operations due to increases
in debt service, inflation and FY09 supplemental appropriations.”396 Expenditures for fiscal year
2009 totaled $135.1 million including schools. Stephenson proposed reducing the county budget
to $131 million and end drawing on General Fund Reserves.397 The “hand-shake” revenue
sharing agreement is 42% for county services and operations, and 58% for school operations
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including debt service.398 Had the Board of Supervisors adopted “no growth” and no use of
reserve funds, then the local school revenue shortfall including debt service could have amounted
to $7.5 million. Coupled with costs to continue, reduced projected enrollment and the potential
for a 15% reduction in state funding (nearly $10 million), the potential total revenue shortfall
approached $22 million.399
Columbus organized school board office department heads to address the looming budget
shortfall for fiscal year 2010. The director of finance continued to refine revenue estimates over
the coming weeks.400 In early December 2008, a Budget Reduction Study and Communication
task list was prepared.401 The task list identified key dates and communications between cabinet
staff, the superintendent, and with county government leaders.402 Talking points were developed
to manage discussions with School Board members, Board of Supervisors and local media.403 By
December 2, 2008, Columbus had learned of the Board of Supervisors’ desire to keep the real
property tax rate at the current rate of $0.51 and apportion 58% of lost revenue to the schools
($4.64 million).404
On December 9, 2008, the School Board’s finance committee met to review the proposed
School Board budget calendar, approve forwarding to the full School Board reductions to the
fiscal year 2009 budget, and receive their first view of the potential fiscal year 2010 revenue
shortfall.405 This meeting was scheduled immediately before a regular meeting of the School
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Board and all members attended. An updated preliminary view of the fiscal year 2010 budget
projected an $11.15 million reduction in revenues. Local revenue for fiscal year 2010 was down
$2.3 million, based on the fiscal year 2009 budget adjustment, and state revenues were projected
downward $8.24 million and based on state budget reductions as high as 15%.406 Costs to
continue amounted to $3.734 million with an additional $0.979 million needed for debt service,
making for a total shortfall of $15.87 million.407 The original school operating budget for fiscal
year 2009 was $135,033,708. The base school operating budget for fiscal year 2010 should have
been $138,768,249, but only $123,878,664 was anticipated to be available in revenue (excluding
additional debt service of $0.979 million).408
Concurrently, Columbus and the director of finance were preparing for a joint Board of
Supervisors-Board of Supervisors finance committee meeting to be held on December 17,
2008.409 This was Columbus’s first opportunity to share with the Board of Supervisors the
potential impact of $10-$16 million in lost revenue for fiscal year 2010.410 The Board of
Supervisors learned options the School Board would consider when addressing expected revenue
shortfalls:
1.

Elimination or reduction of instructional programs;

2.

Elimination or reduction of afterschool programs;

3.

Elimination or reduction of support programs;

4.

Reduction of workforce;

5.

Salary reduction or freeze;
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6.

Longer bus rides;

7.

Reduced functionality of technology; and,

8.

Delayed opening of new school or closing of existing school(s).411

The task list for possible fiscal year 2010 budget cuts grew from 38 items to 66 items
(See Appendix F).412 Three examples of tasks are described in the paragraphs below.
To operate within projected revenues, lower personnel costs would be necessary.
Personnel costs (salaries and benefits) accounted for 85% of the school operating budget.413 The
director of human resources calculated the difference between current staffing and required
Standards of Quality staffing. A projected staffing template was modified to show positions in
excess of the Standards of Quality.414 To complete this work, the School Board’s Reduction-inForce regulation needed to be considered.415 The director of human resources soon discovered
the reduction-in-force regulation presented obstacles toward executing an orderly reduction of
staff. Principally, the regulation’s criteria were endorsement area, evaluation, other competencies
(advanced degrees, leadership roles) and seniority as factors for determining reduction-in-force.
These criteria were to be considered in rank order across the division and applied only to the
position the individual presently held.416 Too often seniority became the deciding factor and
could potentially leave select schools with few staff veteran to the building. Senior staff debated
revising the regulation but ultimately decided to leave as is, after consulting with School Board
counsel.417
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Recognizing involuntary reduction-in-force was not desirable, the director of finance
looked for other ways to reduce personnel costs. In December 2008, contact was made with
third-party education workforce management firm to explore a voluntary employee severance
plan.418 The proposal was presented to Cabinet on January 5, 2009, and designed to provide a
financial incentive for certain employees to separate from employment with the division.419 The
goal was to capture savings by reducing the workforce or by reducing total compensation for
those positions needing to be replaced.420 The proposal suggested an incentive of $40,000.00 for
licensed professional staff and administrators, and $20,000.00 for support staff.421 Initial queries
found 92 employees met proposed eligibility criteria. If all eligible employees took advantage of
the incentive, a net savings of $4.389 million could be achieved.422
Cost containment became essential and health insurance costs were considered.423 The
School Board offered a self-funded plan with three tiers of health insurance coverage managed
by a third party. By dropping the top tier benefit plan (with lower deductibles) and adding a
Health Savings Plan (including a stop-loss benefit) cost increases could be minimized.424 The
health insurance fund was expected to disburse $14 million in benefits to employees for fiscal
year 2010 and represented a 3.6% increase to the employer over the prior year. The plan changes
prevented an increase in employer cost.425
The tasks described above represent a fraction of the work completed to prepare the
superintendent’s proposed budget. However, these efforts produced a large portion of the budget
savings necessary to balance expenditures against anticipated revenues. Each department was
418
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analyzed programs and expenditures to identify cost savings.426 Cost savings were anticipated to
cause instructional, emotional or political impacts. School athletics and instructional program
reductions, additional fees, and school facility consolidation were options the Superintendent and
School Board would receive extensive staff and community feedback.427 Despite advance work
completed in November and December 2008, Columbus still needed Governor Kaine’s proposed
fiscal year 2010 state budget amendments to prepare a proposed budget.
Building a Base Budget
Amendments to the commonwealth’s budget were presented on December 17, 2008, and
Governor Kaine proposed reduced spending for public education.428 This same day Columbus
presented projected budget reductions to the joint Board of Supervisors-Board of Supervisors
Finance Committee meeting.429
By January 6, 2009, the director of finance had prepared the first calculations of revenue
changes from the state. For the school operating fund, state revenue and sales tax proceeds
decreased by $3.519 million.430 Governor Kaine redirected lottery proceeds from school debt
service to fund direct education costs, and amounted to a loss of $2.078 million for the debt
service fund.431 Proposed state revenue reductions totaled $5.597 million. Projected total revenue
shortfall varied during January 2009 as the General Assembly forged an amended fiscal year
2010 budget. On January 6, the local and state revenue shortfall was $12.1 million; rose to $14.6
million by January 21; dropped to $13.3 million on January 30th; and a day later fell to $12.20
million.432 By early February 2009, proposed school operating budget reductions were $11.6
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million.433 Of the expected $58.6 million local transfer to schools for the school operating fund,
$2.9 million had to be added to the debt service fund, which reduced the county’s contribution to
$55.7 million (of a total fiscal year 2010 local transfer of $71.26 million).434 While the Board of
Supervisors had not yet set tax rates or finalized a budget, the finance director expected $4.9
million less from the county.435 The targeted total school operating fund budget reduction
became approximately $12.0 million (See Appendix G).
Superintendent’s Proposed Budget
Given the challenges before the General Assembly, Board of Supervisors, and of
preparatory staff work, Columbus delayed presenting a proposed budget to the School Board
until February 9, 2009.436 In anticipation of a large audience, the School Board meeting was held
at a high school. Columbus began the presentation as follows:
Chairperson Albany and members of the School Board. You have just completed an item
of business (reducing a current year’s budget) that is a preface for the year we are now
planning. Beginning at your training session in October, we explored school division
needs against the backdrop of a changing national financial outlook. As indicators have
continued to disappoint, the reality is upon us and upon the General Assembly now in
session that Virginia is in significant change…. In good times, we remind our citizens
that all county services are “in this together” needing each other’s support to keep a
community working well. As a school division, we will be asked to meet increased
federal and at least some state mandates with fewer resources…. I had planned to say this
evening, that I have hope for some improved state budget figures that may make it
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possible for you to improve upon the Superintendent’s proposed budget in the weeks
ahead. I don’t believe that hope exists … at this time, as the state revenue shortfall
continues to grow toward an estimated $4 billion… [T]his evening we will look at the
Superintendent’s proposal for meeting a significantly reduced budget.437

Columbus’s all funds budget proposal totaled $153.4 million and represented a net
decrease of $10.9 million.438 The school operating budget decreased $11.6 million from $135
million to $123.4 million.439 Full time equivalent positions were reduced by 134.5 positions.440
Fund

FY2009
Total
FY2010
Total
Change Position
$M
Positions
$M
Positions
$M
Change
Operating
$135
1930.0 $123.4
1808.4 ($11.6) (121.6)
Debt
14.6
15.5
0.9
Textbooks
3.1
0.5
3.8
0.5
(0.7)
Food Service
5.6
103
5.6
97.1
0
(5.9)
Capital Projects
0.5
0
(0.5)
NREP
5.5
80.6
5.1
73.6
(0.4)
(7)
Construction
0.0
1.0
0
1.0
0
Total
$164.3
2115 $153.4
1980.6
(10.9) (134.5)
Table 4.7 Superintendent’s Proposed FY 2010 Budget
Columbus reminded the School Board the projected operating fund shortfall had been
revised several times during January 2009.441 Columbus stated:
[B]ased on current forecasts and more current information, staff has increased the [school
operating] revenue shortfall to $11.6 million442 due to our increased costs for debt service
that must be funded [out of the] operating fund. Staff has also decreased our new
expenditure requirements due to alternate use of buildings, change in health insurance
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cost projection, and enrollment loss contingency. These actions brought our total budget
shortfall down from $14.6 to $12.6 million.443
State revenues were projected to decrease by $3.5 million, federal funds decreased by
$0.4 million and local funds would decrease by $7.8 million444 for the school operating fund.445
Local revenues were reduced as a result of the $4.0 million shortfall ($2.3 million apportioned to
schools) and a decision by the Board of Supervisors to reduce by 50% the use of general fund
reserves to balance the county’s budget ($2.5 million apportioned to schools).446 Additionally,
$2.9 million of the local transfer needed to be applied to debt service.447
The fiscal year 2009 original school operating budget was $135.0 million. Expenditure
increases for fiscal year 2010 totaled $0.8 million and resultant of increased utility costs, vehicle
fuel, telecommunications, health insurance and for regional programs.448 Columbus proposed
consolidating the three locations of the Regional Special Education Program into one existing
elementary school and relocating students presently attending the elementary school to a newly
constructed, larger facility.449 The re-purposing of an existing facility and closing of three others
resulted in a net expenditure increase of $0.1 million.450 Had the new facility opened as a 12th
elementary school, new costs for staff, utilities and grounds maintenance would total $1.2
million.451 The proposed school operating budget stood at $135.9 million.
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Central office and support services budgets were reduced $1.7 million.452 Reductions
included 14.25 positions, technology equipment, buses, and contracted grounds maintenance.453
Buildings and Grounds lost 2.3 positions, finance—2.02 positions, human resources—1.07
positions, information technology—2.5 positions, instruction—1.5 positions, and
transportation—4.86 positions.454 New bus purchases were reduced from 11 to 5, saving $0.6
million; and, new or replacement technology purchases decreased by $0.3 million.455 After these
reductions, the proposed budget totaled $134.2 million.
Elementary teaching and support positions were reduced by 36.5 positions.456 Class sizes
were increased grades K-3 from 18:1 to 20:1, and in grades 4-5 from 20:1 to 22:1, a reduction of
19.2 positions.457 Because fewer resource teachers (music, physical education and reading
support) were needed, 6.7 positions were eliminated.458 Instructional aides and assistant
principals assigned to those schools for which the Standards of Quality did not require a fulltime assistant were reduced by 10.6 positions. Instructional supply allocations to elementary
schools were reduced by 35%, and provided $2.3 million in savings.459 The Superintendent’s
proposed school operating budget now totaled $131.9 million.
Columbus’s proposed budget made significant cuts to middle school instructional and
extracurricular programs. Reductions to core academics were achieved by raising the pupil
teacher ratio to 23:1 in grades 6-8, eliminating 18 teaching positions.460 Reductions to electives
included 1.4 physical education and health teachers, 2.1 music teachers, 2 gifted resource
452
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teachers, and 2 career and technical education teachers.461 Because the middle school-age special
education population had declined, 11 fewer special education teachers were needed.462 An
assistant principal position was eliminated, due to the school’s smaller enrollment.463
The most controversial recommendation was elimination of the middle school sports
program, for a savings of $296,013.464 Other proposed reductions to middle school expenditures
included a 35% reduction in school site allocations, limiting extended teacher contracts and
certain salary supplements for sponsorships.465 All told, $2.5 million in middle school program
expenditures were eliminated.466
Columbus proposed reducing high school expenditures by $1.6 million.467 Pupil-teacher
ratios in core academic classes would increase to 23:1, eliminating 12.8 full-time equivalent
positions.468 Of these full-time equivalents, eight were designated as “extra-period” assignments,
a means to add instructional time by compensating the teacher one-fifth of his/her salary for each
additional period taught.469 Additional reductions included physical education and health
positions by 2.6 positions, art and career and technical education by 4 positions, and special
education by one position.470 Nine clerical and custodial positions were eliminated. Extended
contracts and certain academic supplements were reduced. Finally, instructional supplies funding
was reduced by 35%.471 The proposed school operating budget was now reduced to $127.8
million.
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A reduction of $0.2 million came from career and technical education and alternative
programs. Two alternative education full time equivalents were eliminated and the instructional
supplies allocation was reduced by 35%.472 Two full-time equivalent English Language Learner
positions were reduced, summer school for middle and high school discontinued, and
remediation funds were reduced.473 After reducing programs and services across the school
operating fund, the Superintendent’s proposed budget was now $127.4 million, or $4.0 million
short of the target of $123.4 million.474
To achieve the targeted operating budget, Columbus proposed changes to employee
wages and benefits totaling $4.0 million.475 Funding for substitutes for teachers, administrators
and support staff decreased by $77,000, $242,000 gathered in overtime savings, and permissible
accumulation of employee sick leave was increased to 150 days from 120 days saving
$77,000.476 Finally, Columbus proposed reducing wages by 3.9% to capture $3.9 million. These
actions brought the proposed school operating budget in balance with expected revenues of
$123.4 million.477
In summary, Columbus proposed $11.6 million in reductions to the school operating
fund. Included were elimination of 121.6 positions, of which 14.3 full time equivalents were
already vacant.478 An additional 5.6 positions were eliminated in the School Food Service Fund,
yielding no change in expenditures to that fund.479 Of the reductions to the school operating
fund, $2.9 million were applied to offset elimination of lottery funds for debt service.480
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Columbus concluded the budget presentation with the following:
…Tonight’s budget proposal began with a daunting goal of reducing the budget of
programs that are helping students master academic standards at a time when academic
performance is monitored from the perspective of myriad points of interest…. [The
budget] asks that employees do more, to do some things differently, and to do that with
less and for less money…. Without a doubt, we are facing a difficult time; but we are not
alone—and we have a community that is demonstrating that it cares very much about its
schools…. If all of us are able to focus on why our public schools exist, our decisions,
while perhaps not easy, will be guided by our common ground—providing students an
excellent education.481
The Superintendent’s proposed budget was a work in progress. The School Board
considered potential impacts of a reduced operating budget during January, February and March
2009. Concurrently, the Board of Supervisors deliberated a county budget and the General
Assembly was working toward an amended fiscal year 2010 budget. Still unknown was the
impact of the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA) on the commonwealth’s
budget and how localities may be able to use ARRA funds.
Because the General Assembly had not completed its work, and little understanding
existed as to how ARRA funds would be distributed, the School Board could only consider
possibilities. Columbus said, “We could only offer [the School Board] sets of circumstances that
might come into play, and alert them to potentially more favorable circumstances and then report
to the community the best options.”482
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School Board Budget Work Sessions and Proposed Budget Public Hearing
The Superintendent and School Board chairperson had been signaling to employees and
the general public budget reductions were going to be significant. Despite these warnings,
employees and the community were taken aback by the extent of the reductions. One
communication from a citizen implored the School Board not to make cuts in the classroom.483
School-based positions accounted for 84% of all approved full-time equivalents, transportation
positions another 10% and non-school (central office) 6% of the full-time equivalents.484 In fiscal
year 2009, instructional program costs amounted to $102.35 million as opposed to $32.7 million
for support.485 Pupil transportation, technology and operations accounted for $26.4 million of
support costs.486 The remaining budget category of Administration and Attendance and Health
accounted for $6.3 million of the approved budget, and even if totally eliminated would not
cover the projected deficit.487
Personnel costs make up the largest portion of the school operating budget. To find
necessary savings, significant staff and teaching positions needed to be eliminated. The finance
director first proposed a voluntary severance package in December 2008 and presented proposal
to the School Board on January 13, 2009.488 The severance plan was described as a way to reduce
staff while minimizing the number of lay-offs.489 Following the Superintendent’s proposed
budget presentation, feedback was requested from principals.490 Universally was considerable
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confusion regarding severance plan eligibility and concerns regarding reduction-in-force.491
Immediately, teachers and staff wanted to know if their position was among those to be
eliminated.492 Several employees shared with principals concern about losing income as a result
of no longer teaching extra periods, others worried about extended contracts being shortened,
and still others offered suggestions for budget savings.493 Columbus observed building level
administrators were very good managing the flow of information to and from employees.
Communication of accurate information to employees was critical.494
Columbus expected and prepared for questions from the School Board and school
employees. “When we came to the most difficult time, we did not abandon our practices. We
stepped up communication—most importantly to our internal public. We knew it was extremely
important to have 2000 people with the right information,” observed Columbus.495 Albany
recalled, “Columbus let us know repercussions of [potential] decisions.”496 Loudoun noted, “We
had enough communication to make good decisions. There were no surprises, [we] would hear
from [staff] before anyone else.”497 Columbus remembered the fiscal year 2010 budget process
as being a time “where staff would crave access to leadership…[and] this was mirrored with the
School Board as they needed information to not have a void in their knowledge base—even if we
didn’t know yet.”498
Loudoun, who served as vice-chairperson of the School Board, had questions for
Columbus following the proposed budget presentation.499 Loudoun hoped areas not yet
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considered could yield savings. Community members were very vocal regarding proposed
reductions to middle school, freshman and junior varsity sports programs.500 Loudoun queried
Columbus regarding costs to operate athletic field lights, potential revenue from pay-toparticipate fees and expected savings if just half of the middle school athletic programs were
eliminated.501 These changes were calculated to reduce operational costs by only $276,000.502
Loudoun shared concern regarding the proposed 3.9% salary reduction.503 Loudoun wanted to
know how many staff positions this reduction would save—the number totaled 40.504 Columbus
believed questions from School Board members were important, as these were means through
which information could be sent and received.505 Columbus recalled, “There were many extreme
communications from staff and citizens—but helpful to our process—we always encouraged
people to call and discuss issues central office staff may not fully understand.”506
The School Board held a public hearing on the Superintendent’s proposed budget on
February 23, 2009, again at one of the high schools.507 Over 300 people were in attendance.508
Media reports described parental and resident concerns as emotional.509 Previous public
comment at the School Board’s February 9, 2009, meeting had focused on proposed elimination
of middle school and freshman sports programs.510 One teacher’s comments reflected the tenor
of the hearing: While most fearful of losing her job, she had watched her son pray, “[To] still
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have a chance to play middle school sports.”511
Teachers were bracing themselves for the worst. Said one, “We fear for our jobs, our
families, our students and our community. We may fear worse for our dignity…”512 Students and
parents spoke to the value of extracurricular activities, one parent shared more was learned from
sports participation than in the classroom. The parent admonished the Board, “Don’t let your
legacy be the ‘Grinchs’ that stole sports.”513 However, a Winchester Star editorial from February
26, 2009, captured the majority’s sentiment:
Highlighting the proposed loss of 134.5 positions—potential casualties of a budget $12.2
million in shortfall—speaker after speaker pleaded with school officials to establish
priorities and determine what’s truly important. In their mind, it was time to “stand up for
teachers.”514
The local education association president urged the School Board to “make sure the
quality of education and … the dedication of our staff is what is protected.”515 Loudoun noted
the School Board’s attentiveness and concern during the public hearing, “All of [the citizens’]
points were valid. We wish we could do everything they want, but we simply can’t.”516
Comments from the public hearing were collapsed into 22 areas for clarification and
discussion with the School Board (see Appendix H).517 Parents expressed concern about cuts to
elective programs including band auxiliary squads and questioned why teachers were sending
home notes for school supplies.518 One teacher had shared expected loss of $8000 in annual
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income because extra-period pay was cut.519 Still others proposed pay-to-participate to self-fund
middle school athletics.520 Some asked for more administrative positions to be eliminated.
Others sought textbook rental fee restoration.521 Each category required a response based on
budget reasoning, Standards of Quality provisions, or how the state funds public schools.
Columbus and senior staff readied responses to each citizen comment for future budget meeting
presentations.
Despite reasoned explanation for elimination of middle school sports, the School Board
endured considerable pressure to reinstate the program.522 Loudoun indicated he would support a
pay-to-participate structure to underwrite costs. Columbus was reluctant to pursue alternatives
“when a host of other funding issues and possible job losses must be faced.”523 However,
Columbus established a middle school athletics study committee comprised of parents, principals
and central office personnel. Led by the assistant superintendent for administration and a middle
school principal, the committee was charged to develop options for middle school sports. The
committee first met on March 11, 2009, and received information including costs of $376,000.524
Coaches salaries and stipends including benefits; equipment, uniforms and officials; and,
transportation costs were the expenditure components.525 Over several meetings, the committee
agreed to limit competition to nine sports with in-county opponents only. Each sports season was
shortened, and stipends were reduced commensurate with the length of season.526 The cost of the
program was reduced to $100,000.527 The re-structured sports program represented a
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compromise, but necessary for the School Board to be able to move toward considering more
significant budget reductions.
The Superintendent’s proposed budget generated considerable public outcry over
reductions to popular programs. Columbus’s decision to hold both the presentation of the
proposed budget and a public hearing at schools with large auditoriums was an important one.
Audiences were large and the community heard what was probable first hand. More importantly,
Columbus and the School Board bore the brunt of community outcry and helped transform the
relationship between the School Board and the Board of Supervisors.
Columbus remembered, “Both boards demonstrated a respect for each other’s
contributions to the community. The way we shared information publicly—we showed other
entities that weren’t fighting against them—we were trying to work to make resources stay intact
for the greater good of the community.”528 The School Board came to understand there was no
benefit to shifting blame to the Board of Supervisors.529 Columbus encouraged the School Board
to practice cooperation and reason with the Board of Supervisors. “That ability to not fall into
emotional or dramatic responses was greatly appreciated by the governing body,” recalled
Columbus.530
Loudoun recalled, “We were cutting programs and the impact was getting attention. We
had to answer the question, ‘Are we presenting to get a reaction and [then] holding the Board of
Supervisors accountable?’”531 Columbus and Albany did not want blame directed to the Board of
Supervisors.532 So, as Loudoun described the condition, “The School Board took the hits as
opposed to the Board of Supervisors. The School Board served as a lightning rod…and insulated
528
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the Board of Supervisors.”533 Albany agreed, “The Board of Supervisors didn’t have to—we
pre-empted it—I don’t know if they perceived this, but they were grateful they didn’t have to
say, ‘no.’”534 Richmond believed change in the relationship between the two Boards allowed the
county to successfully navigate the recession and “maintained goals the Boards wanted for
quality education [services.]”535
Because the Board of Supervisors elected to remain nearly revenue neutral, additional
debt service for construction underway reduced local funds available for school operations. For
fiscal year 2009, additional debt service amounted to $900,000.536 In total, the school operating
fund had to be reduced by $2.9 million after Governor Kaine transferred lottery funds from
school construction to categorical aid.537 Stephenson, the Board of Supervisors chairperson,
emphasized importance of debt management, “We were able to push forward with certain capital
projects and to pitch these in austere times.”538 While fiscal year 2010 saw only the opening of a
new facility already under construction, planning during this period helped pave the way for
future endeavors. Richmond said, “A big target we focused on was how much we could tolerate
increasing mortgage payments…debt balancing got us through it.”539 During fiscal year 2010
budget deliberations, the School Board purchased land for a new transportation facility using
funds from a previously approved bond issuance. Some in the community criticized the land
purchase even though the Board of Supervisors had been consulted and lent support to the
purchase.540 Richmond recalled, “The School Board did a good job [negotiating the land
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purchase]—this was one of the bigger things—though it may not have been good politically.”541
Without growing trust between the School Board and Board of Supervisors, new capital projects
would not have been possible.
The Board of Supervisor’s local transfer to the division was reduced by $4.8 million from
the amended fiscal year 2009 transfer of $76.06 million542 and was apportioned as 58% of the
total governing body’s local operating revenue reduction of $8.3 million.543 Still, the local
transfer would total $71.26 million.544 Debt service required $14.62 million of the local
transfer.545 In out years, debt service gradually declined and freed funds for one-time capital
expenditures and small renovation projects.546 Decreasing debt level could also free funds for
school operating purposes in future years, if new revenue did not materialize from state and
federal sources. A stable local transfer would become a pivotal point for future budgets.
Given economic uncertainty, Columbus sought stability where stability could be found.
The commonwealth continued to seek ways to reduce expenses in future biennial budgets, and
support through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act was short term. Columbus began
to speak of “level funding,” and encouraged the Board of Supervisors to, minimally, support the
school division at fiscal year 2010 levels in future budgets.547 Albany and other School Board
members understood what “level funding” meant to the division, “Without level funding, the
infrastructure would start breaking apart. We came to understand where the Board of Supervisors
stood…constituents did not want taxes raised and we had to understand where the community
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stood.”548 Implications of “level funding” will be explored in chapter 5.
Findings
Key findings include: 5) Communication with School Board and local governing body by
the new/incumbent Superintendent was timely and effective; 6) Key leaders, School Board and
Board of Supervisors used collaborative decision-making strategies; 7) Constituent groups, staff,
School Board and local governing body had ample opportunities for input and contributions to
budget decision-making; and, 8) Deliberate action steps were taken to prioritize and protect core
instructional services.
Section III: 2009 Final General Assembly Action and State Fiscal Stabilization Funds
On February 17, 2009, Governor Kaine announced Virginia would receive
approximately $1.0 billion in State Fiscal Stabilization Funds (SFSF) through the American
Reinvestment and Recovery Act of 2009 (ARRA).549 An additional $3.0 billion was expected to
go directly to residents and localities through late 2010.550 To receive stimulus funding, planned
reductions for public schools were to be restored.551 Funds were to be spent to save or create
jobs; improve student achievement through school improvement and reform; and, were available
for only two to three years.552 In addition, state support for public schools could not fall below
fiscal year 2006 funding levels.553 By February 24, 2009, the House of Delegates and Senate had
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tentatively agreed to “apply $357 million in stimulus cash” to public schools.554
Impact of the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act
The means through which ARRA funds could be used was complicated. In a local media
interview, the director of finance explained, “Essentially what the government is saying, ‘You’re
getting this money but you can’t do what you’ve always been doing.’”555 Funds were distributed
to schools through state fiscal stabilization funds (SFSF), the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) and Individuals with Disabilities Act (IDEA).556 Funding through ESEA
and IDEA were distributed to school divisions on a reimbursement basis.557 SFSF funds were not
subject to “supplement not supplant” provisions, which meant these revenues could be used to
for new construction or renovation, or any activity authorized under the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, Individuals with Disabilities Act, Carl D. Perkins Career and
Technical Education Act of 2006, or the Adult Education and Family Literacy Act.558 However,
any funds received directly through ESEA or IDEA would be subject to “supplement not
supplant” provisions.559
Navigating “supplement not supplant” rules when using IDEA and ESEA funding is
generally not problematic as use of funds are subject to comparability with those schools or
programs not eligible for funds under these acts.560 However, ARRA funds were intended to be
short term so expenditures were considered carefully to not create new problems once these
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funds were exhausted. Frederick County’s anticipated additional allocation for fiscal year 2010
amounted to $677,000 for ESEA and $1,264,500 for IDEA.561 Federal stimulus funds through
SFSF amounted to $4,025,491 nearly offsetting the state Basic Aid and Categorical Funding
revenue reduction of $4,045,346.562 As noted above, SFSF funds were not restricted. Columbus
and staff prepared plans to deliberately expend restricted ESEA and IDEA funds.
Both ESEA and IDEA provide means to carry forward funds unexpended from the prior
year’s allocation. Generally, not more than 15% of the locality’s federal allocation can be carried
forward. The grant period runs from July 1 (new state fiscal year) to September 30 of the
following year (end of the federal fiscal year).563 Under the Tydings amendment, localities have
an additional federal fiscal year to encumber allocations under ESEA or IDEA.564 In the revised
Superintendent’s proposed budget, ARRA funds under ESEA and IDEA were not allocated until
long-term plans were developed.565
Carrying forward unexpended and undesignated funds prolonged access to ARRA
funding. This meant services provided under ESEA or IDEA would not be expanded under the
Superintendent’s proposed budget; however, funds would be used to protect jobs as required
under ARRA.566 The Virginia Department of Education sought a waiver from the 15% rule to
provide opportunity for school divisions to manage ARRA expenditures for an extended
period.567 The United States Education Department approved the waiver in August 2009.568 This
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solved the problem of spending too much, too quickly on instructional efforts or other potential
ARRA expenditures that would prove unsustainable once funds were no longer available.
Columbus called ARRA funds “temporary,” meaning means had to exist to replace these funds if
spent on new initiatives.569 As Columbus’s revised proposed budget was prepared, staff looked
to future years to assure expenditures could be sustained. Coupled with level funding in future
years from the local governing body, safeguarded existing programs and services.570
The General Assembly also incorporated SFSF funds into its budget. For the school
division, state fiscal stabilization funds funneled through state appropriations was anticipated to
be $4,025,491, and was reflected in the Superintendent’s revised proposed budget as partially
offsetting the commonwealth’s reductions in Basic Aid and Categorical Funding.571
Additionally, the General Assembly allowed state and local textbook funds to be used for other
purposes for fiscal year 2010. For the division, this amounted to $1,531,065 of which $896,084
was state funds.572 State revenue changes are detailed in the table below:
FY 2010 Projected Basic Aid and Categorical Funding Revenue Changes
Sales Tax Change
$984,233
Basic Aid Reduction due to Sales Tax Increase
(578,827)
State Revenue Change due to enrollment change
(27,688)
General Assembly Actions
(4,045,346)
FY 2010 Alternate Use of Textbook Funds
896,084
Sub-total State Restricted Projects
117,163
Sub-total State Funds exclusive of Sales Tax
(3,638,614)
Total State Revenue and Sales Tax Changes
($2,654,381)
Table 4.8 Revenue Changes (Schools)based on 2009 Final Acts of Assembly573
Additional federal funds offset reduction in state funds and helped offset some of the
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local reduction in revenue. Of the $4,025,491 in SFSF revenue, $1,371,110 could be applied to
offset the net local reduction of $6,834,425 for school operations.574 Additionally, $1,553,010
was anticipated in restricted ARRA funding through ESEA and IDEA, yet was not used to offset
a revenue gap in the Superintendent’s revised proposed budget.575
Total Anticipated Revenue FY2010
FY 2009 Original Budget
State Revenue Change

$135,033,708
(2,654,381)

Federal Revenue Change
(Includes 1,533,010 restricted ESEA and IDEA funding)
Miscellaneous Revenue Change
Local Revenue Change
(Includes transfer to debt service of $2,034,425)
Projected School Operating Budget FY2010

5,578,501
28,157
(6,834,425)
$131,151,560

Table 4.9 Anticipated Revenue FY 2010 (Schools-All Sources)576
The General Assembly completed its budget on February 28, 2009, and the Board of
Supervisors signaled its direction to Richmond, the County Administrator, on March 11, 2009.577
Columbus knew the local transfer would decrease for school operating costs by $6.8 million due
to reduced local revenues and to support debt service for new construction. Columbus and staff
used the final revenue projections exclusive of restricted ESEA and IDEA funds to prepare a
revised proposed budget.578
Superintendent’s Revised Proposed Fiscal Year 2010 Budget
In a press release dated March 12, 2009, Columbus described the impact of stabilization
and stimulus funds, “The…funds are intended to keep school divisions as whole as possible in
the hopes that the economic picture will improve in following years…. Although the [school
574
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division] will be receiving more funds than was anticipated…we will still be operating with
[approximately] $4 million less in the School Operating Fund in FY10 compared to the current
fiscal year.”579 On March 18, 2009, Columbus presented a revised proposed budget to the School
Board. Columbus’s new proposal restored many proposed cost saving measures yet reductions in
staffing and programs remained necessary (See Appendix I).
Support departments and central office saw funding reduced by $1.5 million, with 5.42
positions eliminated.580 Funds for replacement school buses and these funds were reduced from
$1.1 million to $500,000. Funding for technology infrastructure, tuition assistance and grounds
maintenance were reduced by $303,000.581
Instructional costs for elementary schools were reduced by $1.1 million.582 Class sizes
increased through the elimination of 5.4 teaching positions and resource staffing needs were
reduced by 4.5 positions.583 Additionally, secretarial and custodial support was reduced by 4.8
positions and instructional supply funds reduced by 35%.584
Middle school instructional costs decreased by $1.6 million.585 Core classes and special
education were reduced by 14.2 positions of which 6 were special education.586 Elective
programs including music, gifted, and career and technical education were reduced by 6.1
positions. One support staff position was eliminated.587 The middle school sports program was
limited to $100,000 in expenditures.588 Instructional supply costs were reduced by 35%.589
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High schools saw a total of 22 positions reduced to save $1.3 million.590 Support staff
accounted for 9 positions and included secretaries and custodians.591 Core classes and physical
education were reduced by 7 positions.592 Art and career and technical were reduced by 4
positions; and, special education services reduced by 2 positions.593 Lastly, agriculture education,
and strength and conditioning extended contracts were reduced or eliminated, and instructional
supplies were reduced by 35%.594
Other programs and services were reduced by $200,000.595 Middle and high school
summer school was eliminated, and alternative education was restructured.596 The
Superintendent’s original proposed budget included a 3.9% reduction salary and benefits and
was not included in the revised budget proposal.597 To bring the proposed budget into balance
change totaling $500,000 was made to wages and benefits. These included limited use of
substitutes for secretarial and custodial staff, increased the permissible accumulated sick leave
allowance and increased unemployment expenses to cover a minimum of 10 employees.598
Additionally, the General Assembly approved changes to group health insurance and retiree
health care rates netting a savings of $56,620.599 Savings from reduced wages and benefits due to
employee turnover captured $122, 386.600
The General Assembly’s decision to allow alternate uses for textbook funds was treated
similarly to restricted ESEA and IDEA funds: Of the $1,531,065 available, $773,317 was used
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for one-time start up costs for the replacement elementary school and $240,000 for anticipated
unemployment expenses.601 The remaining balance of $517,718 was used to restore salary and
job loss.602 Columbus reduced expected employee loss from 121.6 positions to 66.4 positions.603
All but four of these positions did not require use of the School Board’s reduction-in-force
policy.604
Columbus’s revised proposed budget used unrestricted federal stabilization funds but
held restricted ESEA and IDEA funds until an expenditure plan was prepared.605 The budget was
prepared with future years in mind: Stabilization funds would be available in fiscal year 2011 as
would restricted ESEA and IDEA funds.606 However, the General Assembly’s flexibility in using
textbook funds for alternate purposes was not anticipated to continue.607 Columbus in a prepared
statement noted, “Federal stimulus funds allow the amendments I’ve proposed…. We will use
the months ahead to review areas for continued restructuring. FY11 is predicted to be another
challenging year and we will…continue to prepare for that challenge.”608
This section described Columbus’s work with staff and the School Board to craft a school
operating budget using funds apportioned to the locality under the American Reinvestment and
Recovery Act. The product was fiscally conservative and prepared in anticipation of long-term
reduced funding for public schools.
Findings
Key findings include: 9) Programs and services were not restored or expanded unless funding
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sources were sustainable; and, 10) Revenues and expenditures were allocated conservatively
within constraints and guidelines of the local governing body, state or federal government.
Summary
Findings of the study were presented in three sections and sought to answer the following
research questions:
1. What political and relationship factors contributed to maintaining level local funding
in fiscal year 2010 and beyond by the local Board of Supervisors?
2. What strategies were employed by the School Board and division leadership to reduce
operating expenditures and maintain a quality education program for all students?
3. How did State Fiscal Stabilization Funds provided under the American Reinvestment
and Recovery Act influence decision making for fiscal year 2010?
Section I addressed political and relationship factors between the Superintendent, School Board,
County Administrator and the Board of Supervisors. Section II was devoted to deliberations of
the Board of Supervisors and School Board to develop fiscal year 2010 county and school
budgets. Section III discussed the Superintendent’s fiscally conservative approach in leveraging
State Fiscal Stabilization Funds through the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act to reduce
the revenue shortfall and plan for future budgets.
Pre-existing Setting
To establish context for the study, conditions existing prior to 2006 were described. Poor
or strained relationships between elected officials and staff caused tension between the governing
body and the School Board, distrust between staff of both Boards, and limited interaction
between the County Administrator, Richmond, and Superintendent, Denver. Denver did not fully
grasp necessity for a fiscally dependent School Board to work cooperatively with the
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appropriating governing body. The Board of Supervisors chairperson, Stephenson, School Board
chairperson, Orleans, and Superintendent, Denver, shared positive relationships. Denver’s
relationship with Stephenson disrupted equilibrium and became problematic in Board-to-Board
relations. The School Board chairperson, Orleans, contributed to Denver’s difficulty by
becoming chief negotiator with both the Board of Supervisors and the School Board. Denver’s
tenure was by no means unique. Prior to 2006, conflict regarding adequate funding for schools
was an annual expectation.
Emerging and New Setting
Columbus’s 2006 appointment as Superintendent brought change in the relationship
between school and county leaders. Columbus, though, became Superintendent just as the local,
state, national and world economy entered downturn.
The County Administrator, Richmond, and the Superintendent, Columbus, responded to
the reality of deteriorating economic conditions by working together to craft solutions. The
economic climate required movement toward improved relations between the two Boards and
staff. Equilibrium among key leaders (chairpersons of both Boards, Superintendent and County
Administrator) was imbalanced and contributed to conflict between the two Boards and
respective staff. More positive conditions emerged once peer-to-peer interactions among leaders
were reset and properly established. The new condition may be characterized, in part, through
improved communication, trust, integrity, honesty, sincerity, consensus, responsibility and
decision-making. Each of these elements contributed to a productive, open and friendlier
relationship between the School Board and the Board of Supervisors.
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Analysis of Factors
The factors from data analysis were analyzed. The factors were paired, compared to the
pre-existing condition and then to the new condition. Stephenson recognized the relationship
maintained with Denver was problematic, describing peer-to-peer relationships as necessary and
“good.” Stephenson promoted a relationship between Columbus and Richmond to restore proper
balance. Columbus was actively engaged in restoring balance by consistently seeking input from
Richmond as they both worked through their respective fiscal challenges. Albany, as School
Board chairperson, developed a positive relationship with Stephenson. The positive interaction
between Board chairpersons and administrators promoted trust between both Boards. Trust and
effective decision-making were essential to successfully sustain county and school operations
during the difficult economic period. Difficult decisions would require complete support of both
Boards.
Board of Supervisors and School Board Strategies
Section II discussed how the two boards worked to resolve budget shortfalls expected in
fiscal year 2010. The Board of Supervisors apportioned the county revenue shortfall between
county operations and schools. The General Assembly’s transference of lottery funds from
school construction to categorical aid added an additional $2 million stressor to the school
operating budget. Columbus had to reduce school operating funds by an equal amount to cover
increased debt service.
Richmond sought consensus from the Board of Supervisors regarding use of available
local funds and gained agreement to keep certain taxes revenue neutral. Demand grew for county
health services, social services and public safety. Richmond and Stephenson were cognizant that
schools were a driving economic factor for the community and, while sympathetic toward the
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financial needs of the then still-growing school division, assigned proportional share of reduced
local revenues to the School Board. Local revenue projections changed frequently making
Richmond’s work with the Board of Supervisors even more difficult. Columbus appreciated the
challenge before the County Administrator and local governing body. Economic conditions had
deteriorated significantly and, in the view of Columbus and Albany, cooperation with the
governing body was the only reasonable and prudent way to weather the recession. The recession
influenced the change in relationships between the Boards, leadership and key staff.
Following Columbus’s leadership, the School Board set the stage for continued positive
conversations with the Board of Supervisors regarding future school budgets. By wisely
choosing not to encumber all funds available through ARRA, the School Board prepared for
future budget years with funds in reserve from carry-forward provisions. The fiscally
conservative Board of Supervisors appreciated deliberate long-range planning. The School
Board’s stewardship of local funds enabled the purchase of property for a new transportation
facility through a previously approved bond issue. Even though the land purchase was
controversial in the community, the Board of Supervisors fully endorsed its acquisition.
State Fiscal Stabilization Funds
Section III considered the impact of American Reinvestment and Recovery Act funds.
Columbus’s decision to prepare a conservative budget keeping ARRA funds in reserve also
contributed toward improved Board relationships. Both Boards were able to make decisions for
the best interest of the community even though these might not have been politically popular.
Tension remains to this day regarding appropriate funding for school operations. However, the
School Board has far greater appreciation of the competition among county agencies for shares
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of finite resources. Much improved relationships between Boards and respective administrators
have contributed to cooperative and collaborative approaches to budgeting.
Chapter 5 discusses the implications of this study.
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Chapter 5
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
The purpose of this study was to describe strategies employed by the Superintendent and
the School Board to maintain instructional programming while assuring continued support for
schools by the local governing body during the economic recession of 2007-2009. Division
leaders of Frederick County Public Schools worked closely with the county Board of Supervisors
to promote support for public schools and local governmental services, even as local, state,
national, and world economies faltered. Efforts by the Frederick County School Board and its
administrative leadership to foster a positive relationship with the Board of Supervisors led to
only one operating fund reduction in fiscal year 2010, as the schools’ share of the projected local
revenue shortfall. The study described efforts to promote and improve trust between the
Superintendent, County Administrator, School Board and the Board of Supervisors.
This chapter is divided into six sections: A review of the study, summary of findings
conclusions from the study, implications for practice, recommendations for further study, and
reflection.
Review of the Study
This is a case study using constant comparative and historical methodologies. The study
was divided into three sections. Section I identified leadership and relationship characteristics of
Superintendents, School Board Members, county government officials and Board of Supervisors.
Section II considered the work of the County Administrator to secure local revenue streams, and
effort by the Superintendent to prepare proposed school budgets within parameters established
by the Board of Supervisors for anticipated local, state and federal revenue. Section III
considered the impact of State Fiscal Stabilization Funds from the American Reinvestment and
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Recovery Act on the school operating budget. The research questions for the study were:
1.

What political and relationship factors contributed to maintaining level local
funding in fiscal year 2010 and beyond by the local Board of Supervisors?

2.

What strategies were employed by the School Board and division leadership to
reduce operating expenditures and maintain a quality education program for all
students?

3.

How did State Fiscal Stabilization Funds provided under the American
Reinvestment and Recovery Act influence decision making for fiscal year 2010?

Study findings, in part, were derived from structured interviews with five key leaders of
the school division and county government. Participants included the Superintendent (now
retired), School Board Chairperson, School Board Vice-chairperson, Chairperson of the Board of
Supervisors and County Administrator. So that pre-existing conditions could be described
through the perspective of interviewees, the relationships maintained by the former
Superintendent and former School Board Chairman are discussed. These relationships were
contrasted to those developed by the new/incumbent Superintendent. The former Superintendent
and School Board Chairperson were not interviewed for this study.

Study Subjects by Pseudonym
Participants
New/Incumbent Superintendent
Columbus
School Board Chairperson
Albany
Board of Supervisors Chairperson Stephenson
County Administrator
Richmond
School Board Vice-Chairperson
Loudoun
Non-Participants
Former Superintendent
Denver
Former School Board Chairperson Orleans
Table 5.1 Study Subjects by Pseudonym
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Structured interview questions are included in Appendix 3.5 and 3.6. Factors emerged
from data and were analyzed to assess significance. Additionally, study findings were derived
from the historical record of events from October 2008 through March 2009, and included
primary and secondary source documents. These data identified principal milestones in the fiscal
year 2009 and 2010 budget processes and provided context within which former, emergent and
new relationships were assessed between key leaders and both Boards. Both participant
perspective and contemporary records provided rich description of the phenomena studied.
Data were studied within the context of conditions existent in fall 2008 and early 2009.
Although previously protected by the Governor and General Assembly, state support for public
schools in fiscal year 2010 would decrease. Because Superintendent’s budget proposals are often
presented at the same time the General Assembly is in session, anticipated state revenues were
unknown state-wide. Simultaneously, local governing bodies consider tax rates and other
revenue sources upon which their budgets will be built. Economic uncertainty provided
conditions through which actions of key leaders could be studied. Finally, federal support
through the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act for state governments, localities and
public schools impacted decisions made at the state, local and division levels. While easing
revenue shortfalls temporarily, federal assistance has had long-lasting implications for public
schools and their governance.
Research Question 1
What political and relationship factors contributed to maintaining level local funding in
fiscal year 2010 and beyond by the Board of Supervisors?
Finding 1: Superintendents must be familiar with the organizational structure and
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methods for seeking local funding for fiscally dependent school divisions.
Finding 2: Effective peer-to-peer relationships between public school and local
governing body leaders facilitate cooperative decision-making.
Finding 3: Roles within and across organizations must be understood.
Finding 4: Effective characteristics of leaders include communicating effectively;
demonstrating personal integrity; being honest, sincere and trustworthy; willing to seek
consensus; encouraging collaborative decision-making; and accepting responsibility.
Research Question 2
What strategies were employed by the School Board and division leadership to reduce
operating expenditures and maintain quality education programs for all students?
Finding 5: Communication with School Board and local governing body by the
new/incumbent Superintendent was informative, timely, effective, and aided critical
decision-making by the School Board and Board of Supervisors.
Finding 6: Key leaders, School Board and Board of Supervisors used collaborative
decision-making strategies.
Finding 7: Constituent groups, staff, School Board and local governing body had ample
opportunities for input and contributions to budget decision-making.
Finding 8: Deliberate action steps were taken to prioritize and protect core instructional
services.
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Research Question 3
How did State Fiscal Stabilization Funds provided under the American Reinvestment and
Recovery Act influence decision making for fiscal year 2010?
Finding 9: Programs and services were not restored or expanded unless funding sources
were sustainable.
Finding 10: Revenues and expenditures were allocated conservatively within constraints
and guidelines of the local governing body, state or federal government.
Summary of the Findings
The study described strategies employed by the incumbent Superintendent, Columbus,
and the School Board to maintain quality educational programming and services during an
economic recession. First, the study considered prior relationships between the former
Superintendent, Denver; Richmond, County Administrator; and Board of Supervisors. Second,
emerging or new relationships among Columbus, Richmond, the School Board and Board of
Supervisors were considered. Third, the study considered how these leaders worked together to
prepare local government and school budgets to meet service demands and school operations
during difficult economic times. This section compares the research findings to findings of prior
studies.
Superintendents must be familiar with the organizational structure and methods for seeking local
funding for fiscally dependent school divisions
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Structured interviews revealed School Board members and county
government leaders universally expected the Superintendent to have firm
grasp of Virginia’s means of funding public schools. In fact,
understanding of Virginia public school finance was a primary
expectation. As observed by the County Administrator, Richmond, those
Figure 5.1

with little experience with School Board fiscal dependency on the local

governing body can “be set up for failure.”1 Thorton’s Virginia-based study of desired
superintendent characteristics ranked knowledge of school funding low among expected
characteristics of Superintendents.2
Similarly, Wilson’s study of Arizona school board-superintendent relationships placed
school finance understanding among the bottom five desired characteristics of school
superintendents.3 In that study, School Board members considered instructional leadership,
effective board relations, visionary leadership, and community and team building as desired traits
of effective superintendents.4 This study’s participants identified similar desirable characteristics
and placed understanding of methods to fund fiscally dependent Virginia public schools among
their top priorities.
Relationship building and work as a team player are also desired characteristics of
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Superintendents.5 These traits were particularly important during the height of the recession.
Denver was skilled at negotiating funding with Orleans, the School Board Chairperson, and
Stephenson, Board of Supervisors Chairperson. Although not completely ignoring the School
Board, Denver seemed to share budget information at the end of negotiations rather than during
the process. Denver did not develop a positive working relationship with the County
Administrator, Richmond, and thus extended ongoing mistrust of the Superintendent and School
Board by the local governing body and county staff. In contrast, Columbus sought to establish
positive relationships with Richmond and Stephenson, and engaged both Boards in constructive
discussions regarding the financial needs of the school division. As economic conditions
worsened, Columbus demonstrated willingness to work as a team player with Richmond and
sought agreement from the School Board to follow suit. Columbus’s willingness to help mitigate
financial stress and work within constraints established by the Board of Supervisors helped reestablish positive relationships with the local governing body and county government.6
Columbus’s ability to work alongside Richmond was made possible by communicating clearly to
the School Board the graveness of the economic recession. Williams and Tabernick observed
stable school districts have effective communication structures between Board members and the
Superintendent, and Board members have clear understanding of their organizational role and
that of the Superintendent.7 Columbus made sure communication channels were open with
Richmond, and considered the county administrator a peer. Columbus and Richmond
collaboratively sought solutions to the financial crisis.
Columbus and Albany sought to provide clear and factual information to both the School
5
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Board and Board of Supervisors. As Columbus observed, trust took a long time to build.8
Credibility was earned over time and ultimately positioned the School Board to gain approval for
capital projects that were not politically popular but necessary.9 Williams and Tabernick
observed fiscal transparency influenced community trust for school leadership.10 They found
public funds have to be managed wisely and transparently in order to sustain trust from the
community.11 Similarly, local governing bodies in Virginia require assurances from the School
Board and Superintendent of sound fiscal management. While the former Superintendent,
Denver, grew in understanding of Virginia’s governance structure and funding methodology,
negative perceptions seemed hard to overcome.12 The Board of Supervisors’ collective lack of
trust regarding school financial matters during the tenure of the Denver was evident in
participant interviews.
Effective peer-to-peer relationships between public school and local governing body leaders
facilitate cooperative decision-making
There was no direct corollary in the literature regarding this finding. This study identified
the relationship between Orleans, Denver and Stephenson as being unbalanced because
Richmond, as Denver’s peer, was not included as a member of the decision-making group. Once
Columbus became superintendent, Stephenson encouraged a relationship between Columbus and
Richmond. Stephenson may have desired to re-set relations between school leaders and county
government leaders, as historically conflict characterized funding and school construction
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needs.13 Opportunity may have been presented during Denver’s tenure for Stephenson to
facilitate a better relationship between Denver and Richmond; however, conflict between the
Superintendent and County Administrator had been the norm through a succession of
superintendents.14 Simply, poor relationships and conflict among key individuals were accepted
as part of “doing business.”15
Mountford, in her study of motives and power among School Board members, suggested
the “relationships between and among members educational organizations are hierarchical,
controlling, and riddled with conflict.”16 Those holding power, Mountford wrote, “should initiate
and facilitate collaborative decision-making processes.”17 Rather than having “power-over,” the
individual should have “power-with.”18 Orleans and Denver seemed to exercise “power-over,” as
opposed to engaging stakeholders in collaborative decision-making. Columbus wanted all
stakeholders engaged in decision-making processes—a “power-with” approach. In this study,
effective peer-to-peer relationships were possible because Columbus saw value in promoting
shared decision-making with Richmond. As Richmond noted, Columbus could have been
perceived as doing that which the Board of Supervisors dictated but, in reality, both the County
Administrator and Superintendent had to craft budgets with local, state, and federal limitations
over which neither had any control.19 As the two leaders cooperated, their relationship grew.
Effective peer-to-peer relationships may be best described as “power-with” relationships.
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For Stephenson, the Board of Supervisors chairperson, effective peer-to-peer relationships
provided opportunities for both Boards to maintain collective commitment to public education
and necessary local government services.20 Albany agreed with Stephenson’s assertion and noted
how much better both Boards were able to work together once relationships were properly
aligned.21 Effective school leaders practicing “power-with” are more capable of collaborative
decision-making thereby minimizing conflict with stakeholders.22 Identifying characteristics of
effective relationships between public school and local government officials is an area of
additional study.
Roles within organizations must be understood
Extant literature focuses on Superintendent and School Board relationships, yet from an
organizational perspective, confirms the importance of understanding roles held in public schools
or county government.23 Mountford’s study suggested role confusion is one cause of strained
School Board-Superintendent relations.24 School Board members unaware of expectations for
collective leadership by a body corporate often attempt to exert influence individually through
personal motivation. Motivation Theory implies people “act for personal reasons, altruistic
reasons, or some combination of the two.”25 Motivation combined with power may allow an
individual “to dominate and oppress others to fulfill personal needs, desires or agendas.”26 Both
Denver and Orleans, the then School Board chairperson, were veteran advocates and negotiators.
Their sole motivation was appropriate funding. By seeking out only Stephenson for funding, they
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inadvertently generated animosity from the School Board, Board of Supervisors and county
leadership.27
Decision-making power was consolidated among three people: Stephenson, who held
rein over the Board of Supervisors and by extension, county finance; Orleans, as School Board
chairperson; and, Denver, as Superintendent. Ill will did not drive Denver and Orleans’s
motivation yet both misapplied personal power. Denver and Orleans failed to see Richmond as
integral to budget negotiations and, therefore, did not engage the County Administrator in
discussions.28 Richmond made clear deference to Stephenson as the leader of County
government, and Denver may have not understood Richmond’s role as manager of county
funds.29 Stephenson, after he learned how difficult relations were between Denver and
Richmond, took steps to encourage Columbus to build trust and partnership with Richmond.30
Columbus and Richmond worked collaboratively as the economy worsened. Columbus and
Albany sought to ensure the School Board’s full participation in budget deliberations.31
Denver, by all accounts, acted as chief executive officer of and chief negotiator for the
school division. Unique to this study were the chief financial officer backgrounds of the former
School Board chairperson, Orleans, and Stephenson as Board of Supervisors chairperson. Both
chairpersons oversaw financial operations of two very large non-profit organizations. Given their
workplace roles, Orleans and Stephenson were quite comfortable negotiating without including
their respective Boards.32 As an experienced Superintendent in states with fiscally independent
School Boards, Denver was a skilled advocate for school funding. As suggested by interviews
27
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with Albany and Columbus, Denver naturally gravitated toward Stephenson rather than
Richmond, a peer as County Administrator.33
Denver and Columbus approached the role of Superintendent differently. Columbus saw
the Superintendent as a collaborative leader. Columbus sought individual meetings with Board of
Supervisors members to provide each with information about programs, services and needs of
the school division.34 Columbus’s intent was to open lines of communication.35 Columbus was
clearly the chief executive officer of the school division, yet Columbus believed “plain talk,
factual information, clear options and logic” could be used to build a trusting relationship with
Richmond and between the two Boards.36 Richmond described Columbus as an advocate for
schools who did so “effectively and civilly.”37 As Columbus grew to understand how Richmond
approached the role as County Administrator, an effective working relationship emerged.
Richmond explained the role as “one that positions the governing body to make the optimum
decision based on the information we provide.”38 In many ways, Columbus also moved the
School Board toward effective and appropriate decisions through timely and well-constructed
information in advance of meetings. Albany recalled realizing the School Board often moved in
Columbus’s desired direction, yet the Board believed consensus was achieved on its own.39
Effective characteristics of leaders include communicating effectively; demonstrating personal
integrity; being honest, sincere and trustworthy; willing to seek consensus; encouraging
collaborative decision-making; and accepting responsibility
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As a case study, consideration was afforded how these characteristics were applied.
Thorton’s study of Superintendent-School Board Relations identified communication,
collaboration, and trustworthiness as positive characteristics of Superintendents.40 Richard and
Kruse suggested being consultative, communicating information in a clear and timely manner,
being open, and encouraging of others as desired leadership characteristics.41 They emphasized
recognizing and attracting Superintendents who demonstrate these leadership behaviors will
positively impact the school district and School Board goals.42 The aforementioned leadership
traits also emerged during interviews. Additionally, personal integrity and responsibility were
identified as positive characteristics. Columbus considered Denver an effective leader who
possessed the characteristics described above.43 Stephenson noted Denver did not fare well
working with the Board of Supervisors or Richmond.44 Richmond found working with Denver to
be difficult and occasionally confrontational.45
Denver appeared to struggle to employ effectively the skill set with the local governing
body, despite being a seasoned Superintendent.46 Denver was able to provide leadership within
the structure of the school division and to the external public with vested interest in schools.47
Among those who perceived public schools as a financial burden, Denver’s leadership was
perceived negatively. In contrast, Columbus was able to successfully employ desired traits both
internally and externally. Columbus quickly grasped how dire the county’s financial condition
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was during the recession and took steps to assure the School Board, school staff and community
were engaged in decision-making processes.48
Interviewees universally praised Columbus. Stephenson recalled Columbus building
respect, trust and demonstrating integrity—“there was never any faltering on what [Columbus]
wanted to do or did.”49 Richmond observed Columbus was an honest and open communicator,
“You would know where [Columbus] was coming from. [Columbus] had the ability to lead and
support the School Board in their role.”50
In Virginia, effective leadership and advocacy for school funding is necessary to secure
the desired local transfer from the local governing body. Saatcioglu, et al. observed the
Superintendent and School Board have to maintain strong ties outside the organization to gain
access to financial resources.51 Columbus developed and maintained positive relationships with
Albany, Stephenson, Richmond, the School Board and Board of Supervisors through consistency
in leadership. Of significance was Columbus’s work to develop positive ties to the Board of
Supervisors. In Virginia, strong relationships with the local governing body are crucial. Using
leadership to promote goals to outside agencies and the funding body warrant additional study.
Communication with School Board and local governing body by the new/incumbent
Superintendent was informative, timely, effective, and aided critical decision-making by the
School Board and Board of Supervisors
Williams and Tabernick emphasized clear communication as essential for Superintendent
48
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success.52 Thorton’s study noted contemporary Superintendents must be effective
communicators. 53 Crum and Hellman suggested effective communication by the School Board
and Superintendent demonstrated “good steward[ship] of the community.”54 Columbus, in
discussions with Stephenson and Richmond, came to understand clearly how strapped the
community was financially.55 As Columbus’s understanding grew, effort to communicate the
condition to the School Board commenced in earnest. Stephenson observed the School Board
had to be engaged in governance throughout the recession, and both Albany and Columbus took
steps to ensure the School Board was committed to working alongside the Board of
Supervisors.56
Both the School Board and the Superintendent maintained open lines of communication
with the Board of Supervisors, a practice encouraged by Fusarelli, et al.57 Columbus regularly
communicated with Richmond, seeking solutions and pathways to problem resolution. Often,
Columbus explained why a proposal from Richmond would not work, and Richmond would
offer advice as to why a proffer from Columbus was ill advised.58 Richmond observed, “Good
things come through working in a collaborative manner to move the system forward
effectively.”59 Effective communication especially between the Superintendent, Columbus, and
County Administrator, Richmond, was highlighted.60
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Collaborative decision-making strategies were employed by key leaders, School Board and
Board of Supervisors
Crum and Hellman’s study considered how School Boards assumed greater participation
in decision-making. Their study suggested School Boards were increasingly deliberative of
administrative staff recommendations.61 Richard and Kruse noted the Superintendent must be
willing to consult with the School Board before decisions are made.62 School Board actions often
impact the community and are thus subject to outside pressures and influences.63 Many School
Board members serve for personal reasons rather than serving for the good of the community,
thus motivations may be contrary to the collective whole.64
Albany observed certain School Board members required more personal attention, as they
were unwilling to compromise believing the Board of Supervisors had enough revenue to
continue to support the school division at present levels.65 Loudon stated the School Board had to
make consensus decisions for the best interest of the community at large, as there was “nothing
to be gained by being antagonistic toward the Board of Supervisors.”66 Columbus informed the
School Board of repercussions of possible decisions in advance of public meetings, so as to
avoid contentious debate.67 Stephenson observed both Boards made better decisions once each
understood the issues and financial pressures each faced.68 Columbus and Richmond sought
common ground: Each shared what was necessary for continued operations of the school
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division and county government.69 Columbus and Richmond sought to move their respective
Boards toward consensus and collaborative decision-making.
Constituent groups, staff and local governing body had ample opportunities for input and
contributions to budget decision-making
The fiscal year 2010 budget process was ripe for conflict. Crowson and Morris observed
decision-making requires accepting internal and external conflict.70 Constituent input was a
vehicle for both the School Board and Board of Supervisors to be informed of matters of concern
to the community, a finding supported by Fusarelli, et al.71 Yet constituent group input could
impact and perhaps scuttle efforts promoted by the Superintendent. Notably, Columbus’s
proposed elimination of middle school, freshman and junior varsity sports drew considerable
outcry from the community.72 Ultimately, Columbus’s recommendation was replaced with an
alternate proposal curtailing the length of season and costs.73
Pressure applied to the School Board could influence personal motivations of individual
members.74 Loudoun and one other School Board member actively sought alternatives to
eliminating middle school sports. For Loudoun, community pressure was intense.75 Personal
motivation influenced the other as the children of the Board member participated in sports.76
Columbus highlighted the volume of correspondence from parents and other constituents, calling
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some “extreme but necessary.”77
Public forums for constituent input provided opportunities for the School Board to
receive criticism for considering the recommendations of Columbus. Loudoun described the
School Board as “taking the hit[s] to insulate the Board of Supervisors.”78 Albany agreed and
noted, “The Board of Supervisors was thankful they did not have to say ‘no.’”79 Columbus and
Albany had similar leadership styles, and this helped them as they listened teachers, community
members and staff. Albany and Columbus’s leadership styles allowed options to be
communicated to the community with authenticity.80 The School Board’s deliberative reaction to
community input enhanced credibility with the Board of Supervisors and demonstrated
responsiveness to constituents.81
Deliberate action steps were taken to protect core instructional services
Crum and Hellman’s study of School Board decision-making described a framework of
five steps including 1) Recognize and define the problem; 2) Analyze and evaluate the problem;
3) Establish criteria for evaluating solutions; 4) Collect data relevant to the problem; and, 5)
Select alternatives and weigh consequences.82 Similar procedures were employed by Columbus
and staff to assess impacts of potential reductions of programs and services. Consequences of
recommendations were communicated, in advance, to School Board members.83 Considerations
were also communicated to the Board of Supervisors and Richmond, County Administrator.
Richmond emphasized need for both Boards to fully understand budget ramifications—setting
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the stage for better decisions.84
Programs and services were not restored or expanded unless funding sources were sustainable
Feuerstein’s study places this finding in the context of ethical behavior.85 Three
characteristics of School Board behavior influence decision-making and include 1) Analytical—
recognizing complexities in issues; 2) Political—developing healthy relationships with
constituencies; and 3) Strategic—shaping institutional direction and future.86 Considered further,
Kerr suggested decisions are made in the “context of potential crisis.”87 Richmond noted
deliberate communications from Columbus and the School Board helped both Boards maintain
identity, goals and objectives.88 Considering the view of the Board of Supervisors was important
to Columbus and Albany, School Board chairperson. Opinions mattered and helped the School
Board make decisions in the best interests of the community.89
Revenues and expenditures were allocated conservatively within constraints and guidelines of
the local governing body, state or federal government
School Board decisions need to be consistent with the value structure of the community.90
Crum and Hellman wrote School Boards must make sound administrative decisions.91 Despite
need to successfully meet ever-increasing state and federal accountability provisions, Columbus
and the School Board elected to conservatively budget funds to weather uncertain economic
conditions. Columbus recognized the community was increasingly requiring access to safety net
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services provided by the county.92 Richmond, as County Administrator, expressed similar
concern for important community services knowing additional revenues to support these were
not likely.93 Because decisions were carefully measured, trust developed between the School
Board and Board of Supervisors, and minimized organizational conflict between the two
Boards.94
This section compared study findings to extant literature. As a case study, the findings
represented un-desired and desired characteristics of key leaders; ineffective and effective
decision-making processes employed by leaders and their respective Boards; and how trust
emerged between leaders and both Boards after appointment of the new Superintendent,
Columbus. The next section offers conclusions from the study and discusses implications of
future “level funding” by the Board of Supervisors.
Study Conclusions
This section is divided into two parts: First, perspective as a participant-observer; and
second, implications of “level funding.”
Participant-Observer
The researcher was involved in many of the processes employed to identify strategies,
research implications, and recommend solutions to the Superintendent, Columbus. The
Superintendent actively encouraged collaborative teamwork among members of senior staff, and
generally, recommendations were the consensus of staff.
Executive staff was engaged in presenting options to the School Board for their collective
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consideration. Senior staff also participated in meetings with and offered perspective to the
Board of Supervisors. Participation in these discussions provided inside knowledge of how
Columbus collected necessary data to be informed and make decisions. However, despite many
man-hours dedicated to analyzing, deliberating and preparing recommendations, staff did not
always have clear vantage points of how Columbus might use this information when working
with Albany, the School Board chairperson; School Board; Richmond, County Administrator;
Stephenson, Board of Supervisors chairperson; or the Board of Supervisors.
The case study brought to life facets of school and local governance the staff or public is
not generally privy to. Kerr observed issues coming before School Boards are extremely
complex and may only partially be understood by the community.95 Senior staff understanding of
issues coming before the School Board was only partially understood, because only impacts on
school operations and debt service had been considered. Richmond, the County Administrator,
rightly surmised Columbus had staff who firmly believed certain budget reduction strategies
were unacceptable yet were adopted anyway.96 Senior staff did not, and most likely could not,
have full knowledge of budget negotiations between Columbus and Richmond. Columbus and
Albany, the School Board chairperson, invested countless hours outside of formal meetings
educating School Board members about impacts of decisions they might make. Albany made
clear expectation for unanimity in public settings to the School Board.97
Superintendents devote considerable time to School Board relations. That is, informing or
responding to individual School Board members. School Board members have to maintain trust
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in their Superintendent. Feuerstein defined trust as individual and collective integrity.98 Albany
was more direct, “If you believe the intent, trust the content.”99 Honest and open communication
between Columbus and School Board members was critical during this period of economic
uncertainty. Hurley reported such communications are imperative for successful School BoardSuperintendent relationships under any condition.100
Level Funding
Social influence theory is the behavior of one individual trying to persuade another
person.101 Within this theory is the element of credibility or “trustworthiness and expertness.”102
Columbus was looking long-term. In 2009, hope for a quick economic rebound was dim. To
foster some sense of stability, Columbus sought to broker an agreement with the Board of
Supervisors to maintain funding for school operating costs and debt service minimally at fiscal
year 2010 levels. The term, level funding, was suggested to Richmond and Stephenson as a
politically palatable means to generate continued fiscal support of schools.
Albany, School Board chairperson, and Stephenson, Board of Supervisors chairperson,
believed level funding was politically astute. Columbus described level funding as a “neutral
term in a destructive period.”103 In reality, Columbus set in place conditions for school staff to
begin work on future budgets understanding local transfers for school operations and debt
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service would remain basically at fixed levels.104 Coupled with known federal ARRA allocations
and expected allocations under ESEA, IDEA and Perkins, two of the three primary revenue
sources had fairly firm valuations.
ARRA allocations were not completely budgeted in fiscal year 2010, and were contingent
upon a spending plan compliant with federal guidelines. Once guidelines were clearly
understood, spending plans were implemented to leverage funds over several federal fiscal years
using Tydings amendment provisions.105 Columbus’s intent was to fortify the division against
potential reduced state appropriations for public schools in future years. While changes did
come, initially as beneficial reductions to both the state and local share of required retirement
system contributions, future years brought increased costs to re-pay and stabilize the retirement
system reducing funds available for direct instruction. As Superintendent, Columbus had made
sure the division was positioned to restore programs and services once additional revenues
became available as the economy stabilized. This conservative approach reflected the values of
the community and was only possible because of Columbus’s credibility with key leaders, the
School Board and Board of Supervisors.
This section described the merit of case studies. Access to perceptions of elected and
appointed officials helped lead to understanding of the relationships held by the former
Superintendent, Denver, and the incumbent, Columbus, with the School Board and Board of
Supervisors. Triangulation through artifacts, both primary and secondary, added to the richness
of the study. Finally, this section discussed how Columbus applied skill, both personally and
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politically, to position the school division for the future. The next section discusses implications
for practice.
Implications for Practice
Study findings suggested personal and professional relationships should be established
and maintained between key leaders of a school division and corresponding local government. In
general, relationship describes the conditions between the bodies; however, individual
relationship is a significant factor that links to another factor, friendship. Relationship factors
emerging from the data are shown in the table below:
Relationship Factors
Individual Relationship
Friendship
Trust
Integrity
Communication
Honesty
Balance
Equilibrium
Leadership
Collaboration
Decision-making
Consensus
Building
Table 5.2 Factors
The factors were aligned to companion factors and were compared to the pre-existing
condition and then to the emerging condition. Stephenson sought to stabilize the relationship
between the Superintendent and County Administrator and restore balance among peers.
Columbus was an active participant in restoring balance and in developing a positive relationship
with Richmond. Appropriate equilibrium emerged between Board chairpersons and
administrators allowing trust to grow between both Boards. Trust and integrity were critical
attributes needed to successfully manage school and county operations during a very difficult
economic period. Consensus building was necessary because difficult decisions would require
complete support of both Boards.
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Additionally, sound fiscal stewardship by the Superintendent, Columbus, was recognized
and appreciated by both the School Board and local governing body. Finally, conservative use of
available revenues allowed the School Board and local governing body to maintain necessary
services within the constraints of a significant economic recession. Implications for practice
include:
1.

Committing to building positive and effective relationships among key leaders
and staff in schools and local government;

2.

Trusting each other’s opinion and perspective;

3.

Communicating honestly and openly about needs and concerns;

4.

Developing effective peer-to-peer relationships thereby avoiding conflict among
individuals;

5.

Demonstrating leadership through collaborative problem-solving;

6.

Making decisions through effective consensus-building;

7.

Practicing sound fiscal stewardship; and

8.

Conserving funds for long-term needs during periods of financial uncertainty.

Study findings suggested practices described above were employed successfully in the
subject locality. Findings also suggested norms established by key leaders in 2008-2009 continue
nearly five years later. Such norms could be adopted in other localities provided willingness
exists to change conditions.
Recommendations for Further Study
The study considered the work by key leaders of one locality to build positive personal
and working relationships with each other and address anticipated revenue shortfalls. The study
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validated most of the characteristics desired of Superintendents by School Boards but also
illustrated expectation by the School Board for strong fiscal stewardship. Fiscal stewardship was
not among highly ranked characteristics found in the literature review. For those School Boards
with fiscal autonomy, tension will exist between the Superintendent and the Board regarding
appropriate school funding. For those fiscally dependent, tension will exist between the School
Board and local governing bodies, and their administrative leaders. Tension is not unhealthy, as
community calls for sound management of taxpayer dollars should be expected. Further research
is suggested in the following areas:
1.

Broader assessment of School Board members’ value of the relationship
characteristics identified through this study. This study targeted one community
and principal leaders of the school division and local governing body.

2.

Broader assessment of the local governing body’s value of the relationship
characteristics identified through this study. The study considered this question
from the school division perspective.

3.

Consideration of the role of the Superintendent as chief executive officer of a
school division as opposed to that of the County Administrator/Manager. This
study identified differences in perspectives held by the individuals holding these
positions and their respective boards. For instance, the County Manager of
Henrico is generally viewed as the leader of county government. In city
government, contrast may be made among mayoral forms of government and city
manager governance, as evidenced by the city of Richmond. Administrators of the
four Virginia communities with a Board of Supervisors chairperson elected atlarge may view their role similarly while those with rotating chairpersons may see
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themselves as chief executive officers.
4.

Discovery of how school divisions managed funds distributed under the American
Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA). This study discussed a conservative
and long-range approach toward applying ARRA funds to sustain quality
educational programs. Because the study did not consider fiscal years beyond
2010, use of these funds in out years should be explored.

5.

Policy implications for local governance of public schools should be explored as a
result of federal intervention in fiscal years 2009 and 2010. State Fiscal
Stabilization funds under ARRA were not distributed without conditions.
Expectations for improved teacher and Superintendent evaluation processes,
student and school accountability, student achievement standards, and program
innovation have changed. This study did not consider federal intervention in
public schools.
Reflection

Throughout a 33 year career in public education, the researcher observed or participated
in nearly annual conflict between school divisions and county governments over what each
perceived as appropriate local transfers for funding of school operations and debt service.
Frequently, perspectives of the School Board and local governing body differed radically. Under
these circumstances, tensions were often unhealthy and damaging for the community. However,
properly managed tension is good and an indicator of sound fiscal stewardship.
Necessarily, the division Superintendent must be an advocate for appropriate local
funding of public schools, yet need not always do so at the expense of other services provided by
local governing bodies. By law, the Superintendent must certify the local governing body
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provided funds necessary to operate the public schools. Indeed, there are school divisions across
the Commonwealth whose share of local revenue perilously endangers certification of necessary
funding, as required by the Standards of Quality.
Building capacity among local governmental leaders to provide appropriate financial
support of public schools must among the primary responsibilities of the division
Superintendent. Too often conflict erupts between the Superintendent and local government
senior administrator, and between School Board and local governing body over school
operations or debt service. Understanding public schools consume the majority of local revenues,
the researcher surmises improved communications and relationships between key school and
government leaders will lead to cooperative efforts to properly fund school needs and local
government services.
However, the researcher is a realist. The School Board and the local governing body may
have established norms for communications and relationships, but the personalities and
motivations of elected or appointed officials, governmental and agency leaders predicate how
effectively the School Board and local governing body work together. One must first form a
relationship and then develop trust. Trust of intent is the linchpin connecting personalities and
organizations together. Without trust, meaningful relationships may not be possible.
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Appendix C (1) Request to Collect Data

FREDERICK COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
REQUEST TO COLLECT DATA FOR EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
Name Peter J. Vernimb ______________________ School SBO ________________
Home Address 1089 Filbert St ___________________________________________
Stephens City 22655 ________________________ Phone 540-869-3063 _________
Current Teaching Assignment or Credentials Asst Supt _________________________
Course and Instructor/Advisor Dissertation Research/ Dr. William Glenn __________
_____________________________________________________________________
Organization/University Virginia Tech _______________________________________
Topic of Research: Relationships between Supt/ School Board and BOS regarding
budgeting ____________________________________________________________
Reason for Data Collection
To collect pertinent written data regarding FY2010
Budget and to interview key individuals involved in budget work. ______________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Specific Data to be Collected Working documents, board adopted documents,
meeting minutes, oral interview responses _________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Data will be Collected from: Records x_ Employees _x__ Students* ___ Parents ___
*Attach required Parental Notification/Permission form.
Description of Data Gathering Techniques Data mining and interviews ____________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Appendix C (2)
Description of Data Use __________________________________________________
To identify inferences, themes, and inter-relationships through a qualitative study
Amount of Time Required to Supply Information N/A____________________________
Time Frame for Collecting Data August - September 2013 ______________________
Computer Hardware/Software Requirements None _____________________________
Dissemination/Publication of Data Upon successful defense posted through VT
Dissertations Online ___________________________________________________

I understand that data collected from Frederick County Public Schools as described in
this request will not be utilized in any manner that will identify Frederick County Public
Schools as an organization or its employees, students, or parents as individuals. I
further understand that participation by employees, parents, or students of Frederick
County Public Schools is optional and at the individual’s discretion.

_______________________________________
Signature

_______________________
Date

Attach copies of all relevant documents (class syllabus, project rubric, survey,
questionnaire, interview questions, parental notification/permission letters, etc.)
Submit request and documents to the office of the Assistant Superintendent for
Instruction prior to data collection. Approval must be obtained prior to any data
collecting.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Approved ___x__
Not Approved _____
Limitations Under Which Approval Is Given:

_______________________________________
Signature
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Appendix D (1) Inquiry Matrix
Research Inquiry/Interviewee
Question

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Supt A County Admin SB Chair SB Vice Chair

I
I
I
I, II, III
I, II, III
I, II, III
I
I, II, III

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

a. Supt/SB
b. Supt/BOS
c. SB/BOS
d. Supt/County Admin
e. Supt Fostering Relationship
f. SB Chair Fostering Relationship
g. Pre-Existing Board Relationship(s)
h. Influence of Relationship on Funding

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

(5) BOS
Chair at
Large

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

QUESTIONS BY AREA OF INQUIRY
Interviewee (Inquiry) Question
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (--) What leadership skills would best describe your expectations for a superintendent?
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (g) How would you characterize the relationship between the school board and board of supervisors during the tenure of
Dr. B?
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (g) What issues seemed to cause the greatest conflict between the two boards?
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (g) What role did the school board play in establishing (or maintaining) communication with the BOS?
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (g) What role did Dr. B play in establishing (or maintaining) communication with the BOS?
1, 2, 5
(d) How would you characterize the relationship between the superintendent and county administrator during Dr. B's
tenure?
1, 2, 5
(d) [If appropriate] What issues seemed to cause the greatest conflict between the county administrator and
superintendent?
1, 2, 5
(d) How would you describe the relationship between the county administrator and Mrs. A?
1, 2, 5
(d, h) Regarding school funding matters, describe communication between the county administrator and the
superintendent.
2, 3, 4, 5
(c) To what extent do you attribute the present relationship between both boards to Mrs. A?
2, 3, 4, 5
(b, e) What leadership skills do you think Mrs. A demonstrated to foster this relationship? Follow-up: How did these
manifest themselves?
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Appendix 3.4 (2)
Interviewee (Inquiry) Question
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (f) To what extent do you attribute the present relationship between both boards to the school board chair?
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (h) To what extent do you perceive that improved relations between the boards contributed to the decision to hold local
funding level?
1, 3, 4
(a, c, h) Why was it important for the school board to continue to receive level local funding?
3, 4
(a, e, h) How were you prepared for the potential of having to make funding cuts? What information were you given,
how and by whom?
1, 3, 4
(b, h) How would you describe the communication between the school board and the superintendent regarding the
FY2009 and FY2010 budget processes? Probe: frequency, collegiality, timing, etc.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (c) How would you describe the communication between the school board and the board of supervisors regarding the
FY2009 and FY2010 budget processes?
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Appendix E (1) Interview Questions
QUESTIONS BY INTERVIEWEE
1

(--) What leadership skills would best describe your expectations for a superintendent?
(g) How would you characterize the relationship between the school board and board of supervisors during the tenure of
Dr. B?
(g) What issues seemed to cause the greatest conflict between the two boards?
(g) What role did the school board play in establishing (or maintaining) communication with the BOS?
(g) What role did Dr. B play in establishing (or maintaining) communication with the BOS?
(d) How would you characterize the relationship between the superintendent and county administrator during Dr. B's
tenure?
(d) [If appropriate] What issues seemed to cause the greatest conflict between the county administrator and
superintendent?
(d) How would you describe the relationship between the county administrator and yourself?
(d, h) Regarding school funding matters, describe communication between the county administrator and yourself.
(f) To what extent do you attribute the present relationship between both boards to the school board chair?
(h) To what extent do you perceive that improved relations between the boards contributed to the decision to hold
funding level?
(a, c, h) Why was it important for the school board to continue to receive level local funding?
(b, h) How would you describe the communication between the school board and the superintendent regarding the
FY2009 and FY2010 budget processes? Probe: frequency, collegiality, timing, etc.
(c) How would you describe the communication between the school board and the board of supervisors regarding the
FY2009 and FY2010 budget processes?
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Appendix E (2)
2

(--) What leadership skills would best describe your expectations for a superintendent?
(g) How would you characterize the relationship between the school board and board of supervisors during the tenure of
Dr. B?
(g) What issues seemed to cause the greatest conflict between the two boards?
(g) What role did the school board play in establishing (or maintaining) communication with the BOS?
(g) What role did Dr. B play in establishing (or maintaining) communication with the BOS?
(d) How would you characterize the relationship between the superintendent and county administrator during Dr. B's
tenure?
(d) [If appropriate] What issues seemed to cause the greatest conflict between the county administrator and
superintendent?
(d) How would you describe the relationship between the county administrator and Mrs. A?
(d, h) Regarding school funding matters, describe communication between the county administrator and the
superintendent.
(c) To what extent do you attribute the present relationship between both boards to Mrs. A?
(b, e) What leadership skills do you think Mrs. A demonstrated to foster this relationship? Follow-up: How did these
manifest themselves?
(f) To what extent do you attribute the present relationship between both boards to the school board chair?
(h) To what extent do you perceive that improved relations between the boards contributed to the decision to hold
funding level?
(c) How would you describe the communication between the school board and the board of supervisors regarding the
FY2009 and FY2010 budget processes?
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3

3

(--) What leadership skills would best describe your expectations for a superintendent?
(g) How would you characterize the relationship between the school board and board of supervisors during the tenure of
Dr. B?
(g) What issues seemed to cause the greatest conflict between the two boards?
(g) What role did the school board play in establishing (or maintaining) communication with the BOS?
(g) What role did Dr. B play in establishing (or maintaining) communication with the BOS?
(c) To what extent do you attribute the present relationship between both boards to Mrs. A?
(b, e) What leadership skills do you think Mrs. A demonstrated to foster this relationship? Follow-up: How did these
manifest themselves?
(f) To what extent do you attribute the present relationship between both boards to the school board chair?
(h) To what extent do you perceive that improved relations between the boards contributed to the decision to hold local
funding level?
(a, c, h) Why was it important for the school board to continue to receive level local funding?
(a, e, h) How were you prepared for the potential of having to make funding cuts? What information were you given,
how and by whom?
(b, h) How would you describe the communication between the school board and the superintendent regarding the
FY2009 and FY2010 budget processes? Probe: frequency, collegiality, timing, etc.
(c) How would you describe the communication between the school board and the board of supervisors regarding the
FY2009 and FY2010 budget processes?
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4

(--) What leadership skills would best describe your expectations for a superintendent?
(g) How would you characterize the relationship between the school board and board of supervisors during the tenure of
Dr. B?
(g) What issues seemed to cause the greatest conflict between the two boards?
(g) What role did the school board play in establishing (or maintaining) communication with the BOS?
(g) What role did Dr. B play in establishing (or maintaining) communication with the BOS?
(c) To what extent do you attribute the present relationship between both boards to Mrs. A?
(b, e) What leadership skills do you think Mrs. A demonstrated to foster this relationship? Follow-up: How did these
manifest themselves?
(f) To what extent do you attribute the present relationship between both boards to the school board chair?
(h) To what extent do you perceive that improved relations between the boards contributed to the decision to hold local
funding level?
(a, c, h) Why was it important for the school board to continue to receive level local funding?
(a, e, h) How were you prepared for the potential of having to make funding cuts? What information were you given,
how and by whom?
(b, h) How would you describe the communication between the school board and the superintendent regarding the
FY2009 and FY2010 budget processes? Probe: frequency, collegiality, timing, etc.
(c) How would you describe the communication between the school board and the board of supervisors regarding the
FY2009 and FY2010 budget processes?
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Appendix E (5)
5

5

(--) What leadership skills would best describe your expectations for a superintendent?
(g) How would you characterize the relationship between the school board and board of supervisors during the tenure of
Dr. B?
(g) What issues seemed to cause the greatest conflict between the two boards?
(g) What role did the school board play in establishing (or maintaining) communication with the BOS?
(g) What role did Dr. B play in establishing (or maintaining) communication with the BOS?
(d) How would you characterize the relationship between the superintendent and county administrator during Dr. B's
tenure?
(d) [If appropriate] What issues seemed to cause the greatest conflict between the county administrator and
superintendent?
(d) How would you describe the relationship between the county administrator and Mrs. A?
(d, h) Regarding school funding matters, describe communication between the county administrator and the
superintendent.
(c) To what extent do you attribute the present relationship between both boards to Mrs. A?
(b, e) What leadership skills do you think Mrs. A demonstrated to foster this relationship? Follow-up: How did these
manifest themselves?
(f) To what extent do you attribute the present relationship between both boards to the school board chair?
(h) To what extent do you perceive that improved relations between the boards contributed to the decision to hold local
funding level?
(c) How would you describe the communication between the school board and the board of supervisors regarding the
FY2009 and FY2010 budget processes?
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